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INSTITUTE OF WATER RESOURCES
University of Alaska
College, Aloska
A Bibl iography af Arctic Water Resaurces
In July, 1969, the Institute af Water Resaurces began a study of Alaska's Arctic
water resources in response to the impending resource development of Arctic regions.
The intent of the study was to provide a literature review of existing information, a
model study of the water system in an Arctic region, and a limited field program.
'It became quite apparent,eGlrly in the study that a great amount of literature
pertaining to the' A~~iic water cycle was available and would need extensive
organization to be useful. It also became apparent that if the literature were
organized, the list would be useful ta investigators other than ourselves. The
result is this Bibliography of Arctic Water Resources.
The bibliography was a compromise dictated by cost and available personnel. It
certainly could have been much more complete and perhaps a catagorical subject
listing would have been useful. However, the keyword format was easily accomplished
and was amenable to computer manipulation and printing.
The entries were selected for inclusion on the basis of their relevance to the
understanding the nature of the land-based water cycle in Alaska's Arctic and Sub-
Arctic regions. All available references to Alaskan areas with the exception of the
southeast region were included. With few exceptions material has been excluded
which was primarily concerned with the mechanical aspects of permafrost and
oceanographic data. References concerning glaciology, water supply, and waste
disposal were not specifically searched, but were included when available.
The references were drawn from a wide range of sources. Special mention
should be made, however, to Arctic Bibliography, published by the Arctic Institute
of North America; Ground Water in Permafrost Regions, by R. A. Williams of the
U.S. Geological Survey; the current reference list of the Polar Record; and the
various reports and bibliographies of the U. S. Army Cold Regions Research
Laboratory. In addition, extensive use was made of the libraries on the University
of Alaska campus.
We hope to issue an addendum to the bibliography at periodic intervals in the
future. We would appreciate the aid of users of this bibliography by calling to
our attention any omissions in this listing and new references as they become
available. Also, any suggestions for improvement of the format will be welcome.
We wish to express our appreciation to Mrs. Susan Holty who did much of the
library research, and to Mrs. Diane Fredenhagen who did the keypunching for the
bibliography. Also, we wish to acknowledge the help of the Institute af Marine
Science at the University of Alaska and Dr. C. Peter McCroy who furnished the
computer program. The research for this publication was performed under Annual
Allotment Agreement No. 14-01-0001-3001, Project No. A-03I-ALAS of the
Office of Water Resources Research.
Instructions for Use
The bibliogrophy consists of two ports - 0 keyword listing ond 0 citotion
section. The two ore linked together by accession numbers on the right side of
the page. The keyword section is listed in alphabetical order and the citation
section is listed in numerical order of the accession number. In most cases, the
keywords include the name of the author and the area with which the work is
concerned, as well as the geographical location of the work.
The list of keywords describing each publication appears in the listing as
many times as there are keywords in that description. For instance,if "*Smith
*Lakes *Alaska, North Slope" were the three keywords describing a publication,
the description would appear in three different locations alphabetically as follows:
*Alaska, North Slope *Smith *Lakes 0305
*Lakes *Alaska, North Slope *Smith 0305
*Smith *Lakes *Alaska, North Slope 0305
The publication could be found by looking up 0305 in the Citations Section.
By scanning all of the keywords an idea of the content of the publ ication may be
obtained.
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*AAPAMOORs*aOGS, STRING.SCHENK*ARCTIC 0105
*AAR TOLAHT I-DUS T-COLORED SNOW-F INLAND 12B6
_ABLATION STUOIES-KEELER-ALASKA_GLACIER, MCCALL 1193
_ABLATION_AKAOEMIIA NAUK SSSR-GLACIOLOGY-URALS-RUNOFF 0560
-ABLATION-OAUER-GREENLAND '0611
*ABLATION-CANADA, MEIGHEN ICE CAP-PATERSON*ACCUMULATION-GLACIER FLOW 1315
-ABLATION-CLIMATE-KEELER-HEAT EXCHANGE-SVERDRUP GLACIER, NWT-RUNOFF 0304
-ABLATION-GLACIERS_RADIATION BALANCE-CHERNIGOVSKII-ARCTIC 1252
*ABlATION*HYDROLOGV*PALtGOV*RUNOFF 1272
-ABLATION-MAKAREVICH_MALAYA ALMATINKA GLACIERS, USSR-HYDROLOGY_RUNOFF 12BI
-ABLATION-RUNOFF-KAZAKH ALTAY, USSR-GLACIATION-VILESOV 1213
-ABRAMOVA-ARKHANGEL'SK PROVINCE_MARSHES_KIRIUSHKIN 0552
*ABRAMQVA*WHITE SEA, ARKHANGEl'SK REGION*SWAMPS 2741
-ABRAMOV I CH-HYDRDELEC TR IC POWER- SI BER I A-ORA I NAGE-FLOOCS 0553
_ABU-LUGHOD_INDUSTRIAL OPERATIONS_INDUSTRIAL WATER-GRCUND WATER, TEMPERATURE 2001
-PERMAFROST_STALL_ROBERTS
-ACCIDENTS-PERMAFROST_SHAFTS_ZHUKOV 2B51
-ACCUMULATION-GLACIER FLOW_ABLATION_CANADA, MEIGHEN ICE CAP-PATERSON 1315
*ACTINOMETRV*KAlATIN*PERMAFROST 230e
_ACTIVE LAYER_FROST HEAVE-GEOMORPHOLOGY-SPITSBERGEN-CZEPPE 1189
_ACTIVE LAYER-GROUND PATTERNS_CORTE_PERMAFROST_ICE 7916
*ACTIVE lAYE~*GROUNO TEMPERATURE*PERMAFROST*HYDRDGEOLCGV*EFtMOV*LENA RIVER, USSR 0905
.ACTIVE lAYER*GROUNO WATER*PERMAFROSr*BARANOV 0666
*ACTIVE LAVER*GROUND WATER*PERMAFROSr*DEMENT'EV 08P~
-ACTIVE LAYER-KHOMICHEVSKAIA_ROCK, FROZEN 237"
*ACTIVE lAYER*PERMAFROSr*RADFORTH*ORGANIC TERRAIN ?5HI
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*ACTIVE LAYER*VORKUTA COAL REGION*PERMAFROST*PERMEABILITY*KAL'M




*ADZVA RIVER. USSR*TEMPERATURE, GROUND*CORE DRILLING*PERMAFROST*AKIMOV
*AERIAL ANALYSIS*SAGER*PERMAFROST
*AFANAS'YEV'SIBERIA, USSR*ENGINEERING GEO~OGY'PERMAFRCST*HYDROGEOLOGY









































OALASKA DEPT OF PUBlIC WORKSOSNOW SURVEYS
OAKHURIAN RIVEROARAKS RIVERORIVER ICEOFRAZIL ICEOSIOOROVA

































OAKIF'EVAOCHEGET MOUNTAIN. USSROSNOW COVER
OAKIMOvoADZVA RIVER, USSROTEMPERATURE, GROUNDOCORE ORILLINGOPERMAFRDST
OAKADEMIIA STROITEL'STVA
oPERMAFROST
.ALASKA DEPT. OF NATURAL RESOURCES.WATER RESOURCES.~t~ERALS
.ALASKA DEPT. OF HEALTH AND WElFA~E.HYDROLOGICAl DATA
OAKADEM II A NAUK SSSROTE XTBOOKOGEOGRAPHY. GENERAL
OAKADEMIIA NAUK SSSROSOILSOHYDROLOGY. GENERALoCLIMATEOPHYSIOGRAPHY
0AKADEMIIA STROITEL STVA
OTEMPERATURE. WATER
OAKADEMIIA NAUK SSSROKOLA PENINSULA. USSROHYDROELECTRIC POWER
OAKADEMIIA NAUK SSSRoKOLA PENINSULA, USSROHYOROELECTRIC POWER
°AKADEMIIA NAUK SSSRoKOLA PENINSULA, USSROHYOROELECTRIC POWER




OAKADEMIIA NAUK SSSRoPERMAFROST STUDIES
OAKAOEMIIA NAUK SSSRORIVER RUNOFF
OAKADEMIIA NAUK SSSRORIVERsoRUNOFFoSIBERIAOUSSROHYOROGRAPHY




'ALASKA HIGHWAYS'GRUUND ICE'JESS 2297
'ALASKA RA'LROAD'CONSTRUCTIUN'RAW MATERIALS'OEPOSITS'~ULL'GAN'KERNS'THORNE'RUTLEOGE 2617
*AlASKA RAIlROAO*E~GrNF.ERIN~ GEOlDGY*BlACK*WAHRHAFTIG*PER~AFROST 2810
.ALASKA RAILROAO*GtOLOGV*PERMAFRDST*CAPPS 2103
'ALASKA RA,LROAO'.ATER SUPPLY-TRAINER 2769
'ALASKA RANGE-GEOLOGY-MOFFIT 2470
_ALASKA VILLAGES-WATER CHARACTERISTICS'HUBBS-ARNOW_ORAINAGE 14B9
_ALASKA VILLAGES-.ATER CHARACTERISTICS'HUBBS'ARNOW 146B
'ALASKA'ALASKA, GIRDWOOD'MAXIMUM PROBABLE FLOOD'FLeOD PLAINS 2B64
.ALASKA.ALASKA, HOOPERBAV*AtASKA, CHEVAK*PROJECTS*WATER*ROGERS*KWETHLUK 2611
'ALASKA'ALLUVIAL GROUNO'DRILLING'RICKARO 2604
OALASKA'AL TEROTEMPERA TURE 2017
'ALASKA'ALTER'WAT DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS
.ALASKA.ARCTIC OCI:: 1*IJREWER*rEMPERATURE


































*ALASKA*FLOW MEASUREMENTS_WATER QUAlI TV-LOVE-WELlS
*ALASKA*FLOW MEASUREMENTS-WATER QUALITY-LOVE_WELLS
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.ALASKA.ICEWEOGES.PEWE
*AlASKA*ICE WEDGE$*PEWE































































*ALASKA*OGOTORUK CREEK*GEOLOGIC I NVE ST1GA TI ONS*KACHAOCQRIAN
*ALASKA*PERMAFROST*BREWER*TEMPERATURE
*ALASKA*PERMAFROST*CHEKOTILLO
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OALASKAOSEWARD PENINSULA-STREAM GAGING-hATER SUPPLY-HENSHAW
*ALASKA*SEWARD PENINSULA*STREAM GAGING*~ATER SUPPLY*HENSHAW
*AlASKA*SEWARD PENINSUlA*WATER SUPPlV*HENSHAW A~D OTHERS
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*ALASKA-TEMPERATURE_PEWE
.AlASKA.THAWING*TEOROW*SDILS*LAKES~PER~AFROST
-ALASKA-US ARMY OF ENGINEERS
*ALASKA'VEGETATIoN'SOIl'SIGAFoOS
*ALASKA*WALtER







































































.ALASKA, BARROW.TEST WELLS.CORE TESTS.COLLINS*TEMPER~TURE
.ALASKA, BARROW.WATER STUDIES*HUME
.ALASKA, BEAVER.GROUND WATER.EROSION.WALLER
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.AlASKA, BETHEl.PERMAfROST.GROUNO WATER.WAllER
.ALASKA, BETHEt*P ERMAFRQS r.wA TER*CHEM I STR v* TEMPERATUR.E*SCHUPP.FEUU~ER
*ALASXA, BIRCH CREEKOAlASKA, FORTYMItE*COlD PLACERS.PRINDLE.AlASKA, FBNKS
.ALASKA, BONNIFtElD.MI~ERAL RESOURCES-CAPPS
.AtASKA, BONNIFIELO.STREA~S*CAPPS
*AlASKA, £RISTOL RAY.ALASKA, NAK~EK*MULlER.GLACtERS
.ALASKA, BROOKS RANGE.CLACIER, MCCAlloRESEARCH*'IUBLfY
.ALASKA, BROOKS RANGE*CLACIERS*OUTRO*BOWSHERoOETTERMAN
.ALASKA, BROOKS RANGE*LIMNOLOGV*HYDROLOCvoCLACIERS*CLIMATE*US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
*ALASKA, CANDlE.WATER, COlDoGRAVEL*THAWINC*ENGINEERlNG AND CONTRACTING
.ALASKA, CANNING RIVER*ICe*tEFF[NGWELL
.ALASKA. CAPE L I SBURNE*TE "'PERA TURE.PERMAFROST*GROUND hATER*W I Ll I AMS*FEUlNER
*AlASKA, CAPE THOMPSO~.WINTfR*GROLNO WATER*WALLER





.ALASKA, CHANOALAR*GOLD PLACE RS*GEOlOGV*MER TI E
.ALASKA, CHANDALAR-SHEE~JEK*CO~POSITION*MERTIE
CilAlASKA, CHENA R.*ALA SKA, F/1.1 ;{BANKS*f<lAXI MLM PROBABLE FLCOO*FLCIJO PLA INS
.ALASKA, CHENA ~IVER.ICE SREAKUP*UUSTING*wAOE*COOK
.ALASKA, CHENA*GEOlOGY*WIllIAMS
*AlASKA r CHEVAK*PROJECTS*"ATE~*RQGERS*KWErHlUK*AlASKA*ALASKAr HOOPER SAY
.ALASKA, CHISANA PLACfR*nRCOKS
.ALASKA, CHISANA R.*ALASKA r NABESNA Ra*lAKES*WAllACE*AlASKA, TANANA R.



















































*ALASKA, COLVILLE RIVER*SUSPENOEO LOAO*PEIPPO*WALKER*ARNBORG
*ALASKA, COOPER RIVER'GEOLOGY*MENOENHALL
*ALASKA, COPPER RIVER'MINERAL OEVELOPMENTS*MOFFIT
*ALASKA, COPPER RIVER*MINERAL RESOURCES*MAOOREN*MOFFIT
*ALASKA, COPPER RIVER*VOLCANOES, MUO*YEHLE*NICHOLS
*ALASKA, CRATER LAKE*ORAINAGE*TOPOGRAPHY*WATER POWER*GEOLOGY'MILLER
*ALASKA, SPEEL RIVER*ALASKA, LONG LAKE
*ALASKA, COLVILLE RIVER*OISCHARGE'ARNBORG, AND OTHERS




*ALASKA, CIRCLEOALASKA, EAGLE*ALASKA, FORTYMILE*ALLUVIUM*GOLO PLACERS*MERTIE
*ALASKA, CIRCLE*BROOKS*GRAVEL
*ALASKA, CIRCLE*MINING*MERTIE




*ALASKA, COLVILLE RIVER*MORPHOLOGY*WALKER'CANAOA, YUKON TERRITORY
*ALASKA, CHISTOCHINA*ALASKA, SUSITNA*GRAVEL*MOFFIT*WATER
'ALASKA, CRATER LAKE'WATER POWER'GEOLOGy.MILLER'ALASKA, SPEEL RIVER
'ALASKA, LONG LAKE
'ALASKA, OAWSONOALASKA, WHITEHORSE*ALASKA, SKAGWAY'PERMAFROST'CAIRNES 2096
'ALASKA, DELTA CREEK'ALASKA, CASCADE CREEK'ALASKA, SCENERY CREEK'WATERPOWER'GEOLOGY 1071
'MILLER
*ALASKA, COLVILLE RIVER DELTA*WALKER
.*ALASKA, COLVILLE RIVER*BREAKUP*WINTER*NATURE*ARNBORG'WALKER
'ALASKA, DENNISON FORK'GEOLOGY'MERTIE 2439
"18LIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RESCURCES - JULY 1070
*ALASKA, DUNHAR*PERMAFROST*PEWE
*ALASKA, EAGLE*~lASKAI FORTyMILE*AlLUVIUM*GOlD PlACEHS*~ERTIE*AlASKA, CIRClf
*AlA$KA, EAGlE-CIRCLE*GEOlOGV*MERTIE
*ALASKA, EAR MOUNTAIN*LOOE*TIN PlACER*MULlIGAN
*AlASKA, EASTERN*LAKES, CAVE-[N*WALlhCE








*Al ASK At FA {RAANK S*GROUND WA TER*PEwE*CEDERSTROM
*ALASKA, F~IR8ANKS*GROUND wATER*US AR~Y
*AlASKA, FAIRBANKS*ICE FOG*FOG*KU~AI




*ALASK~, FAI~RANKS*MAXIMUM PROBABLE FLCOD*FLnoo PLAINS*ALASKA, CHENA R.




































*AlASKA, FBNKS*ALASKA, BIRCH CREEK.ALASKA, FORTYMILE*GOLD PLACfRS*PRINDLE
.ALASKA, FISH CREEK.ALASKA, SENTINEL HILL.TEST WELL.CCRE TEST.COLLINS.ROBINSON
.ALASKA, FORT GREELY-GROUND WATER-TISOEL-FEULNER-WALLER
*AlASKA, FORT GREELY*STREAMS*FREEZE-QVER*ICE*SILEllO*SABDE*BATES
_ALASKA, FORTYMILE-ALLUVI~M-GOLO PLACERS-~ERTIE-ALASK', CIRCLE-ALASKA, EAGLE
*ALASXA, FORTYMILE*GOLO PLACER*PRINDLE
*ALASKA, FORTYMILE*GOtD PLACERS*PRINDLE*ALASKA, FBNKS*AlASKA, B1RCH CREEK
*ALASKA, FORTYMILE*MINING*MERTIE
-ALASKA, FRANKLIN BLUFFS-ALLUVIAL FAN-HUSSEY-ANOERSON
_ALASKA, FRANKLIN BLUFFS_STREAM PIRACY-HUSSEY-RECKENOCRF
*AlASKA, GAMBELl*WATER*WAlLER*AlASKA, SAVCONGA
-ALASKA, GIRDWOOD_MAXIMUM PROBABLE FLOOO.FLOOO PLAINS-ALASKA





-ALASKA, GOODNEWS BAY-MINERAL RESOURCES-HARRINGTON
*ALASKA, GRAND CENTRAL~AlASKA, NO~E*GEOLOGY*MOFFIT
.ALASKA, GUlKANAR(VER*HEADWATfR*~OFFIT*AlASKA, SUSITNA RIVER
*AlASKA, HARR(SON CREEK*GEOLOGY*PHINDlE
.ALASKA, HEALY*SPRrNGS*GROU~D WATEROBARNES*WAHRHAFTIG*CEDERSTROM*ALASKA, HOMER




























BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RESOURCES - JULY 1910
OALASKA, HOMER.ALASKA, HEALY.SPRINGS.GROUND WATER.BARNES*WAHRHAFTIG.CEOERSTROM
.ALASKA, HOOPER BAY.ALASKA, CHEVAK.PROJECTS.WATER.ROGERS.KWETHLUK*ALASKA
.ALASKA, HOT SPRINGS.ALASKA, RAMPART.DEPOSITS.MERTIE
.ALASKA, HOT SPRINGS.ALASKA, RAMPART.EAKIN
.ALASKA, HOT SPRINGS.MINING.EAKIN
*AlASKA, IOITAROO-RUBV*EAKIN






.ALASKA, INNOKO-I 0 ITAROD.~I NI NG.GOLD PLACER.MADDREN
.ALASKA, INTERIOR.GOLD.WILKERSON
.ALASKA, INTERIOR.SNOW SURVEVOBENSON





.ALASKA, KAOLAKOALASKA, MEADE.MICROPALEONTOLOGY STUDI ES.TEST WELLS.COLLINS
.ALASKA, KASHAWULSH GLACIER.WAGNER.ICE.SNOW.EVOLUTION
.ALASKA, KASHAWUL SH GLAC I ER.WAGNER.SNOW DENS ITY.HARDNESS.STRA T1GRAPHY
.ALASKA, KAT~AI NAT. MONUME~T.GLACIERS, KNIFE CREEK.COULTER.MULLER
.ALASKA, KATMA! NATL. MONUME~T.GLACIERS, K~IFE CREEK.COULTER.MULLER




























BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RESCURCES - JULY 1970 PAGF 17
'ALASKA, KE~~ECOTT'GEOLOGY'_CLAUGHLrN'BATE_A~'WATER 2047
*ALASKA, KIWAlIK-KOYUK:C:PLATINUM PlACERS*GOlDPLACERS*H~RRINGTDN 2261
*AlASKA t KN I FEBlADE*AL4SKA, TITAlUK*rE Sf WElLS*BERGQU I S r.ROA rNSON*M I CROPAL EO.'HOt OGY ?6Q 7
*ALASKA, XNIK ARM*MARl*ECKHART*MOXHAM 2477
*ALASKA, KOBUK*GlACIER*HERSHEY 2923
*ALASKA, KOBUK-NOATAK*GROUND WATER*wALLER 2958
'ALASK A, KOTZ EBUE'PERMAFRDST'SAL T WATER LENS'OR r GI N'CEOERS TROM 290 I
'ALASKA, KOTZEBUE'PERMAFROST'WELL,CEOERSTRO_ 2107
*ALASKA, KOTlEBUE*WATER*PAGE*LAMPHERE 2930
*ALASKA, KOYUK*GROUND WATER*WALlER*ALASKA, $HAKTOLIK 2819
*AlASKA, KOYUKUK-CHANDAlAR*GOlO*MAODREN 2392
'ALASKA, KOYUKUK-CHANOALAR'PLACER DEPOSITS'MADDREN 2394
OALASKA, KUSKOKWI M RrVER'_AX/ MUM PROBABLE FLOOO'FLCOD PLA I NS'ALASKA, BETHEL 28BO
'ALASKA, KUSKOKWIM'GEDMORPHOLOGY'FERNALD 2220
'ALASKA, KUSKOKW[N-YUKON RIVER AREA'GROUNO WATER'WALLER 2BI7
*AlASKA, LAQD AIR FORCE RASE*WATER TREATMENT*THOMPSON 2730
'ALASKA, LADD AIR FORCE BASE'WELLS'FEULNER 2917
'ALASKA, LAKE GEORGE'LlMNOLOGY'ECOLOGY'SWARTZ 0lB9
*ALASKA, LAKE MINGA*PERMAFROST*MYERS*SEIS~(C RESULTS 1207
*ALASKA, LONG LAKE*AlASKA, CRATER LAKE*ORAINAGE*TOPOGRAPHV*WATER POWER*GEOlOGV 1073
*MlllER*ALASKA, SPEEL RIVER
*AlASKA, LONG lAKE*AlASKA, CRATER lAKE*hATER POWER*GECLDGV*MIllER 1012
'ALASKA, SPEEL RIVER
*AlASKA, MCCALL GlACIER*GlACIER STUDIES*SATER 1221
*AlASKA, MCCAll GlAC[ER*TEMPERATURE*~ASON*ORVIG 1209
*AlASKA, MEADE R[VER*ICE AREAKUP*KISTNER*JOHNSON 2288
*AlASKA, MEADE*MlCROPAlEONTQlOGY STUDIES*TEST WEllS*CClLINS*ALASKA, KAOlAK 2911
BI~lIOGRAPHY UF ARCTIC kATER RESCURCES - JULY 1970
*ALASKA, MT. ~CKINLEV*ROCKS*RROQKS*PER~AFRnST
.ALASKA, MULC~ATN~*GOLD PlACEQS*KATl
*ALASKA, ~ULD~OW GlACrER*GlACIlR SURGES*HARRISON*GLACIER ~OVf~ENT
_ALASKA, NARfS~A R.*LAKE5*W ALLACf*ALASKA, TANANA R.*ALASKA, CHISANA R.
*ALASKA, NABESNA*GOLO*WAYlAND
.ALASKA, NAKNEK*CONSTRUCT1[}N*KFLSEV






*ALASKA, NIl INA*MINERAL RESOURCES*GEOlOGV*CAPPS*MUFFIT
*ALASKA, NnATAK-KOBIJK*DEPOSITS*S~ITH
.ALASKA, NIIME*nEPDSITS*MOFFIT
*ALASKA, NOMl-*GEOL01;Y*MOFFIT*AlASKA, GRAND CENTRAL
*ALASKA, NOME*GIRSON




*AlASKA r NnRTh*HYORnDYNA~ICS*LAKE ORIENTATION*REX
*AlASKA, Nn~ T~*ICE*SHF"'f\jSSnN




























BI8LIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RESCURcES - JULY 1970
.ALASKA, NORTHERN*lAKfS*CARSON
.ALASKA. NORTHERN*RIVER AlLUVIUM*CANTwELL*BlISS
~AlASKA. NORTHERNoTHAW SINKS*ThAW lAKES*TEDRO~
*ALASKA, NORThWAY*PERMAFROST*WAllACe*TERRAIN
.ALASKA, NORTHWESTERN*GROUND hATER*WALLER














*ALASKA, OUM~LIK*TEST WEllS*CORE TESTS*8ERGQUIST*ROBI~SON*PERMAFROST*PAL£ONTOLOGY
.ALASKA, PETERS lAKE*C-AXIS rCf*nRIGJN*KIKUCHI*MUGURU~A
*ALASKA, PET~RS LAKE*lAKE ICE*KIKUCHl*MUGURUMA
.ALASKA, POINT fURROW*ALASKA, NUWL.K LAKE*PONDS*MARINE NATURE*GEIGER*LEWIS*SARNARO
*RE I SH*MOHR
*ALASKA, POINT HARR(J~*GRDU~U hArE~*BOYU*ACYD
.ALASKA, POINT ~A~HOW*HnRVATH*ICE*PER~AFROST*TU~DRA TERRAIN

















































1071OALASKA, SCENERY CREEKOWATERPOWERoGEOLOGYO~ILLEROALASKA. DELTA CREEK
OALASKA, CASCADE CREEK
oALASKA, SENIINEL HILLoTEST WELLOCORE TESToCOLLINsoROBINSONOALASKA, FISH CREEK 2609
oALASKA, SEWARO PENINSULAOREOROCKOGRAVELOPERMAFROSTOGCLO PLACERS08ROOKSOSMITH.HESS 2141
0COLLI ER
ULASKA, SAOLEROCHIT RIVERoICE MOU~DSOLEWIS
OALASKA, RUBY-KUSKOKWIMOMINERAL DEPOSITso~ERTIE
oALASKA, RUBY-KUSKOKWIMOMINERAL RESOURCESOHARRINGTONO~ERT[E
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RESCURCES - JULY 1970
OALASKA, PROJECT CHARIOTOGROUND WATER*WALLER
.ALASKA, PROJECT CHARIOToGROUND WATERoWALLER
*ALASKA, PROJECT CHAR IOTOGROUND WATEROWALLER
ULASKA, PROJECT CHARIOToWATEROPIPER
.ALASKA, RAMPAR T OAM RESERVOIROPRECIPITATIDNOHENRY
.ALASKA, RAMPART DAM RESERVOIROWATER TEMPERATUREOBURToMCALISTER
.ALASKA, SAVOONGA.AlASKA, GAMBElL.WATER.WALLER
.ALASKA, RUBY-KUSXOKWIM~MOUNDS*HARRINGTON.MERTIE
.ALASKA, RAHPARTODEPOSITSOMERTIEoALASKA, HOT SPRINGS
.ALASKA, RAMPARTOEAKINoALASKA, HOT SPRINGS
.ALASKA, RAMPART.GEOLOGYOEAKIN




.ALASKA, POINT BARROWOPOTENTIAL ANOMALIESOMACCARTHY
oALASKA, POINT BARROWOSHAFToRAY
OALASKA, POINT SPENCEROENGINEERING GEOLOGYOWATER-SUPPLYOPERMAFROSToBLACK
oALASKA, SEWARO PENINSULAoDEPOSITsoSMITH 2668
AIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RESCURCES - JULY 1970
>ALASKA, SEWARD PENINSULA>ORILLING. CHURN>SANFORD>HEIOE
>ALASKA, SEWARD PENINSULA>GEOLOGY>EAKIN>SMITH>ALASKA, NORTON 6AY-NULATO
.ALASKA, SEWARD PENINSULA-COLD MINING.MOFFIT
>ALASKA. SEWARD PENINSULA>MINING>HENSHAW
>ALASKA, SEWARD PENINSULA>MINI~G>HENSHAW
>ALASKA, SEWARD PENINSULA>PERMAFRCST>GOLD PLACERS>MOFFIT
.ALASKA, SEWARD PENINSULA*PERMAFROSr*SOIL*HOPKINS*SIGAFOOS
>ALASKA, SEWARD PENINSULA>PLACER "INING>EAKIN
>ALASKA, SEWARD PENINSULA>RESOURCES, MINERAL>GEOLOGY'SMITH
*ALASKA, SEWARD P EN I NSULA*SMI TH*WA fER*MI NES
>ALASKA, SEWARD PENINSULA'VEGETATION'FROST'SIGAFOOS>HCPKINS






>ALASKA, SIMPSD~'CnRE ANALYSES*TEST WELLS'YUSTER'ROBI~SON
.ALASKA, SKAGWAV*PERMAFROSr*CAIRNES*AlASKA, DAWSDN.ALASKA, WHITEHORSE
*ALASKA, SOUTH CENTRAL*EARTHQUAKE SLIOE*GlACIER*MARANGUNIC*BULl
*ALASKA, SPEEl RIVER.ALASKA, LONG LAKE*ALASKA, CRATER LAKE.DRAINAGE*TOPOGRAPHY
*WATE~ POWER*GEOLOGY.MILLER
*ALASKA, SPEFlRIVER*ALASKA, LONG LAKE*AlASKA, CRATEH LAKE*WATER PQWER*GEOLOGV
*MILlER
*AlASKA, SClUARE LAKE*MICRCPAlEONTOlOGV*WELlS*COlLINS*ALASKA, WOLF CREEK
*ALASKA, SQUIRREL RIVER*PLACERS*GRAVEL*MINING*SMITH
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.ALASKA, TANANA R.*ALASKA, CHISANA R.*ALASKA, NhBfSNA R.*LAKES*WALLACE












.ALASKA, TITALUK*TEST WELLS.BERGOUrST*~OBINSON*~ICROPAtEONTOLOGY*AlASKA, KNIFEBLADE
.ALASKA, TOFTV*PlACER DEPGSITS*Tr~*THC~AS
.ALASKA, TOLnVA~A RIVFR*ALASKA, liESS RIVER*STREAM PIRACY*M~RTIE
.ALASKA, TOLOVANA*GOlD PLACERS*MERTIE
.ALASKA, TOLOVANA*PLACER ~IN[NG*OVER8ECK
.ALASKA, TOPAGORlJK"'~ICROPALE:ONrOLCGV STUOIES*TEST WEllS*CCLLINS
*ALASKA, UMIAT.BENTONITE DEORIS#BRUWN*REYNOLDS*ANDERSCN






.ALASKA, UNALAKLE ET*WATER 0 r ST.{ I~LT I O'l~HAR TI-'J\N*MURPHY*UTIL IT I ES
.ALASK A, UNAL AKL EE T*WA TER 5VSTFM*CPERA TI ON.OF.: SI GN*L AU STER *RYAN
.ALASKA, WHI TE RIVf:R#hLflSKA, CHIS."INA RIVER*PERp,l,\FROST*CAPPS
.ALASKA, "HIT[HORSF~ALASKA, SKAGhAY*PErtp,lAfROST*CAIRNES*ALASKA, DAWSON




























.ALASKA, YUKON-TANANA REGION.WATER SUPPLY.OAVENPORT.ELLSWORTH
*ALASKA. VUKON-TANANA.GROUNO WATER*PLACER MINING.PARKER*ELLSWORTH
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-ALEKSEEV-PER~AFROST_SIBERIA,SOUIH-THERMOKARST-CAVE ICE
-ALEKSEEV-POLONSKII-UMBA RIVER BASIN, USSR-HYDROELECTRIC POWER-GEOMORPHOLOGY
_ALEKSEEV_YAKUTIA, USSR-OISTRIBUTION-FORMATION-NALEOS
_ALFORD_SNOW STRA TIGRAPHY*YUKON TERRI TORY*ALPINE SNOW-SNOW
-ALIASHINSKAIA, AND OTHERS-SEVER~AYA OVINA BASIN-RUNOFF
_ALIUSHINSKAIA_SEVERNAYA OVINA BASIN-SNOW-MELT-OISCHARGE
-ALKALINITY-CARBONATE-IOLSTIKOV-USSR_CIL DEPOSITS
OALKIlINlTY-OISCHARGE-WATER LEVEL-ELBRUS REGION USSR_BLlNOVA
_ALLAN_SOIL PROPERTIES-ARCTIC-ALASKA-RIEGER-BROWN
-ALLUVIAL DEPOSITS-ARMAND-STREAM MORPHOLOGY-VILYUY BASIN
*ALLUVIAL FAN*HUSSEV*ANDERSON*ALASKA, FRANKLI~ BLUFFS
-ALLUVIAL GROUNO_ORILLING_RICKARO_ALASKA
*ALLUVION*REDROCK*MERTIE*ALASKA, TATONOUK-NATION*TEMPERATURE
*ALLUVIUM*GDLO PlACERS*MERTIE*ALASKA, CIRClE*ALASKA, EAGLE*ALASKA, FORTYM[lE
_ALPINE COUNTRIES_GLACIERS_LANSER
*ALPINE SNOW*SNOW*AlFORO*SNOW STRATIGRAPHY*YUKON TERRITORY
*ALTAY, USSR*MAKAREVICH*GLACIER MASS BALANce
*ALTER*AlASKA*WATER























































OAMOERMA, USSR.VAIGACH ISLAND, USSR.TEMPERATURE.PERMAFROST*GROUNO WATER.VITTENBURG




.AMGA RIVER, USSR.LENA RIVER, USSR.ICE.GEOLOGY*OGNEV
.AMUR RAILROAO.NALEOS.PEREKRESTOV
.AMUR RAILROAO.WATER SUPPIY.L'VOV
.AMUR RAILROAD, USSR.WATER SUPPLY.STEPANENKO
*AMUR RAILROAD, u,SR.WATER SUPPLY.TREGUBOV.STEPANENKO
.AMUR RIVER, USSR. ICE FORECASTING.LUK'IANCHENKO
,
.AMUR RIVER, USSR.SEWAGE OISPOSAL.KOZHINOV
.AMUR-YAKUTSK HIGHWAY.NALEOS.PETROV
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OANABIOSISOPERMAFROSTOKAPTEREV
0ANAOYR PLAINoSWAMPSOROMANOVAOPERMAFROSToVEGETATIONOHYOROlOGY













OANDERSON RIVER, CANADA'MACKAY'FIElD WORK
'ANOERSON*ALASKA, FRANKLIN BLUFFSOALLUVIAL FANOHUSSEY
'ANOERSON'ALASKA, NDRTH SlOPEOTHERMO-KARSTOHUSSEY
OANOERSONOALA SKA, liM I ATOBENTON I TE DEBR I S'BROWNOREYNOl DS




OANGARA BASIN, USSROASTRAKHANTSEV'HVDROLOGY, GENERAL
OANGARA R., USSR'HYDROELECTRIC POWEROTHER~Al REGIMEolCEoGOTlIB
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*ANGARA RIVER*POMUS*HYOROELECTR IC POWER*now VElOCI7Y
*ANGARA RIVER, USSR*HISTORY*RUNOFF*GEOGRAPHY*MAZURENKC*LENA RIVER, USSR
*ANGARA RIVER, USSR*HYOROELECTRIC POWER*SRYVTSEV*KOSTIUKOV
*ANGARA RIVER, USSR*HYOROELECTRIC POWER*OAMS*ZLOBIN
*ANGARA RIVER, USSR*LUCHINETSKII*HYOROELECTRIC POWER
*ANGARA RIVER, USSR*THERMAL STUOIES*ICE*GOTLIB
*ANGARA RIVER, USSR*TIMBER FLOATING*HYOROLOGICAL FORECASTING*CHERNOV*SERGUTIN
*ANGARA RIVER, USSR*YENISEY RIVER, USSR*OB RIVER, USSR*HYDROELECTRIC POWER
*REOIRECT WATER*MARKIN
*ANGARA, USSR*EROSION*OISCHARGE*RAPIOS*BYLINSKII
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*ANTARCTICA*HOARSE, A~D OTHERS*TE~PERATURE, LAKE*LAKES*SOLAR ENERGY
*ANTARCTICA*ICE SHEETS*GLACIER SURGES*wllsnN
.ANTARCTICA_LAKE RESER.VQIIlS*PERMhFROST STuDJES*GRIGC'EV








*ANTARCTtCA*SNOW ACCUMULATION*PICCIOTTO, AND OTHERS
*ANTARCIICA*SOILS*TEDRQW
.ANTARCTICA, VICTORIA lANO*WINO*ICE*FIRNIFICATION*STRATIGRAPHV*OORT








*" ANTONOV* FOR EtAS TItIlG*S IBEl< IA*HYORCE lEC TR I C POWER*A~ EAKUP*FRE El EUP
*ANTONOV*ICE CO'llOITIONS*WATER TEMPERATuRE*DISCHARGE*'nHcR 8ALANCE*DELT1IS*LENA RIVER
*ANTONOV*ICE REGII'\E*WATER REGIM(*YAKUTSKAYA ASSR*llrVr~S
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*ANTONOV*KUREYKA RIVER*YENISEY RIVER*TEMPERATURE. WATER*RIVERS*THERMAL REGIME
*ANTONOV*LAPTEV SEA RIVERS*SIBERIA*ESTUARIES*BREAKUP*FORECASTING
*ANTONOV*LAPTEV SEA. USSR*RIVER MOUTHS*OISCHARGE
*ANTONOV*LENA RIVER*YENISEY RIVER*OB RIVER*RIVERS*ICE BREAKERS*POZNIAK
















*ANTONOV*SNOW SURVEY*WATER RESERVE*SNOW COVER
*ANTONOV*YENISEY RIVER*OISCHARGE*HYOROLOGY, GENERAL
*ANTONOV*YENISEY RIVER*OB RIVER*OISCHARGE*RIVER ESTUARIES
*ANUFRIEV*VYCHEGOA BASIN*MEZEN BASIN*PECHORA BASIN*HYCROELECTRIC POWER
*APOLLOV*USSR*RIVERS*CLIMATE*GEOGRAPHY
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-ARCTIC AMERICA-THULE EXPEDITION-RAS~USSEN
.ARCTIC AND SUBARCTIC~HYD~OlOGY, GENERAL*JOHNSON.STROLB
-ARCTIC BASIN-ARCTIC INST. OF NORTH A~ERICA
.ARCTIC BASIN*CHEMISTRY.RIVER WATER*BRAZHNOKOVA*ALEKIN
_ARCTIC BASIN-OCEANOlOGY-KORT
-ARCTIC CIRCl E-CONSTRUC TI DN-BRDAD.E II
.ARCTIC COASr*LAKE*SACTERIOlOGV*BOYO*BOYD
-ARtT Ie DATA*CATAlOGUE*FE VRALEVA















'ARCTIC ORAINAGE-SURFACE WATER*CAI\iAOA, DEPT. OF NORTHERN AFF"lRS-lAKE lEVELS
-DISCHARGE
'ARCTIC DRAINAGE-SURFACE WATER*CAt\ADA, DEPT. OF NORTHERN AFFAIRS-lAKE lEVELS
-OISCHARGE
-ARCTIC ORAI~AGE-SURFACE ~ATER*CANADA , DEPT. OF NORTHERN AFFAIRS*lAKE lEVEL
'DISCHARGE
'ARCTIC ORAINAGE-SURFACE ~ATER*CANADA, OEPT. OF NORTHERN AFFAIRS-WATER lEVEL
OSTREAMFLOW
'ARCTIC DRAINAGE_SURFACE WATER*CANADA. OEPT. OF RESOURCES ANO OEVElOPMENT'OISCHARGE
-ARCTIC ORAINAGE-SURFACE hATER*CANADA, OEPT. OF NORTHERN AFFAIRS-lAKE lEVELS
-OISCHARGE























*ARCTIC OCEAN*CRUISE REPORT_CORWIN, STEAMER-HeOPER
*ARCT/C OCEAN*CRUISE REPORT_CORWIN, STEA"ER*HCOPER








*ARCT IC RIVER S-ANTONOV*SI BER I A- SEASONS
*ARCTIC RIVERS*BUROYKINA-ANTONOV-BREAKUP*FREEZEUP-OISCHARGE-ICE THICKNESS-RIVERS
*ARCTIC SLOPE-WATER RESOURCES_UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY-CHE"ISTRY*SEOIMENT
*STORAGE*AlASKA










































*ARCTIC*GEOPHYSICAL STUDIES*ORIATSKII, AND OTHERS
*ARCTIC*GLACIAL HVDROLOGV*FUEGNER
*ARCTIC*GLACIOLOGV*NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION*ICE COVER*ENERGV EXCHANGE
*ARCTIC*GROUND WATER*WATER SUPPLV*ALTER
*ARCTIC*ICE COVER*SWINZOW*LAKE


















































-ARCTIC-VIlE, AND OTHERS-HYDROLOGIC PROCESSES
-ARCTIC-WASTE SYSTEMS-WATER SYSTE_S_UTllITIES_GRAINGE
-ARCTIC*WATER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS-PAGE












*ARCTIC, N. Alo'ERIC4*ICE'THICKNESS:I):BILELlO*SUBARCTIC, N. AMERICA
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*ARIO lANDS*PERMAFROST#Gl4Ctrl0(;Y*YA-FE~~*CHINA
*ARKAGALINSKIY, USSR*GRUU~D nArE~*p~R~AFH.cST*KAlA8IN
*ARKHANGEl ' SK PROV HIo1CE*/-lAQ SHE S*K f H I USHK I N*AI.\R AMOVA
*ARMANO*STREAP MORPliOlDGY*VllYGY h4SI~*AlLUVIAL DEPOSITS
*ARMITAGE*ANGINO*ANrARCrICA*SALINIrY*GcOCHfPIST~Y




*ARNBORG*ALASKAt COLVILLE RIVF:lt*SLSPE~OED LGAO*PEIPPO*WALKER
*ARNBORG*WALKER*A1ASKA, CClVILLE RIVER*~REAKUP*WINTEH*NATURE
*'ARNBURG, AND OTHERS*ALASKA, COLVILLE R{VER*'DISCHARGE
*ARNOW*'AlASKA YllLnGES*hATER ChARhCrE~ISTICS*HUHBS
0ARNOW*ORA IN AGE.,UA SKA VILLAGE S* WA TER CHAR I\CfER I SrI CS*HUBBS
.ARSHA~. SlHERIA*DA~ASUN, SIBEKIA*WATER*SILIN-HEKCHUAIN
.ARIES IAN SA S (lIl*EF pmv* TAL I K S*liROLNO hATE R*PE H.MAFROS T
*ARTESIAN BAS IN*Hynkfll~HJlCGY* I lINA*VAKUTI At USSR
*ARTESIAN BASIN(lKIHJGL IK;JV*SllIEI{IA, USSR*OIl AII.,D GAS*HvnROGFOLOGV
*AR TES I AN RI\ S IN*PCL c r i\ I: UnG~mJNflh·ATE R*(HF MIS T~ V*KO~ I, US SR
*ARTESIA~ RASIN*TOlSTI~HINnPEHMArROST
*AR TE S I A'\I PA S I '1S*HYDQrCIIF.·'"' IS TR v* rUL STKH I N*US SR
*hQTESIAN AASINS*~hLYS~fV*hNTL)~OV*KHr~INV PASSIF, lJS~R*GRCLI~D WATER*PRECIPITATION
*AR if:: S I A'~ W4 IF q s* rUL sri KH IN*l;S SR *PE rO-'AFRo ST
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*ASIA*WATER*MARINOV
_ASPHALT CONCRETE*HOPEWELL-BIG DELTA





-ATLANTIC DRAINAGE_CANADA, DEPT OF NORTHERN AFFAIRS-DISCHARGE-SURFACE WATER








-ATMOSPHERIC CIRCULArION*BRUCE*CA~ADA, FRASER RIVER-FLOODS
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_AVSYUK_USSR - ICE STORAGE_GLAC I ATl ON-KGTL YAKOV
-AXEL HEINBERG ISLAND-GLACIER INVENTORY-COMPUTER ANALYSIS-OMHANNEY AND OTHERS
OAXELSON-LAPLAND_HYDROELECTR IC PO.ER
_AXELSSON-SWEDEN_LAITAURE OELTA-GEOMORPHOLOGY-DELTA
-ALERBA I J AN I AN, USSR*FLOOD FORECAS TI NG-SNO. SURVEY*PAS TUKHOVA
_BACK_ICE RREAKUP_FREEZEUP_ICE COVER THICKNESS-LAKE ICE
_BACTERIOLOGY_BOYD_BOYD_ARCTIC COAST-LAKE
-BADDON RIVER VALLEY-GIZEL'DON RIVEH VALLEY-AVALANCHES-ZALIKHANOV





_BADER_WATER TEMPERATURE-DISCHARGE-TRANSPORTATION-YENISEY RIV~R, USSR
*BAFFIN ISLANDS, CANADA*LOKEN AND OTHERS*FIELD REPORT
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-BAKAKIN-PECHORA. USSR>~INING
-BAKAK IN- PI'RMAFRO ST_M I NI NG





-BALASHOV>BREAKUP>FREEZEUP>TEMPERATURE. WATER-EBETEM PIVER. USSR-TAMARSKII
-BALASHOV-TEMPERATURE, WATER-DISCHARGE-STREAM GAUGING-PONOY RIVER. USSR















































*BARE:;JTS SEA, USSR*ST~EAt"'S, rlf')AL*SGIA~EVA
*~ARENTS SEA, USSR*wATE~ TVPES*NOVITSKIY
*~ ARK SOAL E*BLI1CK* ALA SK A, 1'\11R TH'; R.N*LAKE 5
*BARKSDAlE*ALACK*ALASKA,· U~IAT*P~H~AFROST






*HARNE S*hAHRI-'AF r I G*CE DER S TROM*Al,.A SKA., HOMER*AL ASKA, HEJ\L Y*SPR [NGS *GROUNO WATER
*BARNETT*ICE CAMS*GLACIAL LAKES*CANAOA, LABRADOR
*uARNETT*LAB~AOOo,-U~GAVA*GLAC[AL lAKE*PETEQSON
*BARROW*TEMPERATURE, GROUNO*AITKEN
















































*BECK AND ASSOCIATES*WESTFALL*RECIRCULATING SYSTEM*DESIGN*RESEARCH
*BED OEFORMATION*NOVI*NORIL'SKAYA RIVER, USSR*PUMPING STATION*HYDROGRAPHY








*BEHLKE*JOHN SDN*PEYTON*WA TER SUPPL Y*DESAl INAT I ON*SAL I ~E CDNVERS I ON
*SELIAKOVA*GUREVICH*ZAITSEV*FAS =ASr*SIBERIA*MAP*HYDRCCHEMISTRY
*aELINSKII*YANA RIVER, USSR*TR~NSPORTATION

































*BENTON I TE DEBR I S*BIHJlolo'~*REYNnll)S*I\IIJDEHSON*AlASKA, Ut-'I AT
*BENTON f TE*HOEKS TRA* ANI)ER 51JN* ICE PIlVS ICS*I NTERlA~EllAR WA TER
*8ERElGlACIERS, USSR*GlACIE~S*HVnROlOGICREGI~E*KHONIN*OISCHARGe
*BEREIKINA*KARElIAN I STHI-ll;S , U5SR*lAI<ES*SECIMEf\lTS
*SEREZOV, USSR*HVDRUGEOlIJGV*KRUGlIKOV
*BEREIOVKA RIVER, SIBEllIA*PERMAFRCST*TOlMACHEV
*BERGQUIST*ROAI~SON*HICROPAlEONTOlOGV*AlASKA, KNIFEAlAOE*AlASKA, TITAlUK*TEST WELLS
*SERGQUIST*ROAINSON*PERMAFROST*PAlEONTClOGV*AlASKA, OlMALIK*TEST WEllS*CORE TESTS
*SERGSTEN*SWeOEN*OISCHARGE*SPRING RuNCFF*SREAKUP
*SERGS TEN*SWECEN*PREC IPIT AT ION*U I SCHARGE
*BERGSTEN*SWFCEN*SEICHES
CtBERING SEA, USSR*OCEANS*CONTINENTAl SHE:lF*SEOIlo'ENTATlO"l*GERSHANOVICH
*HERKIN*MElTING*NAlEOS*SAYAN RfGID~*BAIKAl R~GION*RU~CFF
OSERKSlIEV*HYDROlOGV, fiENERAL*KAlAKHSTANA, U$SR*RrVER$
*BERSONOV*KARElIAN, USSR*HVORO~lECTRIC POhER*HVOHClCGY, GE~ERAl
*BESKOW*FROST tlEAVING*PERt-'AFROSr
*BETHQUlA T lAKE, (ANl\OA*HVORDGRAP·... V* TCPOGRAPHVoGEOlOG V*~IE ALE





































'B I BL IOGRAPHY*AMER ICAN GEOPHYS ICAL UN ION' HYDROLOGY
*BIBLIOGRAPHV*ARCTIC*TREMAINE, EO
'BIBLIOGRAPHY*COOPERATIVE SNOW INVESTIGATIONS'SNOW HYCROLOGY
*BIBLIOGRAPHV*FAY*MEYER*CANAOA*GEOGRAPHY
*elBlIOGRAPHV*FINlANO*HYDROLOGY




'BI BL IOGRAPHY' I~TERNA TI ONAL ASSOC. OF SC I. HYDROLOGY'CANAOA
'BIBLIOGRAPHY'INTERNATIONAL ASSOC. OF SCI. HYDROLOGY'USA
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*BI8LIOGRAPHV, USA*INTERNATION ASSOC. OF SCI. HVOROLOGV
*BIG OELTA*ASPHALT CONCRETE*HOPEHELL
*BILELLO*CANAOA*RIVERS*LAKES*ICE PREDICTION
*BILELLO*CANADA, MARVJO LAKE*CANADA, KNOB LAKE*ICE FORMATIONS*SHAW*AOAMS
*B IL ELLO* ICE FORMA T10N*LAKE*TEMPERATURE, _ATER
*BILELLO*NORTH AMERICA*DENSITV*SNOW COVER*VARIATIONS*CLIMATE
*BILELLO*SABOE*BATES*ALASKA,FORT GREELV*STREAMS*FREEZE-OVER*ICE




*BIOLOGV*CHEMISTRV*BOLSHOV LAKE, USSR*HVOROLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS*PALLON
*TEMPERATURE, WATER













































*BlAKE*AlTF.R*CLARK*POLAR RF.GIONS*UTILITIES*SANITARY hASTE DISPOSAL
*BLlNOVAOALK !lIN ITY*O [SCHARGE*WA TER LEVEL *E LBRUS REG 1CN USSR
*SLISS*ALASKA t NORTHERN*RIVER AlLUVIU~*CANTWELL




OBO&OV*VllYUI RIVER, USSR*LENA RIVER, USSR*PINGO
*BOBROV*CASP[AN SEA




OBOGOANOV*KHARLOVKARIVER USSR*VOSTOCHNAYA lITSA USSROBATHYMETRY*CHEMISTRY
*GEOGRAPHY
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_BOL'SHAKOV_KUZNETSK BASIN*BREAKUP-RUNOFF*GROUNO WATER
$BOl'SHEZEMEL'SKAYA, USSRoGEOPHYSICS*PERMAFROST*AKIMOV*rALIK
-BOL'SHOY LYAKHOVSKY ISLAND, USSR*RIVERS*S"IVNOV*NEKHAICHIK
-~OLSHOI LYNAKHOV ISLAND, USSR*GEO"ORPHOLOGY*GEOLOGY*ERMOLAEV
*BOLSHOY LAKE. USSR*HYOROLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS*PALLON-TEMPERATURE. WATER*BIOLOGY
*CHEM I STR Y
*BONCHKOVSKII*BONCHKOVSKII*SEISMIC METHOO*PERMAFROST
.BONCHKOVSKII*SEISMIC METHOO*PERMAFROST.BONCHKOVSKII
*BONOAREV-GLAC IAT ION*MOUNTA I NS*FORMAT I ON-TI EN SHAN.NALEOS
_BOOK.REFERENC E-OBRUCHEV. US SR *TRA VE LE RS. EXPLOR ERS
-BORE-HOLE*ELECTR ICAL-RES I STANCE*PERI.AFROST*NAZAROV.S TONY TUNGUSKA RIVER. USSR
*TUNGUSKA RIVER. USSR*NYUYA RIVER. USSR
'BORISENKOV.HYOROLOGY. GENERAL*NU~ERICAL ~ETHOOS'CHERNIN
'BORKHOV'ELECTRICAL EXPLORATION-PER"AFROST








'eOWSHER.ROSENFEL O.FOLKOKRYN INE'L I SBURNE LI"E STONE.PE TROGRAPHVOPOROS ITY
*eOYO*AlASKA. POINT RARROk*GROUNO WATER.BOYD
'BOYO'ARCTIC COAST.LAKE'BACTERIOLOGy.eOYO
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'aOYD'BOYD'SOILS'COLIFORM aACTERIA'THER~OPHILES
*aOVD:O:BUYO*UT Il IT rES*FAR NOR TH*SEkAGE 01 S POSAt*WA TER SUPPl y
'BOYO'SOILS'COLIFORM BACTERIA'THERMOPHILES'BOYO
'BOYO'UTILITIES'FAR NORTH'SEWAGE OISPOSAL'WATER SUPPLY'BOYD
'BOYLE'HYOROGEOCHEMICAL PROSPECTING'PERMAFROST
'BOYLE'YUKON TERR •• GALENA HILL'YUKON TERR., KENO HILL'METAL CONTENT'PERMAFROST
'GREEN'IllSLEY














'BREAKUP'ANTONOV AND OTHERS' ICE REGIME'NAVIGABLE RIVERS
'BREAKUP'BERGSTEN,SWEO,N'OISCHARGE'SPRING RUNOFf
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*BREAKUPOFREEZEUP*OISCHARGE*ICE THICKNESS*RIVERS*ARCTIC RIVERS*BUROYKINA*ANTONOV
*BREAKUP*FREEZEUP*NAVIGATION*OLENEK RIVER, USSR*HYDROlOGY, GENERAL*SUSLDV






*SREAKUP*STEZHEI\JSKAIA*tENA RIVER, USSR*FLOW VOLUME
*BREAKUP*USSR*RIVERS*ICE FORMATION*PANDV
*BREAKUP*WATER LEVtLS*REINBERG*LENA RtVERfUSSR*TE~PERATURE, WATER
*SUSPENOIO SEDIMENTS













*SRITISM COLUMBIA*SURFACE wATE~*OEPARTMENT OF ENERGY, OTTAWA
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oBROIlNOCHEM I CAL PROP. _PHYS ICAL PROPER TI ES-ALASKAO I CE WEDGES-TUNDRA SO I LS
0BROIlNODRAINAGE BASIN-ALASKA_HYOROLOGyoDING~AN'LEWELLEN








































-BROWN, AND OTHERS*ALASKA, ARCTIC*DRAINAGEWATERS*CHE~tSTRY











*aUDAR IN*OFG TV ARE V*lIB HI VER ,US SR .SE TTL E"'ENT S




























BIBLIOGRAPHV OF ARCTIC WATER RESCURCES - JU~V 1970
*BUI~OINGS*PERMAFROST*PIHLAINEN





















































f'IBlIIlGPAPHV l1F .'HI.CTIC i.-JATfJ{~FSCI}~Ci:'; - JULY 1'1/J
*HUTY~GIN A~r Of~ERSOHYDRCElECT~I( PC~ER
*liUZUYEV*AqCfIC ~CFA~*TCf TH'CK~rSS




*AYSSA RIVER, USSR*PfRMAF~nST*~ORrVINCV*RELIFF*TURANRAhGE t lJSSR
OC-AXIS ICE*CRJGTN*KIKUCHI*~UGURU~A*AlASKA, PETeRS LAKF
*CfllL LEu:.< *Gr', l: F.NL ~NOORUN-OFF *F LOW />'f ASURt; t-~ENI *l AYlIJR
*CAIlLEIJX*GREENLA~D*TEMPERATURF, hATER*TAYlOR







*CAMPBELL*GL,~.CI,~L LAKEswASHIr~Gr(),'~, 5CLTH CASCADF. GLAClfR*TEMPERATURE
*CANACA~ DEPT. OF ~ORTHERN AFFAIRS*lAKE LEVELS*DISCHARG~*PACIFIC CRAINAGE
*SURFACE hATI:'{
*c AN ACA# At AS 1< A*GE O~(]K PH(J LCG Y*11 YJR (L DG Y, GE"lE q AL.COR t\ EL
*CANAOA*ALASKA*POST*~LACIFKS
*CANAOA*ARCTIC DRAI\lAGi::-.::SLRFACfwIl,TEP,
*C ANACAO ATl A~,*CL I to';\ fE SIUlll Es* THe;.'!. 5
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OCANAOAOBIBLIOGRAPHYOINTERNATIONAL ASSOC. OF SCI. HYDROLOGY 0266
*CANAOA*CANAOA, KASKAWULSH GLACIER*CLARKE*MEASUREMENTS*HUBBARD GLACIER 1227
OCANADAOCHEM I STRYOGROUNDWATEROBROhN 0739












OCANADA'MACKENZIE RIVER'LE CONTE 0960
OCANADA'MACK ENZ IE RI VERoPEEL RI VER'GECMOR PHOLOGYOHENOCH 0231
_CANAOA_MACKENZIE RIVER, CANADAoGREAT BEAR RIVER, CANADA'LIARD RIVER, CANADAOWATER 1012
*MACKAY
*CANADA-NElSON RIVER'DRAINAGE BASIN'THDMAsoCHEMISTRY 03BB















*e ANA CA*RU~IO FF *WA TF. r{ SIJk PLLs* PH llli PS*SANDER seN
*CANADA*SEDIMENT DATA*Rlvr;RS
*CANADA*SEWAGE*WI\ rtf{ SUPP l V*CON SH:UC TION*D J CK !::NS*lEGG E:T
*CANADA* SNO," ACCUMUlA TION* SO:R I EVI; Rt AND eTHER S>:'-COf'1S TRUC r I eN
.CANADA*SNOh COVER*WIllIA,..S. EVAPCRATIQ\I












*CANACA, Alb::~ TA*GlAC I ~q esc I LlA TI O,-t*CAI-'PHF-Ll
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OCANAOA, ARCTIC ARCHIPELAGooGLACIER INVENTORYOCOMPUTER ANALYSISOMULLEROGOOOMAN
°OMMANNEY
OCANAOA, AXEL HEIBERG ISLANooGLACIER SURGEsoMUELLER
OCANAOA, BAFFIN ISLANOoGLACIER SURGESOLOEKEN
OCANAOA, BAFFIN ISLANOOIVF.SOMORAINESOGLACIAL FEATURES
OCANADA, BARNES ICE CAPOGLACIER MASS BALANCEOLOKENOSNCW COVER
oCANADA, BARNES ICE CAPOMASS BALANCEOSAGAROLOKEN
OCANAOA. BRITISH COLUMBIAOGLACIOLOGyoCAMPBELL
OCANADA, CHURCHILLOCONOUITSOMELLISHOHYLANOOWATER
OCANAOA, DEPT OF NORTHERN AFFAIRSODISCHARGEOSURFACE WATEROATLANTIC DRAINAGE
oCANAOA, DEPT OF TRANSPORToCANADIAN ARCTlcoICE BREAKUP
*CANADA, DEPT OF TRANSPORT*CANAOIAN WATERS*ICE CONDITIONS
*CANADA, DEPT. OF INTERIOR*KEEWATIN*LAKE ICE*CLIMATE
*CANADA, DEPT. OF NORTHERN AFFAIRS*ATLANTICOSURFACE WATER
*CANAOA, DEPT. OF NORTHER~ AFFAIRS*DISCHARGEoPACIFIC CRAINAGE*SURFACE WATER
.CANADA, DEPT. OF NORTHERN AFFAIRS*DISCHARGE*PACIFIC CRAINAGEoSURFACE WATER
*CANADA, DEPT. OF NORTHER~ AFFAIRS*DISCHARGE*HUDSON BAY*SURFACE WATER
*CANADA. OEPT. OF NORTHERN AFFAIRSOHYDROELECTRIC POWER
• CANADA, DEPT • OF NORTHER~ AFFAIRS*HYDROELECTRIC POWER
*CANADA, DEPT. OF NORTHERN AFFAIRS*LAKE LEVELS*OISCHARGE*ARCTIC DRAINAGE
*SURFACE WATER
·CANADA, DEPT. OF NORTHERN AFFAIRS*LAKE LEVELSODISCHARGE*PACIFIC DRAINAGE
*CANAOA, OEPT. OF NOR THERN AFFAIRSOLAKE LEVELS*OISCHARGEOARCTIC DRAINAGE
*SURFACE WATER
*CANADA, DEPT. OF ~ORTHER~ AFFAIRSOLAKE LEVELS*OISCHARGEOARCTIC DRAINAGE
*SURFACE WATER
*CANADA, DEP T. OF NORTHERN AFFAIRS*LAKE LEVELsoSTREAM FLOW-DISCHARGEoHUDSON BAY
*SURFACE WATER
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-CANADA, DFPT. OF NORTHERN AFFAIRS*RUNOFF_DISCHARGE_HUDSDN BAY-SURFACE WATER OB1B
.CANADA, DEPT. DF NORTHERN AFFAIRS.STREAM FLOW*QUEAEC*ONTARIO*HUDSON BAY 0808
_SURFACE WATER DATA
-CANADA, DEPT. OF NORTHERN AFFAIRS-WATER LEVEL*STREAMFLOW-ARCTIC DRAINAGE OBll
:$$URFACE WATER
_CANADA, DEPT. OF NORTHERN AFFAIRS-WATER LEVEL-DISCHARGE-STREA" FLOW OB23
"'ARCTIC DRAINAGE*SLJRFACE wATER
-CANADA, DEPT. OF NORTHERN AFFAIRS*YUKON TERRITORY-BRITISH COLU"BIA*WATER ELEVATION 0810
-RUN-DFF-DISCHARGE-SURFACE WATER
-CANADA, DEPT. OF ~ESDURCES AND DEVELDP"ENT-LAKE LEVELS_DISCHARGE*PACIFIC D~AINAGE 0831
_SURFACE WATER
*CANADA, DEPT. OF RESOURCES AND OEVELDP"ENT_OISCHARGE_HUOSON 8AY-SURFACE WATER 0829
-CANADA, DEPT. OF RESOURCES AND DEVELOP"ENT-LAKE LEVELS-DISCHARGE*PACIFIC DRAINAGE 0830
*SURFACEWATER
-CANADA, DEPT. OF RESOURCES AND DEVELOPMENT-DISCHARGE-ARCTIC DRAINAGE-SURFACE WATER 0828
-CANADA, DEPT. OF RESOURCES AND OEVELOPMENT-OISCHARGE-HUDSCN 8AY*SURFACE WATER 0832
-CANADA, DEPT. OF TRANSPDRT*CANADIAN WATERS-ICE CONDITIONS 1412
-CANADA, DEPT. OF TRANSPORT*CANADIAN WATERS*ICE CONDITIONS 1413
-CANADA, DOMINION WATER AND POWER BUREAU-LAKE LEVELS-DISCHARGE-SURFACE WATER 0833
_ARCTIC DRAINAGE
*CANADA, DOMINION WATER AND POWER BUREAU-RUNOFF-DISCHARGE-SURFACE WATER_HUDSON BAY 0834
-CANADA, DOMINIUN WATER AND POWER BUREAU-DISCHARGE-PACIFIC DRAINAGE-SURFACE WATER 0835
*CANADA, EAST*RUN-OFF*SNDW*HYDROlCGY.~INGASSON 1078
.CANADA, ELLESMERE ISLANO*HATTERSlEY-SMITH*AIRBORNE ECUIPMENT*GlACIERS 1369
*RAOIO ECHO SOUNDING
-CANADA, FRASER RIVER-FLOODS-ATMOSPHERIC CIRCULATION-BRUCE 0750
.CANADA, GIANT YELLnWKNIFE*PERMAFROSr*BATEMAN 2048
*CANADA, GREAT BEAR lAKE.CIRCULATION.TEMPERATURE, WATER*JO~NSON 0185
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*CANADl\, KI\)I'\/l~ll1lSH GLI\C I F.R*C.LARKf*"'~ I\SLRf-~FNT S*HlIHHAHO Gl AC IER*CANAnA
$CANADA, Kln~CIKE*I\~T~S!AN ~fll*TYRREll
*CA~AGA, KLU~CIKE*GlJLn$MCCONNEll
*CANACA, Kl(J'HJ[KE*PEP./oII\FRCS r*GI{AVEl*"'CCAR rHV
*CANADA, K~JnH tl\KE*ICF. FORf-lilTlnNS*SHA\o.*ADM'S*HllELLO*CANADA, ,..AR,YJO LAKE
*CANAOfl, P{NIJB LAKE*Sf\lCh.... COVER*SNOWFALL*ADAPS
*CANAOA, KN(J'~, LAKE*wHITE IC[*JCNES
*CANADA, LAf\RADuq,*nI\RNr=TT*fCf. IJAt-'S*GLACIAL LAKES
*CANACA, lAURAOlJR*nEGLACIATION*JQhNSO~
*CANADA, MACKFlIllI E I1EL TA*I-'/\,CKAY
*CANADA, MACKENZIE ~rVFR*PERMAFROST*lAKE*RROWN*JOHNSTrN
*CANADA, MACKENlIE RrVFR*PI~GU FCRMATIG~*BDST~rM
*CANADA, MACKE~l[E*PHYS(OGRAPHY*FRASER
*CANADA, MACK F:~Z I E*P I ~~GOS*p;{Or;RE S S REPOQ.r*MACKAY
-CANADA, MAR "'OT (RE EK* ME ASUREMEf>l T*GOl 0 I NG*WA TERSHED
*CANACA, MARVJO LAKE*CANAOA, KNuA lAKE*ICE FOR~4TICNS*SHAW*AOA~S*BllEllO
*CANADA, "lEII;HEN ICE (AP*PATE~SUN*ACCUMUL"T[ON*GlACIER FlOW*ABLATION
.C"NADA, MOUNT lnGAN*S"Wh ACCUMULATIOrx*KEElER
*CANADA, N.W.*AETfllJ~f, AND OTH~RS
*CANADA, NATIuNAL RESFARCH COU~(Il*GlACIOlCGY.ICE THICKNESS
*CANAOA, ~F.lSU~ RIVf~*ICE~~"C~~v
*CANACA, NEL SC:~ R IVtR*ICE*~1:: rft,IWl[)GV*HYDRCLOGY*MI\CKAY
*CANAOA, NnRI"'*SHEFT ICr:*DUI~IK()V
*CANADA r NORT~F:~N*I'RAI~AGF*hArER ,LAlITV*THOMAS
·CANADA, "JnI{H'F~'\J*I-'FRfJ"'FRCST:tLJTIl!TIES PRCTF.CTIOill*GRAINGE*CRAhFORC*COPP
































OCANADA, PoACo R.*WAVoSOWIND SoTUPOINFLOWOMoToOROLOGYORRUCo AND OTHoRS
OCANAOA, RUBY MTS.OPRICoopoRMAFROSTOVoGoTATIONOSOLIFLUCTION
.CANADA, ST. ELIAS MTS.*SNOW*MEllOR*GREW
*CANAOA, STofL GLACIoROGLACIfR SURGoS*STANLoY
OCANADA, YoLLOWKNIFE RIVoRoPERMAFROSToRUNOFFoSPoNCo*SCMMoR
OCANADA, YUKDN TfRRITORYOALASKA, COLVILLo RIVER*MDRPHCLOGyoWALKoR
*CANAOA, YUKON TERRITORY.FlOW PATTERNS*GLACIAl GEOLOGY.HUGHES
.CANADA, YUKON TERRITORV*PERMAFROST*HUGHES*GLACIAl GECLOGV*PINGOS
OCANADIAN ARCTICOALBoRTAoOILOMANSELL
-CANADIAN ARCTIC*HoAT FLOhOLAV, AND DTHERS
-CANADIAN ARCTICoICo BRoAKUPOCANADA, OoPT OF TRANSPORT
.CANADIAN WATERS. ICE CONDITIONS.CANADA, DEPT. OF TRANSPORT
.CANADIAN WATERs.rCE CONDITIONS*CANADA, DEPT. OF TRANSPORT















































0CASP I AN SEA*ORLOVOWA TER LEVE L*0 I SCHARGE* IRR I GAT I ONOClI ~ATE
*CASPIAN*GROUND WATER*POPCVA*MARKOVSKIV*KUZNETSOV*VINCGRADOvoINTERPREIAIION
*CASTREN*FINLAND*HVDROELECTRIC POkER
*CAI ALOGODAR IMOUTH*B I BLI OGRAPHV* STEF ANSSoN COLLECT I ON
*CATALOGUE*F EVRALEVA*ARCT/C oA TA
*CATHCART*ALASKA*GAS*MINING
.CAUCASUS RIVERS, USSR*RUNOFF*GLACIATION*KLIGE







*CEDERSTROM*Al ASK A*GROUND WA TER*PERMAFROS T
































*CEOERSTROM*ALASKA, HOMER*ALASKA, HEAtV*SPRINGS*GROUNC WATER*BARNES*WAHRHAFTIG
_CEOERSTROM_ALASKA. KOTZEBUE-PERMAfROST-WELL
*CEOERSTROM*ALASKA. KOTZEBUE-PERMAfROST_SALT HATER LE~S_ORIGIN
_CEOERSTROM*PERMAFROST_GROUNO HATER_SUB/TlKY*JOHNSON
*CEOERSTRON-HELL*PERMAfROST




_CHANNEL fORMATION*RIVER fLOW-KONDRATEV lEO)








*CHARSKAVA BASIN, USSR*PERMAFROST*KUloIOVSKI I
*CHEGETMOUNTAIN. USSR*SNOW COYER*AKIF'EVA












































OCHEMICAl COMPOSITIONOGREENLANOOSALT LAKESOHANSENOPER~AFROST HYDROLOGY
>CHEMICAL CO~PDSITIONODTKAZNOYE RESERVOIR, USSRoICF.OKCRENOVSKAIA
>CHEMICAL PROP.OPHYSICAL PROPERTIESOALASKAOICE WEOGESOTUNORA SOILSOBROWN
OCHEMISTRYOANGINO AND OTHERSOANTARCTICAOlIMNOLOGY
0CHEMISTRYOANGINO, AND OTHERSOANTARCTICAOLIMNCLOGY























*CHEMISTRV*8RDWN, AND OTHERS*ALASKA, ARCTIC*ORAINAGE WATERS 074(
OCHEMISTRY>CANADAONELSON RIVERoDRAINAGE BASINOTHOMAS 0388
>CHEM I STRYOD I SCHARGEOALASKAoWATERS, SURFACEoLOVEOHENOR I CKS 0229
0CHEMISTRyoOISCHARGEoICE CONDITIONSOMETEOROLDGYOIANOOVSKlloINOIGIRKA RIVER, USSR 025Q
>CHEMISTRyoOZENS-LITOVSKlloKOLA PENINSULA, USSROLIMNOLOGY 0903
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*C~EMISTRV*GARMONOV*GROUNOWATER*PERMAFROST
























































oUNITEO STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
OCHEMISTRYOTASHOARMITAGEOANGINOOSALINITAOANTARCTICAOlIMNOLOGY
oCHEM ISTR YOTEMPERATUREOSCHUPPOFEULNERoALASKA, BETHELoPERMAFROSTOWATER
OCHEMISTRYOUSSR, NORTHoICINGSONALEOSOKUZNETSOV




OCHERNAYA GUBA BAY USSRoLAKES, RELICToKREPS
oCHERNIGOVSKIIOARCTICOABLATIONOGLACIERsoRAOIATION BALANCE
OCHERNINoBORISENKOVOHYOROLOGY, GENERALoNUMERICAL METHCDS
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.CHILIKO-KEMINSKII MTS. USSR.GLACIERS.FIRN-ICE LAYER.STRUCTURE.TOKMAGAMBETOV

























































*CIRCULATING WATER SYSTEM*WEllS*AlASKAtS HEAlTH*ALASKA, FAIRBANKS
_CIRCULATION CHANGES_AOGOANOV_HYDROSPHERE_ATMOSPHERE
'CIRCULATION-ROOEN-GULF OF ALASKA-ESTLARIES





-CLARK-POLAR REG1DNS-UTILITIES_SANITARY WASTE DISPOSAL_8LAKE_ALTER
-CLARK-POLAR REGIONS'WASTE DISPOSAL_GROFF
*CLARK*SOIL*ClIMATE*ALASKA







*CLEAVES' SCHUL TZ*GROUtIJD WATcR*PER ~AFROS T*ErJGI NEER I NC*GEOlOGY
*ClEBSCH*POINT RARRUW*VEGETATION*CLI~ATE




































*Cl I MA fE*SA I DAL*r EX1AOOK*hEA THER
*CLIMATE*B(L~LlO*NDRTH AMERICA*OENSITY.SNOW COVER.VARIATIONS







*CLIMATE*GEOGRAPHY*HYDROLOGY*LUTSCHG-LOETSCHER AND OT~ERS*DAVOS REGION, SWITZERLAND
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*ClIMATE*SOllSOUSA RIVER BASIN, USSRoZVEREVA
*ClIMATEoSOlIFlUCTIONOSOlloTROllOEARTH




oCllMATEOWINTER RfGIMEOPOlIAKOvoVOlGA RIVEROICE MOVE_ENTOOISCHARGE
oClIMATE*ZONINGOMARUSENKOOUSSROGEOMORPHOlOGYOHYOROlOGY




*ClIMATOlOGyolENA RIVER, USSROFREEZEUP, FORECASTINGoS~VCHENKOVA
*ClIMATOlOGYORESEARCH PROJECTSoSHNITNIKOvoGlAC\OlOGYO~YOROlOGY
*COACHMANOOISCHARGE*lABRAOORORIVER FLOW






oCOlO WEATHERoVAN OUESENOOISTRIBUTlON SYSTEMS
*COtEVIllE RIVER*LAKE, DELTA*MORPHOlOGV*MORGAN*WAlKER*AtASKA
*COLIFORM BACTERIA*THERMOPHILES*SOYO*BOVD*SOltS
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*COLLIER*ALASKA, YUKON*COAL
.COLLIER.ALASKA, YUKO~*COAL
*COLLINS*ALASKA, KAOLAK*ALASKA, MEAOE'MICROPALEONTOLOGY STUOIES*TEST WELLS
*COLLINS*ALASKA, TOPAGORUK'MICROPALEONTOLOGY STUOIES'TEST WELLS
*COLLINS*ALASKA, UMIAT'CORE ANALYSES,TEMPERATURE*MICRCPALEONTOLCGY STUDIES
*TEST WELLS
*COLLINS*ALASKA, UMIAT*PERMAFROST'TEMPERATURE'MICROPALEONTOLOGY*WELLS
*COLLlNS*ALASKA, WOLF CREEK*ALASKA. SQUARE LAKE'MICROPALEONTOLOGY*WELLS
*COLLINS*ROBINSON*ALASKA, FISH CREEK'ALASKA, SENTINEL HILL'TEST WELL*CORE TEST
*COLLINS*TEMPERATURE*ALASKA, BARROW'TEST .ELLS'CORE TESTS
*COLOR REMOVAL*HICKEY*WILSON'ALASKA*HYPOCHLORITE
*COLOREO SNOW*FINLANO'AARTOLAHTI'OUST
*COLUM8IA GLACIER*SNOW*METEOROLOGY*COCPERATIVE SNOW I~VESTIGATIONS
*COLUMBIA GLACIER'SNOW*METEOROLOGY*COOPERATIVE SNOW I~VESTIGATIONS
*COLVILLE RIVER AREA'PLANKTON CRUSTACEA'CHEMI STRY*REEC
*COMPOSITION*MERTIE'ALASKA, CHANOALAR-SHEENJEK
*COMPOSITION'MERTIE*ALASKA, SHEENJEK
*COMPUTER ANALYSIS*MULLER*GOOOMA~'O"MANNEY'CANADA, ARCTIC ARCHIPELAGO
*GLACIER INVENTORY
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*CONFERENCE*RUFFEl*POlllJTIO~*SEWAGEINDlJSTRIAL*SANITAFY PROTECTION
*CONFfRENCE*RUFFEl*SOIl HYGrENE*SE~AGE, IhnUSTRfAl
*CONF ERENCE*SI RER IA*GROU~D h'4 TER*P I NNEKER*A5 TR /!,KHAI\lTS EV*PERMAf=ROST
*CONFERENCE*USSR*PERMAFHDST*BARANCV~ZHUKOV
-CONSTRUCTION-BROAOWELL-ARCTIC CIRCLE













*CONSTRue TION*PERIolAFR OS T* TEMPERA TLRE, WA TER




*CONS TRUC TION'(rS Il ENKO*GROUNOI-lA TEn.
*CONSTRUCTION*SUMGIN*PERMAFROST
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-CONTINENTAL SHEL F*SEOI MENT ATION*GERSHANOVI CH*BER I NG SEA, USS R*OCEANS
*CONTINENTS*HYOROLOGY*OGIEVSKII
*CONTROl*PERMAFROST*KAPTEREV
.COOK.ALASKA, CHENA RIVER*rCE BREAKUP*OUSTING*WADE
.COOK*MECHAM RIVER, CANAOA*RUNOFF*PERIGLACIAl ENVrRON~ENT*STREAM EROSION
*COOK*NORTHWEST TERR., RESOLUTE BAY*TE~PERATURE, SOIL*MIGRATICN*MOISTURE
*COOPERATIVE SNOW INVESTIGATIONS-COLU~BIA GLACIER*SNO'*~ETEOROLOGY
*COOPERATIVE SNOW INVESTIGATIONS-COLU~BIA GLACIER-SNO'*~ETEOROLOGY
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'CORBET'ELLESMERE [SLANO'~[CROCLIMATE-WEATHER
'CORBET-ELLESMERE ISLANO_TEMPERATURES
_CORE ANAL YS ESHEMPERA TURE'M I CROP ALE ONTOLOGY STUO I ESHEST WEllS-CaLLI NS
*ALASKA, UMIAT
'CORE ANALVSES_TEST WELLS_VUSTER_ROBINSON_ALASKA, SIMPSON
-CORE ORILLlNG'PERMAFROSTOAKIMOV-AOZVA RIVER, USSR*TEMPERATURE, GROUNO
-CORE TEST_COLLINS'ROBINSON'ALASKA, FISH CREEK-ALASKA, SENTINEL HILL-TEST WELL
-CORE TESTS-BERGQUIST.ROBINSON'PERMAFROST.PAlEONTOlOGV'AlASKA, OUMAlIK-TEST WEllS
-CORE TESTS-COLLINS-TEMPERA TURE-ALASKA, BARROW-TEST WEllS
-CORES'LAKE SEOIMENTS-HAGGBLOM-SPITSBERGEN
-CORP-GRAVEL RIVER, CANAOA'PROSPECTING
'CORPS OF ENGINEERS-RUNOFF FORECASTS' SNOW INVESTIGATICNS
-CORRELATION'KARLSTROM-ALASKA-GLACIERS
'CORTE-PERMA FROST- ICE-AC TI VE LAYER-GROUND PA TTERNS
-CORWIN, STEAMER'HOOPER-ARCTIC OCEAN'CRUISE REPORT
'CORWIN, STEAMER'HOOPER'ARCTIC OCEAN'CRUISE REPORT
'CoST'CONSTRUCTION'USSR'ICE OAMS'SUMGIN
'COST'PLACER MINING'WIMMLER'ALASKA
'COUL TER AND OTHHS'ALASKA'GLACIERS-MAP
'COULTER'MULLER'ALASKA, KATMAI NAT. MONUMENT'GLACIERS, KNIFE CREEK
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_CRAWFORD_COPP_CANAOA, 'mR THERN-PERMAFROS T*UT I LI TIES PROTECT I ON-GRA INGE
-CRESSEY-SIBERIAOPERMAFROST




OCRUISE REPORToCORWIN, STEAMER-HOOPER-ARCTIC OCEAN
-CRUISE REPORT_CORWIN, STEAMEROHOGPERoARCTIC OCEAN
0CRUMLISH-FORT CHURCHILL, CANAOA-.ATER SUPPLY-PERMAFRCST-WELL DRILLING
-CRYOGENIC PROCESSES_KATASONOV_SlOPE PROCESSES-CRYOGE~IC SCILS
*CRYOGENIC PROCESSES-PERMAFROST-LESCHIKOV-TRANSBAIKAL, USSR














































*OAM$*US BATH CONGRESS*USSR*HYOROFlECTRIC POWER
.OAMS.ZLOBIN.ANGARA RIVER, USSR.HVOROELECTRIC POWER
*OAHSITES*GEOlOGY*CAllAHAN*WANEK*AlASKA, BARANOF rSLA~D
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*PEFINITI0NS*CONCF.PTS*SHVETSOV'PERMAFROST STUPIES
































-OELTA*IVANOV'LENA RIVER, USSR*CHANNEL LEVEL 0279
*UElTA*lENA QIVER*ANTONOV*RUNOFF 0625
ODElTA*RIVER ~OOElING*ANTCNOV*OB RiVER 0611
*OElTAs*rVANOv*OEPTH CALCULATIONS 0277
*D~lTAS*lENA RIVFR*ANTONDV*ICE CO~DrTIONS*WATER TEMPERATURE*DISCHARGE*WATER BALANCE 0624
*OEMCH£NKO*USSR*RIVER D1VFRSION 0887
*OEMCH [NSK I I *' SUMG I fIj*PEqMAFRUS T 2710
*DEMENITSKAIA*UST-FNISFISK P[)RT, LSS~#REFRACTEO WAVES*SEIS~IC SURVEY 2153
*OEMENT'EV#ACTIVF LAYER*GROUND hATER#PERPAFROST 0888




*OENS ITY*SNOW COVER*VAR I AII ONS*CL I~A IE*BI LELLO*NOR TH '~ER I CA
*OEPARTMENT OF ENERGY, OTTAWA*RRITISH COLU~BIA*SURFACEWATER
*OEPOSITS*IAKUPOV*VERTICAL ELECTRICAL METHOD*PERMAFROST
























*OESIGN*RESEARCH*BECK AND ASSOCIATES*hESTFAlL*RECIRClIlATING SVSTEfol
*OES IGN ING*F AR NOR TH* STEA,..-BA THS* POGUr..o I NA






























*OlSCHARGE CURVE*SISKO*NOVAYA SIBIR ISLANC, USSR












*OISCHARGE*ARCTIC DRAI~AGE*SURFACE ~ATER*CANAOA, DEPT. OF NORTHERN AFFAIRS
*LAKE lEVELS
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*DISCHARGE*ARCTIC ORAI~AGE_SURFACE WATER-CANADA, DEPT. OF NORTHERN AFFA[RS 0825
*LAKE LEVEL
-D[SCHARGE_ARCT[C DRA[NAGE*SURFACE WATER*CANADA, DEPT. OF RESOURCES AND DEVELOPMENT 0828
*OISCHARGE-ARCT[C DRAINAGE~SURFACE WATER*CANADA, DEPT. OF NORTHERN AFFAIRS 0817
*LAKE LEVELS
-0 I SCHARGE-ARC TIC OCEAN-RU~OFF-A~ TONOV-CONT I NE~TAL RU~OFF* 5I BER [A 0628
*OISCHARGE*ARNADRG, AND OTHtRS*AlASKA. COLVILLE RIVER 0642
-DISCHARGE-BEREL GLACIERS, USSR-GLACIERS-HYDRCLOG[C REGIME-KHCN[N 0312
'01 SCHARGE-8 ERGSTE~-S"EDEN-PREC [P [TA T[ON 0689
_DISCHARGE_CL[MATE'WINTER REG[ME'POLIAKOV_VOLGA RIVER-ICE ~OVEMENT 0029
_DISCHARGE_DAVYDOV_USSR OB80
-OISCHARGE-DRAINAGE AREA_SIREN_FINLAND 0145





-DISCHARGE-HUOSON BAY-SURFACE WATER-CANADA, DEPT. OF ~ORTHERN AFFAIRS-RUNOFF 0818
-DISCHARGE-HUDSON 8AY_SURFACE WATER-CANADA, OEPT. OF ~ORTHERN AFFA1RS*LAKE LEVELS 0826
-STREAM FLOW
'OISCHARGE-HUDSON 8AY-SURFACE WATER-CANADA, OEPT. OF NORTHERN AFFAIRS 0822
-DISCHARGE-HUOSON BAY_SURFACE WATER-CANADA, DEPT. OF RESOURCES AND DEVELOPMENT 0832
'DISCHARGE'HUDSON BAY-SURFACE WATER*CANADA, DEPT. OF RESOURCES AND DEVELOPMENT 0829
'DISCHARGE-HYOROELECTR[C POWER'MALYSHEV'YENISEY RIVER, USSR 1036
'01 SCHARGE'HYDROELEC TR [C POwER'PHYS I OGRAPHY.. [ZENBERG-DNEPR, USSR 0555
'DISCHARGE'HYOROLOGY, GE~ERAL'ANTONOV'YE~ISEY RIVER 0606
'DISCHARGE-HYOROMETRICAL 08SERVATIONS-METEOROLOGY'FEDCROV'NAROOA R[VER, USSR 0923
'DISCHARGE'[CE CONOITIO~S.METEOROLOGY'[ANDOVSKII_[ND[GIRKA R[VER, USSR'CHEM[STRY 0259
















*DISCHARGE-PACIFIC QRAINAGE*CANAOA, DEPT. OF NORTftERN AFFAIRS*LAKE LEVELS
.DISCHARGE*PACIFIC D~hINAGE*SURFACE wATER*CANAOA, DEPT. OF NORTHERN AFFAIRS
*OISCHARGE*PACIFIC DRAlNAGF.*SUPFACE WATER*CANADA. DEPT. OF NORTHERN AFFAIRS
*LAKF. LEVELS
.DISCHARGE.PACIFIC DRAINAr.e*SLRFACE WATER
*CANADA, DEPT. OF RESOLRCfS A~O DEVElOP~E~T*L~KF LEVELS
*OISCHARGE(l:PhCIFIC DRAINMif:;*SURF.\CE "ATER*CA....,ADA, DOI-'INION WATER Ar..IO POWER BUREAU
.OISCHARGE*PACIFIC DRAI~AGE.SURFACE hATER
*CA~Ar.A, nEPT. DF RESOLRCES AND OEVELOP~f~T*LAKE LEVELS
*OISCHARGE*rftCIFIC [)RAI~AGEOSUI{FACE WATER*CANADA, OEPT. OF NCRTHERN AFfAIRS
.OISCI-l~RGE*RArrDS*BYl'N~KII*Ar..:(~ARh, LSSRCl[ROSIC'"



























*D r SC,...ll,f{Gl:*$\iCW COVER *D"1E PP*HynK:lln(~1 CAL 1:/\ I /\* AlEK S i'll, CR CV
*OISChARGE*STRfA~ Flflw*ARCT[C [)RAINA~E*SURFACE hAfE~
*CANADA, CEPT. lJF I\IOnTHEP,f\; hFFAIRS*~ATEr~ LEVEL
*OISChARGf*SfREAM GAG[NG*SEWARn PbNINSLlA, ALASKA*hAr~R SUPPIY*HE~SHA~.~nYT
*DrSCHARGE*SlREA~ GAUGINGOPONOY QIVER, uSSP*f\ALASHCV*rt~pcRATUREt ~AT(R
*DISChARGE*SUI{fACE ~ATER*ARCTIC ORAIN4\if*CANAUA, [;C~I~IC~ ~ATEq A~D PUhER 8UREAU
*LAKE l[VClS
*OISChAKG~*SuRFACE ~ATEq*AILANTIC DRAr~AGE*CA~A!~A, DEPT cF NORThERN AFFAIRS
*orSC~AQ..GE*SIJRFACE hATfR*CMJALJA, UFPT. r.f "IllR T'"ERN rtF FAIRS*YUKO\ ItHR 1 TCRY
*BRITISH (ULUMIIIA*~ATE:R ElEVATIUN*~lJ~-CfF



















*LJISCI"<AR.~t*SUR.FhCE y,'ATER*HUDSu:'\J I1hY*CftNAD/:I, f'tJIJINIC'l IooATER. I\/\Ie DOwER HUO-l.EAU*rUJNllFF
*DrSCho\RGE.¢:~L5PENnfD DETRITUS>:tIVAr,OV*LEf\;A rELTA, US:;I:
*0 f SCtcl\I~Gt:. T,<II \j SPUR T/l. TI ON* YEf\, I SF.. Y RI vt:P,., LSSR *LlAOER *h /IT ER TE t-' PFR AJlJR[
*UISChA~Gt*T~~srMAN*RU~OFFCIIlCULATIC~S
*DISCHhRGfOVLADIMIR[JV*USS~*!l(VFRS,S~ALl






BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WAT~R R~SCURC~S - JULY 1970
*OISCHARG~*HAT~R QUAlITY*GROUNOWAT~R*CGOTCNUKCR~~K, AlASKA*G~OlOGY
*KACHAOOORIAN AND OTH~RS













*OIVERSION*NEWS*P~CHORA RIV~R*VYCH~GOA RIV~R*KAMA RIV~R




*OOGANOVSKII*INOIGIRKA RIV~R*IANA RIV~R*RIV~R FlOW*RUNOFF'NAl~OS
*OOGAYEV*BUlKIN*USSR*WINO GEN~RATORS
*OOlGUSHIN*V~G~TAT[ON*PERMAFROST 0ISTRI8UTION*OB RIVER. USSR
*OOROGOVTS~V'FAR NORTH'REFUSE'SANITARY ~NGINEERING




















































































BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RESCURCES - JULY 1070





*DREOG INC* I VANGV. S IBER IA, NOR THER~
-DREDGI~G_PEHRY_YUKDN TERRIIDRY
-DREDGING-RICKARD-SEWARD PENINSULA












































BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RESCURCES - JULY 1910
*OUSTING*WADE*COOK*AlASKA, CHENA RIVER*ICE BREAKUP
*OUTRO*BOWSHER*OETTERHAN*ALASKA, BROOKS RANGE*GLACIERS
*OYGALO*MEOVENKA RIVER, USSR*SNOW COVER*WATER RESERVES
*OYLIKOWA*PERMAFROST*OLCHOWIK
*OYLIKOWA*PERMAFROST*OLCHOWIK-KOLASINSKA














*OZHUNGARSK I Y ALA TAU, USSR*HYOROLOGY*RUNOFF*GLAC I ER A8LATI ON*CHEKHONAOSKA IA
.EAGER*ALASKA HIG~WAY*ICE*PRyaR
*EAGLE DISTRICT, ALASKA*STREAHGAGING*WATER SUPPLY*PORTER
.EAKIN.ALASKA, FAIRBANKS*~INING































B[BL[OGRAPHV OF ARCTIC WATER RESOURCES - JULV 1910
*EAK [N*ALASKA. INNOKO- [0 [TAROO*GOLO PLACERS
*EAK[N*ALASKA. RAMPART*GEOLOGV
*EAKIN*ALASKA. RUBV*PLACER M[NING
*EAKIN*ALASKA. SEWARD PEN[NSULA*PLACER MINING
*EAK[N*ALASKA. YUKON-KOYUKUK

















*EAST SIBERIAN SEA*WATER MASS STRUCTURE*ZAKHAROV































BIBlICGRAPHY I~F AI{CTrC WATER RESCURCES - JULY 1970
*ECOLOGY*SWARTl*AlASKA, LAKE GEORGf*LI~~GlCGY
*ECOlOGY*VEG~TATIC~I*MIOUENDO~FF*SIBERIA, LSSR






*EF r MOV*FOWiDA TIONS*flERMAFRO ST*<.;RCUND WA TER
*EFIMOV*IAKUTSK, USSR*rERYAFROST*hATER*SOLOV'EV*~EL'NIKOV











































alBLIGGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RESCURCES - JULY 1970




.EL'BRUS GLACIERS*5AVEL'EV*SNOw ceVER STRLCTURE
*El'RRUS ICE COVER*STRUCTtRE*TROSHKINA
*EL I ARUS MOU"lTA t N5 IU SSR* TU SH INSK [I *GLAC JAliON
*El'BHUS MTN., US5R*MAPPING*KRAVTSCVA*GlACIATION*Cll~~TE






*ELECTRlCAl-RESISTANCE*PERMAFROST*NAlAROV*STONY TUNGUSKA RlVER, USSR




*EL INA*hH ITE SEA, USSR*BOGS




*£LlESMERE ISLA~D,NWT*TANCUARY FICRO*rCE COVER*GLACIATfON*HATTERSlcY-SMITH
*ElLSWORTH*ALASKA, YUKON-TANANA ~~GION*hATF.R SUPPlV*OAVENPCRT




























BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER P.ESCURCES - JULY 1970
*ELLSWORTH*ALASKA, YUKON-TANANA*GROUND hATER*PlACE~ ~INING.PARKEq
*ELLSWORTH*ALASKA, YUKON-TANANA*PERMAFROST*WATER SUPPLY
*ENENSHTEIN*ELECTROMAGNETIC INVESTIGATIONS*PER~AFRCST
*E~ERGY EXCHANGE*ARCTIC*GLACIOLOGY*NATIONAL SCIENCE FCUNOATION*rCE COVER
*ENERGY*SIAERIA*OISCHARGE*RIVERS*ANTONOV
*ENGINE HEAT*~ATER PROOUCTJON*RUSSEll*GREENLANO, CAMP Tura
*ENGINEERING AND CONTRACTING*ALASKA, CANOLE*WATER, CClD*GRAVEL*TH~wING
*ENGINEERING AND MININC*ALASKA*FRCST, G~OUND































































*EPSHTEIN*OB RIVER, USSR*FLOOO PLAINsoSOIL*PERMAFROST
oERMAN*SIBERIA*PERMAFROST
*ERMILOV*GROUNO WATER*PERMAFROST
*ERMILOV*KHABAROUSK AREA, USSR*NALEOOGROUNOWATER*PERMAFROSTOSPRINGS, HOT
*ERMOLAEV*BOLSHOI LYNAKHOV ISLAND, USSR*GEOMORPHOLOGY'GEOLOGY
*ERNSHTEOTOTOLSTIKHINoUSSR*GRANITE'MINERAL SPRINGS*POPOV
*ERNSHTEOT*TOLSTIKHIN*YAKUT, USSR'SPRINGS, MINERAL





























BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RESCURCES - JULY 1970
~EROSION*OISCHARGE*RAPIDS*BYlINSKI[*A~GARA,USSR
*EROS ION*GLAC tAL 5TREAMS*RUNOFF#~AY


















*EUROPE. NORTHERN*PERMAFRr.ST*~ATER SUPPLV*KAMENSKII*ICINGS*SIBERIA. EASTERN
oEUROPEAN RUSS(A*SNGW STORAGE*ATLAS*lENINGRAD
*EUTROPHICATION*FEqTILIZATION*lIMNQLCGY#ED~ONDSCN*NELS ON*ALASKA. BARE LAKE
*EVAPORATION FUG#AAKHA~UVA, A~O OrHERS~KOLA-BAY, USSR
*EVAPORATlON*PhVINA*I-AASS Bl\LAtIlCE*HF.4T BALANCE*SIHERIAlII$WAf.'PS


















































.FAIKO.LENA RIVER, USSRoRIVERS.ICE JA~S
*FAIR'POLAR REGIONS'SANITARY ENGINEERI~G
*FAIRBANKS*GEOLOGY'PRINOLE




































*FAR EAST, USSR*GERMANtSHVILI*RIVER ICE
*FAR EAST, USSR*SPRINGS, ~INERAL*~AKEROV
-FAR NORTH-REFUSE-SANITARY ENGINEERING-DOROGOVTSEV




-fEOOROV-ANTONOV_OB RIVER-HYDROELECTRIC POWER_WATER DIVERSION
*FEDORDV*IAR05H*OB RJVER, USSR*RIVER DIVERSION
*FEODROV*lENA RIVER, USSR*FORECASTING*WATER LEVEl*ESTUARIES
*FEDOROV*NARODA RIVER, USSR*OISCHARGE*HYDRGMETRICAL OBSERVATIONS*METEOROlOGY
*FEOOROV*SIAERIA, EAST*RIVfRS*wATER LEVEL*FORECASTING
*FEDDROV*USSR, EUROPEA~*FLCOOS, SPRING*RUN-OFF
-FEDOROV-YENISEY qIVE~~ USSR-HYDROELECTRIC POwER
































BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RESCURCES - JULY 1910
*FERRIANS*ALASKA*MAP*PERMAFROST
*FERTILIZATION*LIMNOLOGY*EDMONDSON*NELSON_ALASKA, BARE LAKE-EUTROPHICATION
*FEULNER*AtASKA-GROUND WA TER-GALLERI ES
*FEULNER*ALASKA, BETHEL*PERMAFROST*WATER*CHEMISTRY*TF",PERATURE*SCHtJPP
-FEULNER-ALASKA, CAPE LISBURNE*TE"PERATURE-PERMAFRO$T_GRDU~D WATER-WILLIAMS
*FEULNER*ALASKA, LADD AIR FORCE BASE-WELLS
*FEUlNER*AlASKA, NW*GROUNDWATER*CHEMISTRY*SCHUPP
*FEULNER*WALLER*ALASKA, FORT GREELY-GROUND WATER-TISDEL
-FEVRALEVA*ARCTIC DATA-CATALOGUE
-FIELD REPORT*BAFFIN ISLANDS, CANADA-LOKEN AND OTHERS
*FIELD WORK*ANDERSON RIVER, CANADA:CIflACKAY
*FIELo*ALASKA, GLACIER BAY-SURGES-GLACIERS
*FIELo-GLACIER SURGES*ALASKA, GLACIER BAY
*FIELo*GLACIERS_EARTHQUAKES
*FILATOV-LANGE*USSR*HYDROGEO~OGY





*FINAROV-KRASNOYARSK BASIN, USSR-GEO.ORPHGLDGY*HyoROELECTRIC POWER






















































































BIBLiOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RESCURCES - JULY 1.70
*FIRN-ICE LAYER_STRUCTURE_TOKMAGAPBETOV_CHILIKQ_KEPINSKII MTS, USSR*GLACIERS
*F IRN I FICA TI OV 'l ,"111~OV*,- _AC fER S*HYOROlOGY
*FIRNIFICATION_STRATIGRAPHY_OORT_ANTARCTICA, VICTORIA LAND-WIND-ICE
*FIRN 1FICA TI ON.URAL 5, US SR*PLO TN I KOV!C' SNOW FIE LOS
*FISH*LAKES*USSR*KfRELIA, USSR*lI~NOLOGY
*FISH-LUZANSKAIA-INLANO WATERS, USSR





*FlOOD PEAKS-HYDROLOGICAL FORECASTING-KOLlIS-HYOROLOGY, GENERAL
*FLOOD PLAINS-ALASKA_ALASKA, GIRD.OOD-MAXIMUM PROBABLE FLCCD
*FLOOD PLAINS-ALASKA-KENAI RIVER_MAXIPUM PROBABLE FLOOD
*FLOOD PlAINS-ALASKA, BETHEL-ALASKA, KLSKCKWIM RIVER-PAXIMUM PRGBABLE FLOOD
*FlOOO PLAINS*ALASKA, CHENA R.*ALASKA, FAIRBANKS*MAXI~UP PROBABLE FLOOO
*FLOOO PLAINS*SOIL*PERMAFRosr*EPSHTEIN*OB RIVER, USSR
*FlOOO*GOROSHNIKOV*SEVERNAYA DVINA,USSR*FOQ.ECASTING*W,liTER LEVEL*ESTUARIES
oFlOOO*NIKOLAEV*MAKSIMQV*CB RIVER, USSR
.Floon*WATER DISCHARGE*lYLO*KAMCHATKA RIVER, USSR
*FlOOD, SPRI~G*YANA RIVER, USSR~LYlO
*FLOODING_ICE CO~STRUCTIDN_HOFFMAN
OFLOOOS*ABRAMOVICH*HYDRUElECTRIC POWFR*SIBERIA*DRAINAGE










































*FLDW PATTERNS*GLACIAL GEClOGV*HUGHES*CANADA, YUKON TERRITORY
*FlOW RATE*GLACIER SURGES*LLIBOUTRV
*FlDW VELOCITY*ANGARA RIVER*POMUS*HYDROELECTRIC POWER







*fOG*wENDLER*ALASKA, FAIRBANKS*ICE FUG*HF.AT BALANCE
*FOGEl*USSR*DA~S*RlvER DIVERSIDN*SHCHIGLOV5KII







































*FORECASTING*WATER LEVEL*ESTUARIES*FECCRQV*LF.NA RIVER, USSR
*FORECASTING*hATER lEVEl*ESTUAR(ES*FLCOD*GOROSHNJKOV*SEVERNAY~ CVINA,USSR
*FUREST 50ILS*FROSr*PATRIC*ALASKA, JU~EAU
*fOREsr STRrpS*SNQW CUVER*$MOLCNOGOV*LFA RIVER, USSR
*FOREST*:'IlEOR IGA IlOV*PoETR I KH*wATER SUPPLU
*FORESTS*AlASKA*ROr,S*NUrRIENTS*HEIL~AN
*fnRESTS*BASOV*RUNOFF*S~On COVER
*FORESTS*HYORDlOGICAl EFFECTS*KOSTIUKEVICH*POLESYF lC~LAND, USSR
*FORESTS*HYD~OLOGY*~OLCHANOV
*FnRESTS*NITROGEN*HEILMAN*NUTRIENTS*AtASKA
*FORESTS*ROGOVOr*hHITE RUSSIA, USSR*SCIL FREElING*RUNCFF*SNOW PELT
*FORESTS*RUTKDVSKII*USSR*HVORCLOGV, GENERAL









































'FOUNDAT IONSoPERMAFROS T'GROUND WA TERoEF I MOV 0911




OFRAZIL ICEoSIDOROVAoAKHURIAN RIVERoARAKS RIVERoRIVER ICE 1451
'FREEt'E-OVER oICE'sl LELLOO SAROEoBA TE S" LASKA, FORT GRE EL yoS TREAMS 2292
.fREEZE-THAW CYCLe*SEARBV*ARCTIC*AlASKA 0109
oFREEZE-UP FORECASTINGoBURDYKINAOLENA RIVER 0765
.FREEZE-UP FORfCASTING*BURDYKINA*USSR 0763
.FREEZE-UPOBREAK-UPONALIMOVOSIBERIA RIVERS 1104




~FREEZEU~*nISCHARGE*ICE THICKNESS*RIVERS*ARCTIC RIVERS*SURDYKINA*ANTONOV*BREhKUP 0623
~FREEZEUP*GINlBURG*ICEBREAKUP 2473
oFREEIEUP*GINZflURG*WATER SUPPLY 1338
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RES(UR[ES - JULY 1910
>FREElEUP-ICE COVER THICKNESS-LAKE ICE-HACK-rCE HREAKUP
*fREElEUP*lAKE ICE~S~ITH~f[E [elvER THICKNESS*ICE HREAMUP
*FREElEUP~tENA RIVER*YENISEY RIVE~*ICE CQVER*PIOTROVICH
*fREElEUP*NAVIGATION*OLENEK RIVER, USSR*HYO~OLCGY, GE~ERAL*SUSLOV*BREAKUP
*FREElEUP*TE~PERATURE, WATER*EBETEM ~IVER, USSR*TAMARSKII*AALASHOV*BREAKUP
*FREElEUP, fORECASTING*SAvCHENKUVA*CLIMATCLOGY*LENA RIVER, USSR
*FREEZING REGJ~E*BURDYKINA*SIBERI~*SOlAR ACTIViTY




oFROS T Ae TJON*GHOUNO ..... ATER*nC*CH INA























.FRO ST HE AV I ~lli*PF.: R."lAFH.{l STHI FSKflw
*FR05T HEAVINC*TAtiEH
*FRnST 1"'OIINllS*llIE"lS-LfTIlVSKI 1~(·;l~OTSIf\*nORONIN LAKE, LSSR*FYDRCLACCOLITHS















BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RESCURCES - JULY 1970
*FROST MOUNDS*SVENSSON*LAKES*NORWAV*MDRPHCLDGY











-FROST, GROUND-ENGINEERING AND MINING_ALASKA
*FROZEN GROUNO*SOIL MOISTURE*wATER TABLE*WILLIS




























































































nIElLIDGQ.hPHY OF ARCTIC hATER RESCURCES - JULY 1910
*GfOCRAPHY*MAlURENKll*L(~ARIVE~, LSSR*ANGAPA RIVfR, USSR*HISTCRY*RUNOFF





*GEOGRAPHV*T U~EL *LJ SSR*PER ~/IF ROS T 5 TUD IE 5
*GEOGRAPHV, GE'lJERAL*AKAUE"'1 fA NAUK SSSn.*TfXTI3COK
*GEOLOG I C IN VE ST I GA TI ON S*KACHAOO[l'l. J AN*tlLA S~~A*CGGTCRUK CRE EK
*GEOLOGY*ALASKA, OGOTORUK CRfEK*WATER*SLALGHTER
*GEDLOGV~ARCTIC*O[L*RAKITCV*PETROV*PER~AFROST
*CEOLOGV*AQS TQCK*REf: D*GRnLND ~A TER*ARC T (C *CEOt-'OR PIlCLCGY
*GEOLDGY*CALLAHA~*WANEK*ALASKA, ~ARANCF ISLAND*DA~SITES
*GEOlOGY*CAPPS*MOfFIT*ALASKA, NllINA*~INfRAL RESOURCES
*GEOlOGY*CLEAVE 5* SCHUL r l*GROUND lolA TE','H PER .... AFROS I*ENG r t\EER I NG
*GEOLnGV*CLJ~ATE*GEUGRAPHV*lUN1JQVIST, ED.*SwEDEN
*GEOLOGV*EAKIN.ALASKA, RA .... PARf
*CEOLOGv*EI\K r"li*~~ ITH*I\lASKA, NPR ru!'J BAY-NLLATC*.O\LASKA, SEwflRO PENI"ISULA
*GEOLOGY*EI~GtNfERt~G*rER~AFROST*SHVETSOV~GROU~n WATER*ANACVR, USSR








































*CEOLOGY*KACHADOORIAN AND QTHERS*DISCHARGE*WATER QUALITV*CROUNOWATER
*OGOTONUK CREEK, ALASKA










.GEOLOGV.MILLER.ALASKA, DELTA CREEK*ALASKA, CASCADE CREEK*AlASKA, SCENERY CREEK
OWATERPOWER






































*CEOLOGV*UGNEV*AMGA RIVER, USSR*LFNA RIVER, U$SR*rCf
*GEOlOGy*pArGE*PEwE*WIlLrA~S*AlASKA, FAIRBANKS
*GEOLOGY*PfR~AFRnST*CAPPS*ALASKA RAILROAD









































































































.GEOPHYSICAL STUDIES*ORIATSKIr, AND OTHERS*ARCTIC
*GEOPHYSICS*PERMAFROST*AKIMOV*TALIK*80l'SHEZE~E~iSKAYA, USSR
*GEORGE*USSR*HYOROLOGICREGIMES






*GERMANISHVIlI*RIVER ICE*FAR EAST, USSR
*GERSHANOV!CH*BERING SEA, USSR*OCEANS*CONTINENTAl SHElF*SEDIMENTATION
*GERSHT*HyDRDlnGY*METEOROlOGY*ISDTOPES







































BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RESCURCES - JULY 1970
'GINZBURG'WATER SUPPLY'FREEZEUP
'GIZEL'OON RIVER VALLEY'AVALANCHES'ZALIKHANOV'BADOCN RIVER VALLEY
'GLACIAL COEFFICIENT'HYORCLOGIC INDEx'PAL'GOV'USSR
'GLAC IAL EROS ION'NYE
'GLACIAL FEATURES'CANAOA, BAFFIN ISLANO'IVES'MORAINES
'GLACIAL GEOLOGY*GLACIER HURGES'HCLLIN'PALEOCLIMATCLOGY
*GlACIAl GEOlOGV*HUGHES*CANADA. YUKON TERRITORY-FLOW PATTERNS
'GLACIAL GEOLOGY'PINGOS'CANADA, YUKON TERRITORY'PER~AFROST'HUGHES
'GLACIAL GEOLOGY'PDST'NORTH AMERICA, WESTERN
'GLACIAL HYOROLOGY'FUEGNER'ARCTIC
*GLACIAl LAKE*PETERSON*HARNETT*LAARAOOR-U~GAVA
'GLACIAL LAKES'CANAOA, LABRADOR'BARNETT'ICE DA~S
'GLACIAL LAKESWASHINGTON, SOUTH CASCADE GLACIER'TEMPERATURE'CAMPBELL
'GLACIAL METEOROLOGY'HEAT BALANCE'VOLOSHINA'TU!UKSU GLACIER, USSR
'GLACIAL RIVER'THORARINSSON'ICELAND
'GLACIAL RIVERS'TERAIN SLCPE'GRINBERG





































AIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RESCURCES - JULY 1970











0GLACIER FLOWOABLATIONOCANAOA, MEIGHEN ICE CAPOPATERSCNOACCUMULATION
OGLACIER FLUCTUATIONsoWEIOICK'GREENLAND




0GLACIER INVENTORY'COMPUTER ANALYSISOO"MA~NEY AND OTHERSoAXEL HEINBERG ISLAND
OGLACIER MASS BALANCEoALTAY, USSROMAKAREVICH
0GLACIER MASS BALANCEoGLACIER OSCILLATION>GLACIER ~OVE"ENTOBAIDAL
*GLACIER MASS BALANce*LOKEN*SNOW COVER*CA~ADA, BARNES ICE CAP
*GLACIER MASS BALANCE*MELLOR*GREENlAND
*GLACIER MDVEMENT*ALASKA, MULDROW GLACIER.GLACIER SURGES*HARRISON
OGLACIER MOVEMENTOBAIDALOGLACIER ~ASS BALANCEoGLACIER OSCILLATION
*GLACIER MOVE~ENT*KNIlHNIKOV*MAPPING





























BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RESCURCES - JULY 1970
*GlACIER OSCIllATION*CAMPBELL*CANADA, ALBERTA
*GlACIER DSCIllATION*GlACIER MOVEMENT*BAIDAl*GlACIER ~ASS BALANCE
*GlACIER RIVERS*HYDROCHEMISTRY*KHMAlADZE-CHANTlADZE-GEORGIA, USSR
*GlACIER STUDIES*CHIZHDV*NAlEDS*HYDROMETRY
-GLACIER STUDIES*SATER-AlASKA, MCCAll GLACIER
*GlACI ER SURBES-AMBROSE
-GLACIER SURGES-ALASKA, GLACIER BAY*FIElD
_GLACIER SURGES-HARRISON-GLACIER MOVE~ENT*AlASKA, MUlCRDW GLACIER
*GlACIER SURGES-HEWITT-GlACIOlOGY-KARAKORAM MOUNTAINS




*GlAC IER SURGES-lOEKEN-CANADA, BAFF I NISLAND
-GLACIER SURGES*MEIER
-GLACIER SURGES-MEIER





*GlACIER SURGES-STANLEY-CANADA, STEEL GLACIER
*GlACIER SURGES-THORARINSSON-ICElAND






























RIBLIOGRAPIIY OF ARCTIC WATER RE$CURCES - JULY 1970
.GLACIER WATER*RODRIGUEZ~SeH~ITT*CTILITIES*SE~AGE DISPOSAL
*GLAC I ER*CON STRue r I ONofJAV I S*GREHJLAND
*GLACIER*HFRSrEY*ALASKA, XOHUK
*GLACIER*ICE CRYSTAL GROWTlf*HIGASKIOALASKA




*GLAC(ER, MCCALL*RESEAqCHOHLBLEV*ALASKA, BRGaKS RA~GE






*GLAC[~RS*CLIMATE*U~ GEOLOGICAL SLRVEY*ALASKA, 8~COKS RANGE*LI~NOLOGY*HYOROLOGV
0CLAC I ER S*CORQ El ATI ON*KARl STRrJ'-'* At ASKA
*GLACIERS*OEGLACIATION*MASS HALA~([*LEhIS GLACIER, BAFFIN ISLANC*HY8ROlOGY




*Gl AC I ER S*F I RN- If.F LA YtR* S Tr(LiC TURE * TrK/o'AGA~'Af TCV*CH IllK C- KEfJ I fl.SK I [ ~TS, liS SR
OCt AC t ER 5* GE·"JES I S*·~UR PHOl err yt: "'liDRr .... *TRt..N Sfl AVK AL I Yfl., C EN TR AL





























BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RESCURCES - JULY 1970
OGLACIERSOGREENLANOOBAUEROCARBONNELL


















OGLACIERSORAOIO ECHO SOUNOINGOCANAOA, ELLESMERE ISLANcoHATTERSLEY-SMITH
oAIRBORNE EQUIPMENT
OGLACIERSOSMITHOALASKA, NW
"GLACIERsoSNOW ACCUMULATIONoSUOAKOVOZAILIYSKIY ALATAU RANGE, USSR
OGLACIERsoSNOW SURVEYSOHYOROLOGyoBROWNOGRCUNOWATER
OGLACIERSOSNOWOOENSITYOBAOER
0GLACIERSOWERNECKEOYUKON TERRITORY, KENO HILLoICEoPERMAFROST




























BIBLIDGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RESCURCES - JULY 1q70
*GLACIERS, KNIFE CREEK*COLLTER*MULLER*ALASKA, KAT~Ar ~ATL. MONU~ENT
*GLACIERS, ROCK*COX*WAHRHAFTIG*PERMAFR05r*AlASKA

























































*GLAOTSIN*OORONIN LAKE. USSR*HYOROLACCOLITHS*FROST MOUNOS.OZENS-LITOVSKII
*GlAOTSIN*TRANSBAIKAl*GEOMORPHOLOGY



















































.GOlD PLACER S*MADOREN* ALASKA, JNNGKO
.GOLD PLACERS*MADDREN*ALA5KA, NENANA
*GOLO PLACERS*MERTIE*ALASKA, CIRCLE*ALASKA, EAGlE*ALASKA, FQRTYPllE*AllUVtUM
.GOLO PLACERS*MERTIE*ALASKA, TOLOVANA
.GOLD PlACER5*MI~ING*P~OSPECTING*HUTCHINS*AlASKA
.GOLD PLACERS.MOFFIT.ALASKA, SEWARD PENINSULA*PERMAFRCST
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OGORoEEVOUSSROHyoROGEOLOGY
OGOROEYEV, ANDOTHERS*OB RIVER, USSHOOAfJS
OGORoONOMOUNTAINSORUNOFFoSNO~LINE




OGORSHKOvoTEMPERATURE, WATEROSPRI~GS, HOTOKAMCHATKA, USSROZELENOV
OGOTLIBOANGARA R., USSROHyoROELECTRIC PoWEROTHERMAL REGIMEoICE













































































*GREAT ALETSCh GLACIER-GLACIATED BASINS*HYOROLOGIC REGI~ES'KASSER'FRANCE
*GREAT BEAR LAKE, NkT*LIM~OLOGY
*GREAT BEAR RIVER, CANADA*tIARO RIVER, CANAOA*WATER*~ACKAV.CANAOA
*MACKENlIE RIVER, CANADA






















*GREENlAND ICE CAP*wALKER*PEARCE*RAOAR ~EASURE~ENTS
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*GREENLANn*KUNOFF*LARSFN*Gl~CICLOC'r'
*GHfENLANO*SAGA*RATHGFNS
*GREENLAND*SALT LAK[S*HANSC~*P~RMAFROST ~1'r'n~OLOGY*(HF~lCAL co~rOSITION
*GREENlAND*TEMP~RATUR[, GRnLND*hfFRT~A~
*GP,EENLANO* TEMPER ATUR t: t WA TE R* T.'I, YLOH*C AI LU:VX






*GREENLAND, CA~P TUTO*ENGINE HfAT*WATEi{ PRnnUCTIC~.*!'USSELL
*GREENLAND, EOE BAV*SeJ1IfolEf\jTOLOGY*GLACIER GECJLCGY*HANSEN
*GRfENlAND, HARALD MOLTKE ARAE*TER~INLS*,vLCK




.GRfENlANC, ThUlE PENINSULA*SNO~ ~CCU~ULATrCN*MOCK




*GREENLAf\jl', TLTlI*GlAClrlllGY*CRIFF I THS
*~RE I MAN*ALASKI\ t ~;(,K TI-I su:r!::*F I fl l I Ol.OKAPHY
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*GRIGOR 'EV*VAKUTI A, USSR*PERMAFROST STUD I ES*WATER
*GRIGOREV*KARElIA, USSR*ECONOMICS*HYDROlOGY, GENERAL
*Ge IGOREV*PRECIP IT ATION*KOtA PEN I NSUlA, USSR*HYOROElECTR I C POWER
*GRINBERG*GlACIAl RIVERS*TERAIN SLOPE
*GROFF*ClARK*POlAR REGIONS*WASTE DISPOSAL
*GROSVAl'D*ICE CORING DRlllS*ICE COVER THICKNESS*ANTARCTIC*GREENlAND




*GROUNO ICE*KUZNETSOVA*ICE VEINS*TAZOV PENINSULA, USSR
*GROUNO ICE.lEFFINGWEll*AlASKA
*GROUND PATTERNS*CORTE*PERMAFROST*ICE*ACTIVE lAYER
.GROUND TEMPERATURE*PERMAFROST*HYDROGEOlOGY*EFIMOV*lE~A RIVER, USSR*ACTIVE lAYER
.GROUND WATER ClASSIFICATION*TOlSTIKHIN*PERMAFROST
*GROUND WATER FORMATION*lEBEDEV*PERMAFROST
*GROUND WATER FREEZING*KESO*ICE WEDGES
.GROUND WATER lEVEL*IVANOV*FROST PENETRATION*SWAMPS
.GROUNO WATER MIGRATION*T1UTIUNOV*FROST HEAVING
*GROUNO WATER PROBlEMS*TOlSTIKHIN-KURll ISLANDS*KAMCHATKA, USSR
*GROUND WATER*AlASKA*WATER QUAt ITY*MURPHY*JOHNSON*K I M




























efSLfOGRAPHY OF ARCTfC WATFRPESCURC(S - JULY 1970
~GROU~D WATEK*A~fSfMOVA*LENA RIVER, USSR
*GROUND WATER*A~ISIM{]VA*PFRMAFRnST*VAKUTIA*CHEP[STRV
*GROUND WATER*I\,{,C TI C*GEO~CK PHCLOG V*GECLIJG V*SL1S TCCK*RE to
*GRQUNO WATER*ARCTIC*PER~AFROST*WILSO~
*GROUND WATEq*HARANOV*PERMAFRQST






*GRQUND WATER*BOYO*BOVD*ALASKA, PCI~T OARRD~






















































-GROUND WATER-HYOROCHEMI STRY-ZA IT SEV-HBERI A, USSR







_GROUND WATER_KAMENSK II. AND OTHERS-REGI MEN
-GROUND WATER_KORKINA_KHAL MER-YU AREA, USSR-PERMAFROST-QUATERNARY DEPOSITS
-GROUND WATER_KOSOLAPOV_YAKUT, USSR






































*GROUND WATER*MEZENTSEV*Ofl RESERVOIR, USS~*HYOROlOGY*~YDROELECTRIC POWER
.GROUND WATER*MINING*BAKAKIN AND OTHERS*PECHORA. USSR
*GROUND WATER+NADElHIN*USSR
.GROUND WATER*NAlEOS*SEDOV*SHVETSOV*TA5-KHAIAKHTAKH R~NGE, USSR
.GROUND WATER*NAlEOS*SHVETSOV*SEOCV*YA~A RIVER, USSR
*GRDUNO WATER*NESTERENKO*~ElTING
*GROUND WATER*OBIDIN*SIRERIA*CLASSIFICATICN



















































$GROUND WATER$PERMAFROST*DKHOTNIKOV*IVAN-ARAKHLEI LAKES, USSR




*GROUND WATER$PEWE*CEOERS TROM*ALASKA, FAI RBANKS
$GROUND WATER$PINNEKER$ASTRAKHANTSEvoPERMAFROSTOCONFERENCEOSIBERIA
$GROUND WATEROPLACER MINING$ELLSWORTH$ALASKA. YUKON-TANANA
































BIBLIOGRAPHV OF ARCTIC wATER RESCURCES - JUlV 1970
*GRQUND WATER*PRECIPITATrr-N*ARTESIAN AASI~S*/<olALVSHEV*ANTUNCV*KHIRINV MASSIF, USSR
*GROUND WATER*PRESSURE*PETRDV*ICI~G ~OUNDS
*GROUNO WATER*PROKHOROV*PER~AFROST*MIhES
*GHOUND WATEq*RAVOONIKA AND OTHEHS*SIBERIA
*GROUNO WATER*SCHNEIDER*MrNNESOTA*SPRrNG*hINTER*TE~PE~ATUR~, AIR
*GROUNO WATfR*SHAORINA*TAVOA-KUMA INTERflLVE*SCIlS*VEGETATfON*SkA~PS
*GROUNO WATER*SHVETSOV*INOIGIRKA RIVER, USSR
*GROUNO WATER*SHVETSOV*SEOOV*VAKUTIA*NAlEC$




*GROUND "ATE~*SOKOLOV*lIFSHITS*ICE CONTROl*SAMOKIT RIVER, USSR
*CROUNO WATER*STYRIKOVtCH*KAMCHATKA
*GROUND WATER*SUBITIKY*JDHNSON*CEOERSTRO~*PER¥AFRDST
*GROUND WATER*SUKHODDL 1 SKrI*PECHORA BASIN, USSR
*GROUNO WATER*TEMPERATURE, wATEP,*USSR, NO~THWEST*HVDR[THER~Al lDNAlITV*GUREVICH
*GROUNO WATER*THERMA SPRINGS*IVANCV*KAMCHATKA, USSR
*GROUND WATER*T1SDEL*FEULNER*WALlER*ALASKA, FeRT GREELV
*GRQUND HATER*TIUT1UNOV*A~ADYR REGrDN, LJSSR*PERMAFROST
*GRDUND WATER*TKACHUK*PRESNIAKOV*SIBERIA
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.GROUND WATER~TOLSTIKHrN*SIBERIA, EAST*Mlto.ERAL SPRINGS





.GROUND WATER-TOL 5 rKH I N*PERMAFRDS T
-GROUND WATER*TSYTOVICH*WATER, UNFROZEN.PERMAFROST




.GROUND WATER .VEL'" INA.US SR* TAL I Ks*rEf-IPERA TURE S, GROUf\C*PERPAFROS T
*GROUND WATER*VELP.I~A*YAKLTIAf USSR*TALIKS
OGROUNO hATER*VELMINA*VAKLTIA, USSR*TALIKS




.GROUND WATER*WALLER*ALASKA, CAPE THO/-,PSON*WINTER
-GROUND WATER*WALlER*ALASKA, KOBUK-NOATAK
-GROUND WATER*WALLER*ALASKA, KUSKOKh'IN-VUKON R[VER AREA
-GROUND WATER*WAlLER*ALASKA, NORTHWESTERN
-GROUND WATER*WAlLER*ALASKA, PR[)JECT CHARIOT
°GROUND WATER*WALLER*ALASKA, PROJEC T CHARlOT



























BIBLrOGRAPHV OF ARCTIC WATERRESCURCES - JULV 1970
~GROUND WATER*WALLER#AlASKA, SHAKTQLIK*AlA$KA, KOVUK







*GROUND WATER*WIlLIAMS*FEL:lNER*AlASKA, CAPE lIS8URNE*TEtJPERATURE*PERMAFROST
*GROUND WATER*VAKUTSK, US $R*HVOROGEOLCG V* TrJlS TI KHI N*f-IAK$ I MOV














*CROUN OWA TER *(l AC I ER S* SNO ItI SUR VE YS*H YO RG Lcr. Y*BR OwN





































*GROUNO~ATER *PERMAFRQS T*CHEM IS TRV*GARMONOV
*GROUNDWATfR~PERMAFRDST*SHVETsnV*YANARIVER, USSR*INDIGIRKA R., USSR
*HYOROlOGY. GENERAL
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*HANSEN*GREENlANO, EOE SA v* SED! MENTOtOGY*GLAC I ER GECLCGy




*HARDNESS~STRATIGRAPHY*ALASKA, KASHAWUlSH GLACIER*WAG~ER*S~Ow DENSITY
*HARDV*ALASKA HIGHWAV*PER~AFROST*D'APPOLONIA
*HARRINGTON*ALASKA. ANVIK-ANDREAFSKI*GOLD PLACERS




































BIBlIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RESCURCES - JUlY 1970
-HASHIMOTO-AlASKA, ANTlER GlACIER-GlACIOlOGICAl
-HATTERSlEY-SMITH-AIRBORNE EQUIPMENT-GlACIERS-RADIO ECHO Sr.UNClNG
~CANADA,ELLESMERE ISLAND
-HATTERSlEY-SMITH_EllESMERE ISlANO,NWT*TANQUARY FIORD-ICE COVER*GLACIATION
*HEAOWATER-MOFFIT-AlASKA, SUSITNA RIVER-AlASKA, GULKA~A RIVER
-HEALTH RESORTS*HYOROGEOLOGY-LAKES*MINERAl SPRINGS*TClSTIKHIN*MIKHAllOVA-SIBERIA





-HEAT BAlANCE-RUNOFF-THERMAl EFFECTS*ZOTIN*SIBERIA, USSR
*HEAT 8AlANCE*SIflER(A*SWA~PS*EVAPORATION*BAVINA*MASS eAlANCE
-HEAT BALANCE_VOlOSHINA_TUIUKSU GlACIER, USSR-GlACIAl METECROlOGY
*HEAT CIRCUlATIDN*VOIEKOV*EARTH
*HEAT CONOUCTION*lACHENBRUCH*TEMPERATURE*PERMAFROST
-HEAT EXCHANGE-SNOW MELT-ICE FORMATION*EVAPORATION-HYCRCPHYSICAl OBSERVATIONS
*KUZMIN
*HEAT EXCHA~CE*SVERDRUP GLACIER, NWT*RUNOFF*ABlATION*CtIMATE*KEElER
*HEAT EXCHANGE*WATER BALANCE*SHVETSDV*PER~AfRGST
*HEAT FLOW*GROUND WATER*CHIZHOV~RO~ANOVSKII
*HEAT FLOW*LAV, AND OTHERS*CANADIAN ARCTIC
*HEAT SINK*TIEN~POWER PLANTS
*HEAT TRANSFER*TACHALOV*RYBINSK ~ESERVOJR*SEDr~ENTS*LAKE nATF.R
*HEAVING*TABER*CRYSTALS*WATER




























BIBLICGRAPhY OF ARCTIC WATER RES[URCES - JULY 1910
*HEILMAN*NUTRIENTS*ALASK~*FORESTS*NITRCGE~
*HEMSTOCK*CANADA*OIL*PER~AFRnST




*HENRY*AlASKA, RAMPART DA~ RESERVCIR*PRECIPITATION
*HENSHAW AND CTHERS*ALll.SKA*SE .... ARO PENINSULA*WATER SUPFLV
*HENSHA w* ALA SKA * SEWA R[) PE'" INS UL A*Dr SC HAR GE* WA TFRS ITP PLY
*HENSHAW*ALASKA*SEWARD PE~rNSULA*STREA~ GAGING*~ATER SUPPLY
*HENSHAW*ALASKA*SEwARO PENINSULA*STREAM GAGING*wATER SUPPLY
*HENSHAW*ALASKA, SEWARD PfNINSULA*MINI~G
*HENSHAW*AlASKA, SEWARD PENINSULA*MINING
*HENSHAW*HOVT*D I SCHARGE* STRE Mo' GAG 1NG* SEWARD PEN I NSUL Ar ALAS KA*WATER SUPPL Y
OHENSHAW*PERMAFROST*ALASKA, SEwARC Pr:~INSLLA*~ATER SUFPLY
*HERRIN*lOVELL*PERMAFROST
*HERSHEV*ALASKA, KOBUK*GLACIER
"HESS*ALASKA, RAMPAR T*GULD PLACER S
.HESS.ALASKA, YORK*TIN
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OHOINKESOSWITZERLANO. OETZTAL ALPSOHISTORYOGLACIER SURGES



















































*HORVATH*ICE*PERMAFRDST*TUNDRA TF.RRAl~*AlASKA, POINT EARROW
*HOT SPRINGS*HVDROGEDlOGY*DEKUSAR*PETROPAVlOVSK-KA~CHATSKJY, USSR*GROUND WATER
*Ct-<F.foAISTRY
*HDT SPR INGS*USSR.*THERMAl WATER>,'lAKADEI-'I I A NAUK SSSR
*HOWELL*GlOSSARY*GEOLOGY
*HDYT*DISCHA~GE*RUNOFF*NO~E, AlASKA*hATER SUPPLY
*HQYT*O I SCHARGE* 5 TREA'" GAG ING*SE \oVAlW PEN [NSULA, AlASK A>IoWA TER SUPPL Y>IoHENSHAW





























*HUOSON BAY*CANADA, DOMINIUN wATER AND POkER. BUREAU*RLNCFF*OISCHARGE*SURFACE WATER
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.HUOSON BAY. SURFACE WATER.CANAOA, DEPT. OF RESOURCES AND OEVELOPMENT.OISCHARGE OB29
.HUOSON BAY. SURFACE WATER.CANAOA, DEPT. OF RESOURCES AND CEVELOPMENT*OISCHARGE 0832
.HUOSON BAY.SURFACE WATER.CANAOA, DEPT. OF NORTHERN AFFAIRS.OISCHARGE 0822
.HUOSON BAY.SURFACE WATER.CANAOA, DEPT. OF NORTHERN AFFAIRS.LAKE LEVELS.STREAM FLOW 0826
.OISCHARGE
.HUOSON BAY.SURFACE WATER.CANAOA, DEPT. OF NORTHERN AFFAIRS.RUNOFF.OISCHARGE 081B
.HUGHES.CANAOA. YUKON TERRITORY.FLOW PATTERNS.GLACIAL GEOLCGY 1291
.HUGHES.GLACIAL GEOLOGY.PINGOS.CANAOA, YUKON TERRITORY.PERMAFROST 1296
*HUME*AlASKA, BARROW*PEBBLES*SAND 1188
.HUME.ALASKA, 8ARROW.WATER STUDIES l1B1
.HUM I 0 lTY*HYDROGEOLOGY.P I TEVAOKOLA PE~ INSULA. USSR.GRCU~OWATER 0028
.HUMIOITY.TEMPERATURE. AIR.YAKOVLEVA.RESERVOIRS.HEAT BALANCE 0513
.HUREAU.ADELIE LANO.HYDROLOGICAL CBSERVATIONS 0255
*HUSLIA*VAKUTAT*EARTHQUAKES*OAVIS 2151
.HUSSEY.ANDERSON.ALASKA, FRANKLIN BLUFFS.ALLUVIAL FAN 1163
*HUSSEY*ANDERSON*ALASKA, NORTH SLOPE*THER~O .. KARST 0595
.HUSSEY.CARSON.ALASKA.LAKES.MULTIPLE WORKING HYPOTHESIS 1113
*HUSSEV*CARSON*ALASKA, ARCTIC*lAKES 1115
*HUSSEY*CARSON*ALASKA, ARCTIC*lAKES*HYOROOYNA~ICS 1174
.HUSSEY.CARSON.ARC T1C.LAKE. SED I ME~T.MORPHOLOGY.O' SULL IYAN.ROY 1116
*HUSSEY*ICE FEATURES*LAKES*PT. BARROw, ALASKA*TUNDRA*~JCHELSON 0256
*HUSSEY*RECKENOORF*ALASKA, FRANKLIN 8LUFFS*STREA~ PIRACY 1217
.HUSSEY.ROSENFELD.LAKES.PROBLEMS 1216
.HUTCH INS.AL ASKA.GOLO PLACERS.MI NING.PROSPEC TI NG 2263
.HYORAULIC CONSTRUCTION.MENKEL.KRITSKII.SI6ERIA 0352
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RESCURCES - JULY 1970
*HVOROBIOLOGY*POPOVA*USA RIVER, USSR*CHfMISTRY, WATER
*HYOR08IOLOGV*ZVEREVA*URA RIVER REGIO~, USSR*TEMPERATlRE, WATER*PH*LIMNOLOGY
*HYOROCHEMICAl ANOMAlY*KURENKOV*KA~CHATKA RIVER. USSR
OHYDROCHEMISTRYOBELIAKOVAOGUREVICHoZAITSEV*FAR EAST*SIBERIAOMAP




OHYDROCHEMISTRY*LENINGRAD, VSESOIUZNYI GEOLOGICHESKII INSTITUT*USSR*MAP
*HYDROCHEMISTRYOMAKSI~OVA*USSROKARELIAN COAST, WHITE SEA*RIVERS
OHYDROCHEMISTRYOMAKSIMOVICHoGROUND WATER







*HYDROELECTRIC POWER PLANTOICE BREAKING*LISEROKRASNDYARSK, USSR
oHYDROELECTRIC POhER PLANTS*ICE JAMS*BYDINoANGARA RIVER
*HYDROELECTRIC POWER*A.KADEfolII A NAUK SSSR*KOlA PENINSULA, USSR
oHYDROELECTR IC POnER*AKADE"'IIl\ NAlJK SSSR*KDLA PENINSULA, USSR
oHYDROELECTRIC POWER*AKAOEMIIA NALK SSSR*KOLA PENINSULA, USSR
OHYDROEL ECTR IC POWER*ALASKA, ANCHCRACE*EARTHQUAKE*LOGAN



























BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RESCURCFS - JULY 1970
'HYDROELECTRIC PDWER'ANTDNOV'SIBERIA
'HYDRDELECTRIC POWER'ANUFRIEV'VYCHEGDA BASIN*~EZEN BASIN*PECHORA BASIN
'HYDROELECTRIC POWER'AXELSON*LAPLAND
'HYDROELECTRIC POWER*BIBLIOGRAPHY*SANOS*SIBERIA
'HYDROELECTRIC POWER*BLIZNIAK AND OTHERS*TEXTBDOK*WATER RESOURCES
'HYDROELECTRIC POWER*BREAKUP'FREEZEUP*ANTONOV*FORECASTING*SIBERIA
'HYDROELECTRIC POWER'BUTLER'ALASKA
'HYDROELECTRIC POWER'BUTYAGIN AND OTHERS
*HYDROELECTRIC POWER*CANADA, DEPT. OF NORTHERN AFFAIRS




'HYDROELECTRIC PDkfR'CHUOINOV AND OTHERS'YAKUTSKAYA, USSR
'HYDRDELECTRIC POhER*CHUOINOV*YAKUTSKAYA, USSR
'HYOROELECTRIC POWER'OAMS*US BBTH CONGRESS'USSR
.HYDROELECTRIC POWER*OAMS*ZlORIN*ANGARA RIVER, USSR
*HYDROELECTRIC POkER*DAVYOOV*USSR*RIVER DIVERSION
.HYDROELECTRIC PDWERODEVIKoNDRWAYorCE FOR~ATION
'HYDRDEL EC TR IC POkER' ECUNOM IC S*TANNER*F INLAND
OHYOROELECTRIC POWE~*FEDOROV.YENISEY RIVER, USSR
'HYOROELECTRIC POhER*FEDOROV*YE~ISEY RIVER, USSR'WATER LEVEL
*HYOROELECTRIC PDWER*FINAROV';'KRA5NOVARSK BASIN, USSRlIIGEOMCRPHCLCGY
0HVDROElECTR Ie POwEROFLOW VELDCI TvoANGARA RIVER.PO~US





























BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RESCURCES - JULY 1970
*HYDROELECTRIC POWER*GRIGOREV*PRECIPITATION*KOLA PENI~SULA, USSR




*HYOROELECTR IC POWER*HYDROGEOLOGY*BUKACHACHI, USSR.ICE MOUNDS.LAKES, CAVE-IN
*PERMAFROST*NAlAREVSKII
*HYDROELECTRIC POwER*HYDROLOGY, GENERAL.BERSONOV*KARElIAN, USSR
*HYOROELECTRIC POwER*ICE*PROSKURYAKOV.ENGINEERING
*HYDROELECTRIC POWER*ICE*VOlGA RIVER, USSR*GORIUNOV
*HYOROEL ECTR IC POwER.JOHNSONHLA SKA*LAKES
*HYOROELECTRIC POWER*KAMCHATKA, USSR.WATER RESOURCES*KLIMENKOV*STOTSENKO
*HYDROELECTRIC POwER*LENINGRAO*KOLA PENINSULA, USSR
*HYDROELECTRIC POWER*LUNDBERG*SWEDEN
*HYDROELECTRIC POWER*MALYSHEV*YENISEY RIVER, USSR*DISCHARGE
*HYOROELECTRIC POWER*MOSIENKO*SIBERIA, wESTERN


























*HYDROELECTRIC POkER*REDIRECT kATER*MARKINHNGARA RIVER, USSR*YENISEY RIVER, USSR 1043
*06 RIVER. USSR
*HYOROEL ECTR IC POWER*RE SERVO I RS*C LIMA TI C CHANGE*VENDRCV 0467
*HYDROELECTRIC POwER*REUTl*FINLAND 006B
*HYDROELECTRIC POkER*RIVER DIVERSION*DlENS-LITOVSKII' D9DZ






*HYDROElECTRIC POwER*SIBERAN POWER.*PAOERIN*VENISEV R., USSR
*HYDROEl Ee TR Ie POWEq,* 5 [BERI A*DRA I "'AGE *F lQCDS*AARAVOV I CH





*HYOROElECTRIC PO~ER*THERPAl REGI~E*ICE*GCTLItl*ANGARA R., USSR
*HYDRDELECTRIC POhER*USSR*WATER ~ESOURCE DEVELOP~ENT*ZVCNKCV
*HYDROELECTRIC POWER*VOVKUSHEVSKII*KANDALAKSKA, USSR
*HYOROELECTRIC POhER*WAR~ERYD*GOOlUND*NDRhAY




*HYOROGEOU1G V*AFANAS' YEV* SI HER I A1 USSR*E NG I NE ER rNG GE ClCGY~PFRMAFROS T
*HYDRDGEotoGV*ARTESIAN BASIN*KRUGLIKoV*SIBERTA, USSR*CIl A~D GAS
*HVDROGEOlOGY*£ARVGIN*PER~AFROST*GRoUNO wATER*CHE~ISTRY
*HYDRCGEOlOGY*BASKDV*USSR*GEOlOGY
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*HYDROGEOLOGV*MAKKAVEEV*~UNGOLIA,GGBI ALTAI
*HYDRDGEOLOGY*MAKSIMOV*YAKLT UASIN, liSSR*GRQUND hATER
*HYDROGEOLOGY*~INI~~*PLOT~IKDV*SOKOlOV*URAL ~T~S., USSR
*HYDROGEULDG Y*O IL uCCUPRE ~CE *KRU TOVA*\.iS SR*CHE MIS TR Y
*HYDROGEOLnGY*OSlflfJVA*rOLSTIKHIN*SIBERIA, [ASTERN
*HYOROGEOU1G y*avc HI NN I K[)V* KL (,""EN TCV*KA/>,F NSK I I
*HYOROGE(JLOGY*PERMAFRUST STUCIES*SHVErSUV*NALEDS*KCLY~A "'CUNTAINS, USSR
*VERKHUVANSK MTS, IJSSR
*HYDRUGEOlnGY*PER~AFR05r*EFIMUV*VAKUTIA, LSSR~rCE, GRCUNO
*HYDROGE-OlnG Y*P£R "',AFROS HGROUND WA TE R*E F I JIIOV*VAKUT [A, tJ SSR
*HYDROGEOl{]GV*PERMAFRosr*GPUUNI) ~ATER*rDlSTKHIN





*IlYQROGFOlOG v*p J TEVA*K(JL A PEN I .·~SUl A, lJS SR *r.I{OU\lOWAT ER .HU~ I 0 I TY
.. HV DRUG EOl Dr. Y*PI INOI-IAR F. V. A.... rF R.... A*R AZOF LN VI PEfIj I NSUl A
"HVDROGfOLnGv*p(l~OMARFV.r.RCU~OWAr~R*A""DER""A REGION, USSR
*HVOROGFUL(ltj V*RAvr;nN I KA s* SI llFR r A*GROlJNOh ATER *c I L
*HYOROGEOLnGY*RUGPII::TS*VALI rSK[ 1*\lORIL'SK, USSR*""INERAl RESOURCES
*HYDROGErllOI;V*SEnFNKO*SIHfRlh.CHE .... ISTRV
*HYDROGFnLnr; v* SHe HEGnL EV*PFR "'Ar Rn ST* '" II\j I NG
*ljYDROGFOLnGY.sKRonnV~nlr~S-LlrnVSKI I*TOLSTrKHIN*tJSSR*MI~ERAL WATER
.HVORnGFOlnGY.T[lKA~EV.~I~~RIA, U~SR*SNCW cnVFR*PERMAfROST


















































































AIBllOGRAPHY DF ARCTIC wATER RfSCURCES - JULV 1910
*HVDROGRAPHV*NADEZHNVI*OKHGTSK SEA*FAR ~AST*GEOGRAPHV





















*HYDROlOGIC CATA COllECTtCN>I<CllMATALOGIC DATA COlLECTIO~
*INTERAGENCY TECHNICAL CO~~ITTEE FeR ALASKA
-HVDROlOGIC INDEX.PAL·GOV.USS~.GlAC[Al COEFFlCIENT
-HYDROLOGIC PARAMETERS*KRLrKOV*KO~I, LSSR.TUNORA.STKE~~S




























BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RESCURCES - JULY 1970
.HYDROLOGIC REGIME*INDIGIRKA RIVE~r USSR*TURA~OV
*HYDROLDGIC REGIME'KHONIN'DISCHARGE'BEREL GLACIERS, USSR'GLACIERS
'HYDROLOGIC REGIMES'GEORGE,USSR
*HYDROLOGIC ~EGIMES'KASSER'FRANCE'GREAT ALETSCH GLACIER'GLACIATED BASINS
'HYDROLOGIC ROLE'AVALANCHES'IVERONDVA
*HYDROLOGIC STUDIES'HOLMES'GREENLAND'GLACIAL STREA~
*HYDROLOGIC STUDY'FINDLAY'RUNOFF'SURFACE STORAGE'KNOB LAKE AREA, ~UEBEC
*HYOROLOGICAL CALCULATIONS'BOCHKOV'USSR
'HYDROLOGICAL DATA'ALASKA DEPT. OF HEALTH AND WELFARE
*HYDROLOGICAL DATA'ALEKSANDROV'DISCHARGE'SNOW COVER'D~EPR
*HYDROLOGICAL EFFECTS'KOSTIUKEVICH'POLESYE LOWLAND, USSR'FORESTS
'HYDROLOGICAL EXPEDITIONS'GOMOIUNOV
*HYDROLOGICAL FORECASTING'BURDYKINA'SIBERIA'RIVERS'ESTUARIES
'HYDROLOGICAL FORECAST!NG'CHERNOV'SERGUTlN'ANGARA RIVER, USSR*TIMBER FLOATING
.HYDROLOGICAl FO~ECASTING*KOLlrS*HYDRClOGYt GENERAL*FtOODPEAKS
*HYDROLOGICAL INDEX'PAL'GOV'USSR'GLACIERS
*HYDROLOGICAL INVESTIGATION'KROGILS'BATHYPETRY'UMB-OZERO LAKE, USSR
*HYOROLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS'PALLON'TEMPERATURE, WATER'BIOLOGY*CHEMISTRY
*BDlSHOY LAKE, USSR




*HYDROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS*KOROVKIN*KHATA~GA RIVER, USSR
.HYDROLOGICAL (lASERVATIONS*KOROVKIN*KHATANGA RIVER, USSR
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.HYDROLOGICAL OBSERVATIDNS'KUlIEMSKI'SPITlBERGEN 0373
.HYDRDLDGICAL DBSERVATIONS'SIREN'FINLANO 0144
'HYDRDLDGICAL PLANNING'TOKAREV'SIBERIA. EAST. USSR 0397
'HYDROLOGICAL PROPERTIES'NIKOLAEV'SPENGLER'ICE. RIVER'LENA-ENISEY REGION. USSR 0166
*HYDROLOG I CAL REG I ME'ANTONOV'S I BER I AOR IVERS 0616
*HYDRDLOG ICAL REGI ME'KURENKOV*U MNOLDGY'KAMCHATKA, USSR 0371
*~YDROLOGICAL REGIME*KURENKOV'TEMPERATUREoCHEMISTRYOKAMCHATKA. USSR 0370
*HYDROLOGICAL ROLEoAVALANCHEsolVERONOVA OlB3
.HYDROLDGICAL SEASONS'STElHENSKAYAOSIBERIAN LOWLANDS. USSR 0174
OHYDRDLOGICAL STATIONSOLAPPOOSOVIET ARCTIC 0947
*HYDROLOG ICAL STA TIONSOPHYSI OGRAPHyoKDl YMA RIVER. USSROSAM8URENKD'BREAKUP'FRE ElE-UP 0097
*HYDROLDGICAL SUBDIVISIDNS*VASILEVSKlloUSSR 0457




.HYDRDLOGY.B IBLIOGRAPHYoA~ER ICAN GEOPHYS I CAL UN ION 0590
.HYDROLDGY*BIBLIOGRAPHYOA~ERICANGEOPHYSICAL UNION 05B9
*HYDRDLOGY'BIBLIOGRAPHY*A~ERICAN GEOPHYSICAL UNION 05BB














*HYOROLOGY*GLACIERS*CLIMATE*US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY*ALASKA. BROOKS RANGE*LIMNOLOGY
















>HYOROLOGY>LENINGRAO*SDVIET ARCTIC, RIVERS>ANABAR RIVER. USSR
*HYOROLOGY>LITINSKII*WHITE SEA. USSR











































OHYOROLOGYONACEZHINOPECHORSKAYA GUBA, USSRoPECHORA RIVER, USSRoRUN-OFF
*HYOROlOGY*NAlIMOV*GlAVf\lOYE RUSLO, YANA RIVER







*HYDROLOGY*RUNOFF*ABlATJON*MAKAREVICH*~AlAYA AL~ATINKA GLACIERS, USSR
OHYOROLOGYORUNOFFOGLACIER ABLATIONoCHEKHONADSKAIAODlHUNGARSKIY ALATAU, USSR
































.HYOROLOGY-TOLSTOV.MUKHIN-YELON RIVER, USSR 1092
.HYOROLOGY-WATER BALANCE-LVOVICH 1002
.HYOROLOGY-WILHELM.GLACIOLOGY 1335
.HYOROLOGY-WHITEHORSE AREA-HYOROELECTRIC POWER.CAREY OB43
_HYOROLOGY, GEN ••CLlMATEOGEOMORPHOLOGYOYAKUTI A, USSROKOROTKEV ICH.GAKKEL 0194
.HYOROLOGY, GENERAL.ALASKAoENVIRONMENTAL ATLASOHARTMAN.JOHNSON 14Bl
OHYDROLOGY, GENERAL.ALASKA, TANANA RIVER.US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 0436
.HYDROLOGY, GENERAL.ANGARA BASIN. USSR.ASTRAKHANTSEV 0641
.HYDROLOGY, GENERAL.ANTONOV.YENISEY RIVER.OISCHARGE 0606
.HYDRDLOGY, GENERAL.BALASHOV.WATER BALANCE-KHARLOVKA RIVER-VOSTOCHNAYA L1rSA 'R IVER 0661
.HYDROLOGY, GENERAL.BERSONOV.KARELIAN, USSR.HYDROELECTRIC POWER 0692
OHYDROLOGY, GENERAL.BIBLIOGRAPHY.SWEOEN 019D
.HYOROLOGY, GENERAL.BOITSOV.PYASINARIVER USSR 0115




.HYDROLOGY, GENERALoEXPLORATION_KAMCHATKA, USSR-SHMIOT 0126
.HYOROLOGY, GENERAL-F INLANDoYEARBOOK 0931
.HYDROLOGY, GENERAL.FlOOD PEAKS-HYDROLOGICAL FORECASTlNG-KOllIS 0322
·HYDROLOGY, GENERALoFORESTS_RUTKOVSKlloUSSR 0091
.HYDROLOGY, GENERAL.GRAY 0221
-HYDROLOGY. GENERAL-GR IGOREVOKAREl! A, USSROECONOMICS 0223
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RESCURCES - JULY 1970
>HYOROLOGY, GENERAL_GROUNOWATER>PERMAFROST_SHVETSQV_YANA RIVER, USSR
_INOIGIRKA R., USSR
_HYDROLOGY. GENERAL-JOHNSON- STROUB-ARC TIC AND SUBARCT IC
_HYDROLOGY, GENERAL_KARA BASIN, USSR-HYORCLOGICAL YEARBOOK
>GIOROLOGICHESKII EZHEGOONIK
_HYDROLOGY, GENERAL-KAZAKHSTANA, USSR-RIVERS-BERKSLIEV
~HYDROlOGY, GENERAL*KHMYINIKOVOYANA RIVER BASIN, USS~





>HYOROLOGY, GENERAL*SUSLOV*BREAKUP*FREEZEUP-NAV I GA Tl Oh*CLENEK RIVER, USSR
'HYOROLOGY, GENERAL*TOBOLSK, USSR*GEOGRAPHY*OUNIN
'HYOROLOGY, GENERAL*VOZNESENSKII'SNOW COVER-LENA-ENISEI REGIOh. USSR
'HYOROLOGY, GENERAL*WAANAhEN'ALASKA
>HYOROLOGY, GENERAL*WUNO TOTEX TBOOKS
.HYDROLOGY, GENERAL.VANA RivER, USSR*KH~YlNIKOV*NAVIGATION
$HYDROlOGY, GENERALoVENISEY RASIN, USSRoKlDPOVA*RUNDFF MODULUS
OHYDROlOGY, GENERAlOVENISEY RIVER*BADERoBREAKUPOWATER TEMPERATURE
*HYDROLOGY, GENER AL" ARC TIC*GAKKE L
.HYDROlOGY, hJNTF.R*~ALLER*ALASKA*RIVER, S~ALL































HIBLIoGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RESCURCES - JULY 1070
*HYOROMETRICAL STATION*KDPLAN*VIlYIUY RIVER, USSR
*HYDROMETRY*GLACIER STUOIES*CHIZHCV*NAlEDS
*HYOROPHYSICAL oBSERVATIO~S*KUlMIN*HEAT EXCHANGE-SNOw MELT-ICE FORMATION
-EVAPORATION
*HYDROSPHERE*ATMOSPHERE*CIRCUlATION CHANGES*BOCDANOV
*HYDROTHER~AL lONAlITY*GUREVICH*GRQUND WATER*TEMPERATURE, WATER*USSR, NORTHWEST










*IANA RIVER*RIVER FLOW*RUNOFF*NAlEOS*OOGANOVSKII*INDIGIRKA RIVER
*IANDOVSKII*INDIGIRKA RIVER, USSR*CHE~ISTRY~DlSCHARGE*ICE CDNOITICNS*METEOROLDGY
*IAROSH*DB RIVER, USSR*RIVER DIVF.RSIDN*FEOORDV
*IAIOV*PUMPI~G*MINING*RAUXITE*ALEKSEEV
*ICE BREAKERS*lAVROV*BREAKUP
.ICE BREAKERS*POINIA·K*ANTONQV*LENA RIVER*YENISEY RIVER*OB RIVER*RIVERS
*ICE BREAKING*LISER*KRASNCYARSK, LSSR*HYDROELECTRIC PCWER PLANT
*ICE BREAKUP*CANAOA, nEPT OF TRANSPORT*CANADIAN ARCTIC
*ICE BREAKUP*CUSTING*WADE*COQK*ALASKA, CHENA RIVER
*ICE BREAKUP*FREEIEUP*GINIBURG
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-ICE BREAKUP-FREEZEUP-LAKE ICE-SMITH-[CE COVER TH[CKNESS
*ICE BREAKUP*KISTNfR*JOHNSON*ALASKA, ~EAOE RIVER
*ICE BREAKUP*POLIAKOVA*lENA RIVER
*ICE BREAKlJP*US COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY
*ICE CAP*GREF~LAND*US ARCTIC, DESERT, TROPIC INFOR~ATION CENTER
*ICE CAP*SEWAGE OISPOSAL*S~ALL*BAOER




*I(E CONOITIONS*CANADA, DEPT OF TRANSPORT*CANADfAN hATERS
*IeE CO~DITIONS*CA~ADA, DEPT. DF TRANSPORT*CANAOIAN WATERS
*leE CDNDITIONS*CANADA, DEPT. OF TRANSPORT*CA~ADIhN wATERS
*ICE CON01TIONS*DfSCHARGE*WATER R~GIME*YAKUT[A*WATFR RfSOURCES*CHISTIAKOV
*[CE CONUITIONS*MFTEOROLOGY*IANODVSKII*INCIGIRKA R1VER, USSR*CHEMISTRV*CISCHARGE
*ICE CUNDITIONS*NAZARQV*KARA SEA
.ICE CnNDIT[O~S*WATER TEMPERATURf*OISCHARGE*WATER ~ALANCE*tElTAS*L£NA RIVER.ANTaNOV
*ICE CONSTRUCTION*HOFf~AN*FLOODING
*ICE CONTRDL*lE~A RIVER*A~TONOV*RrVERS
*ICE CnNTROl*SAMOKIT RIVER, USSR*GROUND WATER*$CKOLCV*LIf$rIT$
*ICE CONTRDl*S~OW REMnVAl*~EllOR
*ICE CORING CRILLS*ICE COVFR THICKNESS*ANTARCTIC*GRE:Ei\lAND(lGRCSVAl'O
*ICE cnVER STRUCTURE*ICE COVER THrCK~ESS*BUTIAGrN*OB RIVER
*ICE COVER THJCKNESS*ANTARCTIC*GREENlANO*GROSVAl'D*rCE CCRING DRIllS
*ICE COVER THrCKNESS*~UTrAGIN*OR RIVER*rCE COVER STRUCTURE



























BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC \.ATE't RE~CURCES - JULY lqtQ
*ICE COvER r ... ICKNESS*lAKE ICE*BACK*ICE BR·EAKUP*FRftIELP
*ICE cnVE~ f~ICKNESS*MAPPING*KRAVTSOVA
*ICE COvER THICKNESS*lHITSKAYA*p~(PYAr RIVER, USSR
*ICE COVER*CLRRENT PROFllE*STREAMFlOw HYDRAULIES*RCS
*ICE COVFR*fNERGY FXCHANGE*ARCTIC*GLAClnLCGY*~ATIONAl SCIENCE FCU~DATIQN
*ICE COVER*flE~URAL SfRENGTH*SLT(AGIN
*ICE CnVER*FLCW*PAVlOVSKII*TBEORY
*lCE COVER~GlACIATrnN*HATTEqSlEY-SMITH*EllESMERE ISLA~D,NWT*TANCUARY FIORD
*lcE COVER*ICING*TqUFh~OV
*ICE COVER*PICTROVICHOFREEZEUP*lENA HlvER*YENISEY RIVER
*ICE COVER*S~EAR STRENGTH*RLTIAG(N
*ICE COVER*S~CW COVER*FINlANO




*ICE CRYSTAL GROWTH*PER~AFROST HEl\VING*IJCHE:LINTSEV
*ICE DAMS*GlACll\l lAKES~CANAnA, lAHRAOOR*SARNETT
*ICE DAMS*GlACIER SuRGF.S*hIElSEN
*ICE DA~S*KQ~OV~LENA RIVER, USSR
*IC£ OAMS*SU~GIN*COST*CONSTRuCTln~*USSR
*ICE D(SCHARGE*SHAHANOV*MAKAREVICH*TAlGUN GLACIER, USSR*RU~UFF
*ICE EFF[CTS*"'YDROELECTRfC POhFR*ROS~URYAKOV*LSSR
*ICE fAORICS*RIGSAY*GREE~lA~ll, THLLE





























BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC hATER RES(URC~S - JULY 1970
*ICE FOG*FOG*KUMAI*ALASKA 1 FAIRBANKS
*ICE FOG*HEAT BALANCE*FOG*hENOLER*ALASKA, FAIRBANKS
*ICE FOG*OHTAKE*AlASKA*PRECIPITATJON IATMCSPHERIC)




'ICE FORMATION'8UROYKINA'KHATANGE RIVER, LSSR
'ICE FORMATION'EVAPORATION'HYOROPHYSICAL C8SERVATICNS'KUl~IN'fEAT EXCHANGE
'SNOW MELT










*ICE JA~S*HVCIN*ANGARA RIVfR*HvnROELfCTRfC PO~ER PLA~TS
*ICE JAMS*FAIKn*LENA RIVeR, IJSSR*,.{IVERS
*ICE JAMS*POPDV*llSSR
*ICE JAMS*SIMUJOKI*RRF.AKUP*HIVfK LfVfl





































*IcE MODNr.S*lAKES, CAVE-I~*PfR~Af~UST*~~lAR~VSKII*HYORO~lECTRIC PCWER*~ynROGEClnGY
*BUKAChAC~I, USSR
*ICE MOU~JOS*LFwIS*AlASKA., ShDLERnCHlT R[VER
*leE MOlJNOS*PLASliCHEV*KONTRANO'F RIVE~, USSR
*ICE MUVE~F~T*nISCHARGE*ClI~ATE*WINTER RE(;I~E*POlIAKcv*vnLGA RIVFR
*ICE OUTLOflK*US NAVAL fJCE:MJUGH.I\PHIC DFFICt::*ARCTfC
*ICE PHYSfCS*INTERL"~F:llARw/l.TFR*I\ENTr.NITE*HnEKSTR/I.*At\OERSCN
*ICE PREDICTfCN,*RILElLD*CANADA*RIVEqS*lAKES
*1CE REGIMF*ANTONOV*lENi\ RfVE~, USSR
*ICE REGIMF*NALIMOV*K~ATANGA AAsrN, RIVERS
*ICE REGIME*~AVrGAnLE RrVERS*llREAKUP*ANTO~CV AND eTHERS










*ICE THICKNESS*BILELlO*SUBARCTfC, Na A~EKICA*ARCTIC, t\a A~FRICA
*ICE THICXNESS*AUIUVEV*ARCTIC OCFAN























BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RESCURCFS - JULY 1970
-ICE THICKNESS-MOCK-RINKER-GREENLANO, NW
-ICE TH ICKNE SS-R I VER S-ARC TIC RIVER S-BUROYK I NAOANTONOV_BRE AKUP_FRE EZ EUP-O ISCHARGE
-ICE VEINS-TAZOV PENINSULA, USSR-GROUND ICE-KUZNETSOVA
-ICE WEDGE POLYGONS*lACHENBRUCH
-ICE WEDGE POLYGONS_MECHANICS_LACHENBRUCH_PER~AFROST
-ICE WEOGE-PERMAFROST-WALKER-ALASKA, COLVILLE RIVER-EROSION
-ICE kEOGES-CRACKS_LACHENBRUCH_TE~PERATURE_PERMAFROST
-ICE WEDGES-GROUND WATER FREEZING-KESO
-ICE WEOGES-PEWE-ALASKA
-ICE WEOGES-PEWE-ALASKA











*ICE*CEOLOGV*OGNEV*hMGA RIVER, USSR*lENA RIVER, USSR
*ICE*COTLIS*ANGARA R., USSR*HYOROELECTRIC POWER*THER~~L REGIME






























BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC .ATER RES(URCES - JULY 1970
.ICE.KACHURIN.PER~AFROST
*JCeOKAMMERIKH*RIVERS
*.Ce*KDRENOVSKAIA*CHEMICAl CO~POSITION.OTKAZNCYE RESERVCIR, USSR
.ICE.lEFFINGWElL.ALASKA,CA~NING RIVER
.tce.MAcel EAN*R I VER FLDWS*SNO.,.
olceoMACKAY*CANADA, NELSON RIVER





'ICE'NOR THERN HEM I SPHERE'_E TEOROlOGY' SAVCHENKOVAOUSSR RIVERS
'ICE'PEAT MOUNOS'PERMAFROSTOUSSR'SWAMPS'KATS
*lce*PERMAFRosrOOAtt*AlASKA
'ICE'PERMAFROSTOGlACIERS'hERNECKE"YUKON TERRITORY. KE~O HILL



















































.lce.TEMPERATURE.THERMAL SPRINGS*OSTRCU~OV*KA~CHATKA ~IVER, USSR
.ICE.TYRREll*NORTH AMERICA*TUNDRA
*ICE*VOIEKnV*SIRERIA*TEHPERATURE






*. CE, liROUIIJO*I-VDR OGeOLOG Y*Pt R"'s\F~CST *fF I MCV*YAKIJT I At LS5R
*ICE, RIVER*LE~IA-EIIJISFY RFGlnN, USSR*HYORClOGICAL PROPERTIES*NIKOlAEV*SPENGlER
*ICERREAKERSOANTnNllV$RIVERS, SIRERlA





















































*ILLSLEV*BOVLE*VUKON TE~R., GALENA HILl*YuKON TERR., KENO HILL*METAL CONTENT
*PERMAFRQST*GREE~
*INDIGA RAY, USSR*HYDROGEClOGY*~AKKAVEEV




























hTHLIOGRftPHV OF ARCTIC hATER RESLURC~S - JIJLV 1970
*YA~A RIVER, US~~
.1~DIGIkKA RIVER*lhNA QIVEP*RIVER flCh*RUNOFF.~ALEDS*CGGANCVSKfl
*1~DrGIR~A RIVER, USSR*CH~~ISTRV*CISCHARGE.ICc CCNDlrIU~S.~fTEOROLOGV.I~NOOVSKlf
*1~DIGfRKA RIVER, USSR*GRGUNO ~ATfR.SHVETSOV
*INOIGfRKA RIVER, USSR*~ALEDS*PER~AFRCST*CHfRIKHIN
*INOIGIRKA KIVER, USSR*RFStSTANCE ~ETHUD.PER~AFROST*r.(STOVAlOV
*INDIGIRKA RIVER, USSR*SEDf~F.NTARV MATEQIAlS*LOMACHEN~OV
*INDIGIRKA RIVER, USSR*TURANOV*HYDRGlCGIC R£GI~F












*INDUSTRIAl OPE~ATIONS*INDUSTRIAl wATER*GROUND WATER, TE~PERATURE*PERMAFROST.STAll
*ROBERTS*ABU-lUGHDD
*INDUSTR[Al SEWAGE*POLlUTION*NfSMEYANCV*WASTE TREAT~E~T
*INDUSTRIAl hATER*G~OUNO ~ATER, TE~PERATURf*rtR~AFRGST*~TAll*ROeERTS.ABU-lUGHDn
*INOUSTRIAl OPERATrO~S
*1~FIlTRATIO~*HURT(]~*SNOh-PELT*RUNOFF







*INSTRlIME~TAT In~*~tl'SHTEIN*eAlAKIN*SIbERIA, USSR*ESTLARIES*lEVEL GAUGE
*1~TAKES*INSTALLATlo~*nESJGN*ARGO*CANAUA*SUPPL[ES
















~1"LIUGRArHY OF ARCTIC wATER RESCURCES - JULY 1070
$JNTERIM REPORT.PER~AFROST~ICE*5NC~
*I~TFR1AMElLAR WATER*nENTC~ITE*~lOEKSTRA*ANDERSCN*IC~ FHY$Irs
*(NTE~NATION ASSOC. OF SCI. HYDROlOGvoSIRLIOGRAPHY, USA
*INTE~~ATIONAL ASSOC. OF SCI. HYDROlOGV*CANAOAOBJRlICCRAPHY
*I~TERNArlnNAL ASSOC. OF SCI •••yORDlCGYOCANAnA*HIHlrrCRAPhY
*INTERNATI01\lO,L ASSOC. OF SCI. HyDRCLOGY*USA*flIAlI0GR!\FHY
*INTEqPRfTATIGN*CASPJAN*GRGUND ~ATFR*POPOVA*~ARKOVSKfY.KUl~ETSOV*VrNOGRACOV
*INUVIK, NWT*PI~LAI1\lEN*E'IGT~fEkt~G*TE~PERATURE, Gq~U~[~PEq~AFRCST













































HIflLIr:(~R"rHV nF ARCTIC hATER 1{·ES[Ur:CES - JULY 1970
_IUREV_PERMAFROST
*IVAN-ARAKHLEI LAKFS, USSH*Gf.l.CLlJfl hATr:I~*Pr:R"'AFRCST*r,K"'Cri\iIKOV
*IVAN-ARAKHLfI LAKES, USSR*LIMNOlOGV*tAKE VEGETATICN*SHIShKI~
*IVANOV.OELTA CHANNELS*OISCHARGE
*IVANOV*OEPr~ CALCUlATIONS*OElTAS
.IVANOV*FROST PENETRATI0N*SWA~PS*GROU~O WATER lEVEL
.IVANOV.GIlJAROV*~OOElING*RIVER5, ARCTIC*ESTUARIES
*IVANOV.KAMCHATKA, USSR*GROUNO ~ATEq*THER"'A SPRINGS
.rVANOV*lAKES*SWAMPS*SIBERIA, ussa
.IVANOV.LENA DELTA, USSR*OISCHARGc*SUSPfNCEO DETRITUS










*IVES*MORAINES*GLhCIAl FEATLRES*CI\NAOh, AAFFJf'i 15LI\ND













































*JOHNSON*ALASKA, MEADE RIVER*ICE BREAKUP*KISTNER
*JOHNSON*BROWN*ALASKA, BARROW*ECOLOGV














































*JOKULSA A FJOlLUM, ICELANO*NUNLIST
.JONES.CANADA, ALBERTA*WATER WELL RECORDS
.JONES.CANADA, KNOB LAKE*IolHITE ICE
*JONES.PEACE RIVER, ALBERTA*GROUNDWATER.GEOLOGY
OJUOOOKRYNINEOPERMAFRnSToGROUNO WATERoGEOTECHNICSOENGINEERING GEOLOGY




OKACHAOOORIAN, ANO OTHERSOALASKA, OGCTORUK CREEKOPERMAFROSToGEOLOGY






































BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RESCURCES - JULY 1970
'KALABIN'USSR, NORTHEASTERN'WATER BALANCE'NALEOS'WATER, SUBPER~AFROST
'KALATIN'PER~AFROST'ACTINO~ETRY
'KALESNIK'LAKE KARA KUL, USSR'PERMAFROST
'KALIAEV'PERMAFROST'ANABIOSIS
'KALLIO'ALASKA, INTERIOR'SOIL PHYSICAL PROPERTIES'PER~AFROST'RIECER
'KALMYKOV'PERMAFROST'TALIKS'WATER SUPPLY




'KAMALOV'SARYTAG BASIN, USSR'RIVER BASIN'GLACIATION'PETROV
'KAMALOV'SYNOPTIC METEOROLOGY'SYROAR'YA BASIN'SNOW ACCUMULATION
'KAMCHATKA PENINSULA, USSR'RIVER "OUTH'~A"AYEVA
'KAMCHATKA RIVER, USSR'FLOOO'WATER OISCHARGE'LYLO
'KAMCHATKA RIVER, USSR'HYOROCHEMICAL ANOMALY'KURENKOV
'KAMCHATKA RIVER, USSR'ICE'TEMPERATURE'THER~ALSPRINGS'OSTROUMOV
'KAMCHATKA RIVER, USSR'RIVULETS, ORY'KARPACHEVSKII'VZNUZOAEV
'KAMCHATKA'GROUND WATER'STYRIKOVICH
'KAMCHATKA, USSR'OISCHARGE'RUNOFF'VASKOVSKII
'KAMCHA TKA, USSR'GROUNO WA TER PROBLE~S'TOLSTl KHI N'KUR IL ISLANDS
'KAMCHATKA, USSR'GROUNO WATER'THER~A SPRINGS'IVANOV
'KAMCHATKA, USSR'HYOROLOGICAL REGIME'KURENKOV'LI~NCLCGY
'KAMCHATKA, USSR'HYOROLOGICAL REGIME'KURENKOV'TEMPERATURE'CHE~ISTRY






























RIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RESCURCES - JULY 1970
.KAMCHATKA, USSR*SHMIDT*HYDROLOGY~ GENERAL*EXPLCRATIO~
OKAMCHATKA, USS~*SPRINGS*PII.p
OKAMCHATKA, USSR*WATER RESCURCES*KlI~~NKOV*STOTSENKO*~YDROELECTRIC POWER





*KAMENSKII, AND OTHERS*REGIME~*GRCUNO .ATER
*KAMMERIKH*RIVERS*ICE














*KAREtIAI\I IS TH"lUS, IJSSR.9:I<AZAKQVA*lACLSTq, thE LANDSCAPE~lAKES*PERMAFROST
OKAREllAN ISTrMUS, IJSSR.lAKES.St-DI"'F~l'S*HEREZKt~A




























1llllllUjl?flr)HY (IF flI~LTfChArER q[S[URCES - JULY 1910
*K AR EL IM~. 1) SSl~ *HYOP.'1f LEC rR I [ NJJ..j[ R~H YDIWU:(~ Y, GEI'd: ;U. L* AER SONCV
*K ARL S Ti\[j~*J\l A5K h* GL Ae r f': R 5*C(;R~ ELh TJ Cf\
*KARL 0; TRIIM*AL flSKAi'H) S TOt!. V*lxL h[ I ER S
*K.ARPAC"'tV~K.II~VlNlllDAFV*Kh".ICHATKA RIVE:K, USSR*RIVULETS. L:RY
*KARP(IV*ARNALl{)V*hATFR OIVLRSlfJN
*KARST F[ATUI~tS*TURSU~V.U~EGA-SFV~RNAYA. LSSR*RIVER ~EGIME
.KARST PI1E:.\II)!"Eo\JA*lt-H:JKUVSKII*()'H:r;A RIVEH, USSfl.
.KARST rEqRAI~*RIV£RS*HYnROLCGY*~rLITVIN*LSSR




*KARY SHE \J *RUAr:S* SNOwOHI FT5
*KASSER*fqANCE*GREAf ALETS[H GLACIER*GLACIATED BASINS*HYORCLOGIC REGIMES
.KASS~R*WATER RfGl~£*GLAClf~S






*KAI AKH AL TAY, US Sq*r.t AC I ATI CN*V rLE SOV*AHLA TI ON*RUNOFF
*KAIAKH, USSR*HYORfILACCULIT~tSOFROST PUU~DS*GOKQEV
.KAZ AKH$ TAt-.J*q IvER. S*HYDHOE LfC TR IC PLAN TS*ZHUlAE V
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OKAZAKOVAOLACUSTR INE LANOSCAPEOLAKESOPERMAFROSHKAREL IAN ISTHMUS. USSR
OKAZIHIROVOIRKUTSK REGIONOOISTRIBUTIONONALEOS
OKEELERoALASKAOGLACI ER. MCCALLOABLA TI ON 5 TUOI ES
OKEELEROCANAOA. HOUNT LOGANOSNOW ACCUMULATION
OKEELERoHEAT EXCHANGEOSVERORUP GLACIER. NWToRUNOFFOABLATIONoCLIHATE
OKEELERoSNOW COVERoOENSITY








0KEMMERIKHOURLA MTNS. USSRoDISCHARGE MAP
OKEN RIVER. USSRONESHATAEVA
OKENAI HTS.OCHUGACH MTS.OLAKESOMARCUS
OKENAI RIVEROMAXIMUM PROBABLE FLOODoFLOOD PLAINSOALASKA
OKERANENoFINLANOOPERMAFROST
OKERNSOTHORNEoRUTLEDGEOALASKA RAILROAOOCONSTRUCTIONORAW MATERIALSOOEPOSITSOMULLIGAN
OKESOOICE WEDGESOGROUND WATER FREEZING
OKETTLE GENERATING STATION. HYDROELECTRIC PLANToMANOTCBAOALVEY
*KHABAROUSK AREA, USSR*NAlEO*GROUNOWA TER*PERMAFROST*S PR I NGS, HOT*ERM IlOV
OKHADA-BULAO. USSROHYOROLACCOLITHSOPERMAFROSToTOLSTIK~INOLOPAREV
OKHAKIMOVOSANooWATER. PERCOLATING
OKHAL MER-YU AREA. USSRoPERMAFROSTOOUATERNARY OEPoSITsoGROUNO WATEROKORKINA
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OKHAL'MER-IU RIVER, USSROHYOROGEOLOGYOGEOLOGYOPERMAFRCSTOCHERNUKHOvoGRAVE
'KHAL'MER-IU VALLEY. USSRoPERMAFRCST'TIUTIUNOV'TEMPERATURE. GRCUNC
'KHARBEI RIVER. USSR'PERMAFROST'TlUTI~NOV'TEMPERATURE. GROUNC'ULIK
'KHARITONOVOAVALANCHE FOR~ATIONOSNOW COVER








'KHARLOVKA RIVEROVOSTOCHNAYA LITSA RIVER'HYOROLOGY. GENERAL'BALASHOV'WATER BALANCE
'KHATANGA BASIN. RIVERS'ICE REGI~E'NALI~OV
OKHATANGA RIVER. USSROHYOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONsoXOROVKIN
'KHATANGA RIVER, USSR'HYDROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONSOKOROVKIN
0KHATANGA RIVER. USSR'ICE'NALIMOV
'KHATANGE RIVER, USSR'ICE FOR~ATlON'BURnYKINA
'KHETA RIVER, USSR'HYOROLOGICAL OBSERVATICNsoKOROVKIN
'KHIBINOGORSK. USSR'HYOROGEOLOGYOTRUTNEVAoSAOCHIKOVAOCHEMISTRYORUNOFF
OKHIBINY MASSIF. uSSR'GROUNO WATER'PRECIPITATIONOARTESIAN BASINS'MALYSHEV'ANTONOV
'KHIINY MOUNTAINS, USSR'SOILOTEMPERATlJREoKRIuCHKOV
'KHMALAOZE'CHANTLAOZE'GEORGIA, USSROGLACIER RIVERS'HYDROCHEMISTRY
'KHMYZNIKOV'NAVIGATION'HYOROLOGY. GENERAL'YANA RIVER. USSR
'KHMYZNIKOV'YANA RIVER BASIN, USSROHYDROLOGY, GENERAL
*KHOOAKDV*EARTH*ICE*SNOW




OKHON IN'O I SCHARGEOBEREL GlAC I ER S, US SR'GLAC I ERSOHYORCLOG I C REGI ME
.KJKUCHI*MUG~RUMA.AlASKA. PETERS LAKE*C-AXIS ICE.ORIGIN




























.KISELEV.PECHORA RIVER, USSR.RIVER DIVERSION
.KISSIS.STEPPES·PERMAFROST·SOILS
.KISTNER.JOHNSON.ALASKA, MEAOE RIVER. ICE BREAKUP
.KLASSEN.UTlLITIE S.SASKATCHEWAN, URAN I UM CITVOSEWAGE.WATER SUPPLY
.KLEMM.ARCTIC.WATER SUPPLY
.KLIGE.CAUCASUS RIVERS, USSR.RUNOFF.GLACIATION




.KLOPOVA.RUNOFF MODULUS.HYDRDLDGY, GENERAL.YENISEY BASIN, USSR
.KNIZHNIKOV.HAPPING.GLACIER MOVEMENT
.KNOB LAKE AREA, QUEBEC.HYDROLOGIC STUOY.FINDLAY.RUNOFF'SURFACE STORAGE
.KNOB LAKE, LABRAOOR-UNGAVA'SNOWCOVER. SNOWFAL L.ROGERSCN.AOAMS
.KNOB LAKE, QUEBEC.TRANSPIRATJDN.EVAPDRATIDN.CRVIG'NEBIKER
.KNUTSSON AND OTHERS'SWEDEN, LAPLAND.KARST.HYDRDGEOLOGY
.KOBLENTS.MIRNY AREA, USSR.GLACIER MOVEMENT
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>KOLA PENINSULA, USSR>EVAPORATlnNoRUNCFFOPRECIPITATIC~>8YCIN
>KOLA PENINSULA, USSR*GROlNDHATER*HU~IOtTY*HYDROGECLCGY*PITEVA
>KOLA PENINSULA, USSROHYOROELECTRIC PO.ER-GRIGOREvoPRECIPITATION
-KOLA PENINSULA, USSR-HYDROELECTRIC PCwER*AKhOEIofIIA NAUK SSSR
-KOLA PENINSULA, USSR_HYDROELECTRIC PCWER-AKAOEMIIA NAUK SSSR
>KOLA PENINSULA, USSROHYOROELECTRIC PCWER-AKACE.IIA NAUK SSSR
>KOLA PEN INSULA, USSR-HYDROELECTRIC PCwER*LENINGRAD




-KOLA PENINSULA, USSROPLANKTONoLETANSKAIAoLIMNOLOGYOLAKE VEGETATION
>KOLA PENINSULA, USSRoRIKHTEROTUNDRA-CLIMATEoHYOROGRAPHY
>KOLA PENINSULA, USSRoTA I GA SOIlSO.CNAKOVOMINERAL .IGRATlCN
>KOLA-8AY, USSROEVAPORATION FOG08AKHANOVA, AND OTHERS
OKOLOYSHEVEOGROUNO WATEROWATER ZONEoPERMAFROST
>KOLESNIKOVOSOIL THAWINGoSOIL FREEZE DEPTH-MARTYNOV
OKOLESNIKOVOWINTERo.ATERoTEMPERATLRE
*KOLESOV*USSR*PERMAFROST*POTAPOV
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*KOLYMA MOUNTAINS, USSR*VERKHOYANSK MTS, USSR*HYOROGECLOGYOPERMAFROST STUOIES 2643
*SHVETSOV*NALEOS
*KOLYMA RIVER*NALEOS*BUKAEV*STRUCTURE*ORIGIN 1353
*KOLYMA RIVER, USSR*INOIGIRKA RIVER, USSROYANA RIVER. USSR'METEOROlOGYOHYOROLOGY 0970
*RUNOFF*LEVIN
*KOLYMA RIVER, USSR*SAMBURENKO*BREAKUPOFREEZE-UPOHYORCLOGICAl STATlONS*PHYSIOGRAPHY 0097
*KOLYMA. USSR'PERMAFROST*ZEITS 2852
*KOMAROV*PERMAFROST*PERMEAB III TY 0326
OKOMAROV*SIBERIA. USSR*SNOW OEPOSITION*SNOW MIGRATION 0324
*KOMAROV*USSR'FORECASTI NG*RUNOFF 0325
*KOMI ASSR*RIVER CHEMISTRY*FILENKO 2735
*KOMI. USSR*ARTESIAN BASINOPOLETAEU*GROUNOWATER'CHEMISTRY 0032
*KOMI, USSR*FLOOOS*OI SCHARGE*F ILENKO 0926
*KOMI. USSR*KARST*LIUBOMIROV*HYOROGEOLOGY 09BO
*KOMI. USSRoTUNORA*STREAMS*HYOROLOGIC PARAMETERS*KRUIKOV 0354
*KOMI. USSR*TURBIOITV'OISCHARGE. OETRITUS'PRONIN 0054
*KOMOV*LENA RIVER. USSROICE DAMS 0327
OKONORATEV (EOI*CHANNEL FORMATION'RIVER FLOW 032B
*KONGSFJOROEN REGION*SURFACE WATERS*MUKART 1096
oKONKINA*PECHORA BASIN, USSR*TUNORA*RIVER RUNOFF 0329
*KONKINA'VUOKSA LAKE. USSR*WATER CHEMISTRY*TEMPERATURE 2736
'KONONOVA*SI BER IA*PREC IP !TATI ON 1437
'KONOVALOV*ALBEOO*GLACIER ABLATION 1453
'KONTRANO'E RIVER. USSR*ICE MOUNOS*PLASHCHEV 2545
*KOPLAN*VILYIUY RIVER, USSR*HYOROMETRICAL STATION 0331
'KOPTEVOBRYAlGIN*ICE*SNOW*SPECTRAL ALBEOO 1439
'KORENOVSKAI A'CHEM ICAL CO~POSI TI ON*OTKAlNOYE RESERVOI R. USSR' ICE 1171
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*KORIOALIN*PERMAFROST*SEIS~ICINVESTIGATIONS
*KORKINA*KHAL MER-YU AREA, USSR*PERMAFROST*CUATERNARY OEPOSITS*GROUNO WATER
*KORNILOV*SOILS*SNOW COVER*SWAMPS*OB RIVER, USSR-TAIGA FORESTS
*KOROL-PERMAFROST*AGRICULTURE
*KOROTKEVICH*GAKKEL-HYOROLOGY, GEN.-CLIMATE*GEOMORPHCLOGY-YAKUTIA, USSR
*KOROVKIN*KHATANGA RIVER, USSR-HYDROLOGICAL OBSERVATICNS
_KOROVKIN_KHATANGA RIVER, USSR-HYDROLOGICAL OBSERVATICNS
*KOROVKIN*KHETA RIVER, USSR*HYOROLOGICAL OBSERVATICNS
-KOROVKIN*LENA RIVER*YENISEV RIVER*OB RIVER*OISCHARGE
*KOROVKIN*SIBERIA, NORTHERN*OISCHARGE RATE
*KORT*ARCTIC BASIN-OCEANOLOGY





*KDSTAREV*OKHOTSKSEA, USSR*TEMPERATURE, AIR*SNOW COVER.SALMON YIELDS
_KOSTINENKO_PERMAFROST_CONSTRUCTION
*KOST lUKEVIC"-POLESYE LOWLAND, USSR*FCRESTS-HVOROLOGICAL EFFECTS
*KOSTIUKOV-ANGARA RIVER, LSSR*HVOROELECTRIC POWER-SRVVTSEV
*KOTLYAKOV*AVSYUK*USSR*ICE STORAGE_GLACIATION
*KOTZEBUE*TEMPERATURE. GROUND-AITKEN
*KOVALEV*URAL MTNS, USSR*PERMAFROST*CHEMISTRY*GROUND ~ATER
*KOVER_PETROLEUM*PERMEABILITY*POROSITV
*KDVlEL*RUNOFF, SPRING*FLCQOS




































'KRASNOYARSK BASIN, USSR-GEOMORPHOLOGY-HYOROELECTRIC POWER'FINAROV













OKRIVOSHEYFVA*V.J. lENI~ LAKE, USSRO:TEMPERATURE t WATER
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.KRUGLIKOV.SIBERIA. USSR*OIL AND GAS*HYORCGEOLOGY*ARTESIAN BASIN
OKRUIKOV*KOM I, us SR.,rUNDR A*S TREAMS*HYOROLGG I C PARA"'ET ERS




*KRYN INE*PERMAFROS T*G~OUND WA TE~*GEOTECHN I CS*ENG I NEER ING GEOLOGY*JUDO
*KUORIAVTSEV*BOUNOARIES*PERMAFROST
*KUENEN.PERMAFROS T.WA TER







.KUPRIIANDVA*SIBERIAN LOWLANDS, USSR*.ATER BALANCE
lCIKURENKOV*KAMCHATKA RIVER, USSR*H't'DRDCHEMICAL ANOMALY
OKURENKOV*lIMNOLOGYOKAMCHATKA, USSR.HYDROLOGICAL REGr~E
OKUR,ENKOV*TEMPERATURE*CHEtoIISTRY*KAHCHATKA, USS~.HYDR010CICAl REGI",e
.KUREYKA RtVER*VENISEY RIVER.TEMPERATURE. WATER*~IVERS.THERHAl REGIME*ANTONOV
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*HVOROPHVSICAl OBSERVATIONS
*KUZMIN. EO*ENGINEERING*ICE STRENGTH




*KUZNETSOVAoICE VEINSOTAZOV PENINSULA, USSROGROUNO ICE
OKUZUBoICEOICE CRACKS
*KWETHlUK*ALASKA*ALASKA, HOOPER BAY.ALASKA, CHEVAK*PRCJECTS*WATER*ROGERS
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-LAKE ICE.BACK.ICE BREAKUP.FREEZEUp.rCE COVER THICKNESS
.LAKE ICE.CLI~ATE.CANAOA. OEPT. OF INTERIOR.KEEWATIN
.LAKE ICE*KIKUCHI*MUGURUMA*ALASKA, PETERS LAKE
.LAKE ICE-NALEOS.ICE COHPCSITION.ANISI~OVA.YAKUTIA
.LAKE ICE.SMITH.ICE COVER THICKNESS.ICE BREAKUP.FREEZEUP
.LAKE KARA KUl, USSR.PER~AFROST.KAlESNIK
.LAKE LEVEL.DISCHARGE-ARCTIC DRAINAGE.SURFACE wATER
.CANADA, DEPT. OF NORTHERN AFFAIRS
.LAKE LEVELS.OISCHARGE.ARCTIC DR~INAGE.SURFACE WATER
.CANAOA, DEPT. OF NORTHERN AFFAIRS
*LAKE lEVElS*CISCHARGE.ARCTIC DRAINAGE*SURFACE WATER
*CANADA, rEPT. OF NORTHE~N AFfAIRS
.LAKE LEVELS*DISCHARGE*ARCTIC D~AINAGE*SURFACE ~ATER
*CANADA, DEPT. OF NORTHE~N AFFAIRS
.LAKE LEVELS.DISCHARGE*PACIfIC DRAINAGe*SURFACE WATER
.CANADA, DEPT. OF RESOURCES AND DEVElOP~ENT
*LAKE lEVELS*DISCHARGE*PACIFIC DRAINAGE*SURFACE WATER
.CANADA, DEPT. OF RESOURCES AND DEVELOPMENT
*LAKE lEVELS*ClSC~ARGE*PACIFIC DRAINAGE*SURFACE WATER
*CANAOA. DEPT. OF NORTHERN AFFAIRS
*lAKE lEVElS*CISCHARGE*PACIFIC DRAINAGE*CANAOA, DEPT. Of NCRTHERN AFFAIRS
*lAKE lEVElS.OISC~ARGE*SURFACE WATER*ARCTIC DRAINAGE
*CANADA, COMINION WATER AND PO"ER BUREAU
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'CANAOA, DEPT. OF NORTHERN AFFAIRS
'LAKE MELVILLE'HAMILTON INLET'OCEANOGRAPHY'COACHMAN'NUTT
'LAKE ORIENTATION'REX'ALASKA, NORTH'HYOROOYNAMICS
'LAKE PERCENTAGE' WATER VOLUME'SLETTENMARK'SWEOEN
'LAKE RAZVAL, USSR'PERMAFROSToOZENS-LITOVSKII




-LAKE VEGETATIONOKOLA PENI~SULA, USSR-PLANKTONOLETANSKAIA_LIMNOLOGY
-LAKE VEGETATION-SHISHKINOIVAN-ARAKHLEI LAKES, USSROLIM'OLCGY
-LAKE VEGETATIONoVOLKOVAOLIMNOLOGYOKOLA PENINSULA, USSR
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*lAKES*SARKSDALE*SlACK*AlASKA, NORTHERN
*LAKES*BElYAYEV, AND OTHERS.PECHORA RASIN, USSR*BJClCGY






















oL AKE S*MUl TI IJl F IotQI{K I ~r, Ilypr~ THE-- 5 I S*tH.. 5Sf: YOCI\R SONOAl ASKA

































*LAKES*PERMAfROST*K4RElIAN ISTHMUS, USSR*KAIAKOVA*LACUSTRINE LANDSCAPE
*LAKES*PRlce*ALASKA, ARCTIC
*lAKES*PRORlEMS*HUSSEV*ROSENFElD
0LAKESOPT. BARROW, ALASKAOTUNORAo~ICHELSONoHUSSEY'ICE FEATURES










*LAKES*WAllACE*ALASKA, TA~ANA R.*ALASKA, CHISANA R.*ALASKA, NABESNA R.
*LAKES*WASSEN*SWEDEN*VEGETATION
*lAKES*WATER*OlIN*FINLAND

































HIl1llr;';RAPHY CF fll~CTIC w,o,YFfl l.'f':;UFn:l-S - ,/lilY 1'1(0
*LAKES, ~ELl{~T~KREPS*CH[R~AYA GLMA H~Y USSR
~lhKfS, V[ILC~'JIC*SFDFl~fKCVA*SPRI~G5, ~nT*KA~tt,ATKA, L~SQ
*1. M: E"i, l\~C ric *L (~'\f1LrGY, GE'iE Rfo L*+'AN SE t;*Gf./1= ENL M\C
*l~KTIO~Ov.A~CTIC REG(ONSOrCEANUG~APHV
*LAKTIOmJVtSCIPHIFIC INVESTIG .... TfCNSi::pCLAR REGIONS
*L .... KTfONfIV*USSR*LITFRATUQf SIJRVEVoICE FCRECASTINGtRC~A~CVJCH
*l J\K T1Of\;(IV'('V M\GENGE V',o'(I:POl AR REr,I Of\. 5* HY 1~r..(JftlF TECRCLCGY
*lAMP~EREcALASKA, KOTlEBUE*WATFR*~AGE
*l A~D SL I Dt-S* fR 7.HT SIN SK I T*PERf".I\F RO ST* THE RMCK A~ ST0l-lUDF l CWS
*lANG*CANADA*PERMAFROST*M[~ING
*lANGBEI~*nEFINITTnNS*HVOROLCGY*ISFR[
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OlAUSTERORYANOALASKA, UNALAKLEETo"ATER SYSTEMOOPERATICNOOESIGN 1525
oLAV, ANO OTHERSOCANAOIAN ARCTICOHEAT FLO" 0953
OlAVEROIEREOORIGINOPINGOS 235B
*lAVROvoBREAKUP*ICE BREAKERS 0952
olAWS*HYOROCHEMI STRYOMAKS I "OVICHO"A TE R 240B
OLE CONTEOCANAOA*MACKENZIE RIVER 0960
*lEAHY*BRYANOlIVINGSTONEOLAKES, FRESHWATEROOEVELOP"ENToCRIGIN 1203
olEBEDEV*PERMAFROSToGROUND WATER FOR"ATION 0955
olEBEOEVOP IPElINE SOBR lOGE OES I GNoENG I NEER I NGOHYOROLOGY 0957
0lEBEDEVOPYASINA RIVER, USSRoHYOROlOGY 0959
*LEBEDEV*PYASINA RIVER, USSROHYORCLOGY 095B
*lEBEDEVOSEA-ICEORIVERS 0956
oLEFFINGWEll*AlASKAoGROUND ICE 1199
0LEFFINGWELLoALASKA, CANNING RIVERolCE 2361
OlEFLATOBAROINoANTARCTICAOCHEMISTRY 0670
*lEFROyoCANADAOUSSROAlASKAOPERMAFROST 2362
OlEGGEToBROWNOPIHLAINENO"ACKENZIE DEl TA, CANAOA*PINGC 2542
0lEGGEToCANAOAoSEWAGEoWA TER SUPPl yoCCN STRUCT I CNoO I CKENS 2363
OlEIBOSHITSOTOLSTIKHINOUSSROMINERAL WATERS 2762
OLE IGHTYOMCl ERRANoFROS TO S~B-ARC TI CO ARC TIC oPHOTO INTER PRET AT I ON 2921
0LEIVIKOvoTEXTBOOKoHYOROLCGYO"ETECRCLCGY 0962
0LENA BASIN. USSR.ANGARA, USSR*RUNOFf*LYLO 1005
0LENA DELTA, USSR.DISCHARGE.SUSPENDED DETRITUS*,VANDV 0273
0tENA RIVER*ANTONOV*ICE CCNDITIONS*WATER TE~PERATURE*CISCH~RGE.WATER BALANce.CEtTAS 0624
oLENA RIVER*ANTONOV*RIVERS*ICE CO~TROL 2859
0LENA RIVER*ANTONOV*RUNOFF*OElTA 0625




*LENA RIVER*YENISEY RIVER*ICE COVER*PIOTRCVICH*FREEZEGP
*LENA RIVER*YENISEV RIVER*OB RIVER:CtDISCHARGE*KOROVKIN
OLENA RIVER*VENISEY RIVER.OB RIVER.RIVERS.ICE BREAKERS*P·ClNIAK*ANTONOV
*LENA R[VER, USSR*ACTIVE LAYER*GROUND TEMPERATURE*PER~AFROST*HYOROGEOLOGY*EFIMOV
*LENA RIVER, USSR.ANGARA RIVER, USSR*HISTCRV*RUNOFF*GEOGRAPHY*MAZURENKO
.LENA RIVER, USSR*CHANNEL lEVEl*DElTA*IVA~OV
*LENA RIVER, USSR*DELTA.IVANOV
*LENA RIVER, USSR.FLOW VOLUME*BREAKUP*STEZHENSKAIA
*L ENA RIVER, USSR*FORECA STl NG*WA TERLEVEL*ES TLAR I ES*F EOCRCV
oLENA RIVER, USSR*FREEIEUP, FORECASTING*SAVCHENKOVA*Cll~ATCLOGY
*LENA RIVER, USSR"GROUND .ATER*ANISIMDVA
"LENA RIVER, USSR*[CE OAp.lS*KOMOV
*LENA RIVER, USSR"ICE REGI~E*ANTONOV
ICIlENA RIVER. USSR*ICE*GEOlOGy*aGNEv*A~GA RIVER. USSR
*LENA RIVER, USSR*PERMAFROST*MEl'NIKOV
*LENA RIVER, USSR*PINGO*BOBOV*Vll~UI RIVER, USSR
*LENA RIVER, USSR·RIVERS*ICE JAMS·FAIKO
"LENA RIVER, USSR*SKESTUN*TRANSPORTATION
*LENA RIVER, USSR.WATER SLP?LY*PERMAFROST*GROUNDWATER*SHRAeSHTEIN
OLENA RIVER,USSR.TEMPE~ATLRE, WATER*SUSPE~DID SEDIMENTS*BREAKUP*WATER LEVELS
*RE INBERG
*LENA-ENISEI REGION, USSR*HYDROLOGY, GENfRAL*VOZNESENSKII"SNOW COVER
*lENA-ENISEY REGION, USSR*HYDROLOGICAl PRCPE~TIES*NIKCLAEV*SPENGLER*lCE, RIVER
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'LENA, YENISEY, USSR'ROOEVICH, EOITOR'WATER RESOURCES
'LENINGRAO'EUROPEAN RUSSIA'SNOW STORAGE'ATLAS
'LENINGRAD'KOLA PENINSULA, USSR'HYDROELECTRIC POWER
'LENINGRAD'SOVIET ARCTIC'HYDROLOGY
'LENINGRAD'SOVIET ARCTIC'HYDROLOGY
'LENINGRAD'SOVIET ARCTIC, RIVERS'ANABAR RIVER, USSR'HYOROLDGY
'LENINGRAD, VSESOIUZNYI GEDLOGICHESKII INSTITUT'USSR.eAP'HYDRCCHF~ISTRY
'LEONT'EV'PERMAFRDST'GAGE'DESIGN
'LESCHIKOV'TRANSBAIKAL, USSR'CRYOGENIC PRDCESSES'PEReAFROST
'LETANSKAIA'LIMNDLOGY'LAKE VEGETATION'KOLA PENINSULA, USSR'PLANKTON
'LEVEL GAUGE-INSTRUMENTATION_MIL'SHTEIN_BALAKIN_SIBERIA, USSR-ESTUARIES





'LEWIS GLACIER, BAFFIN ISLANO'HYOROLDGY-GLACIERS'OEGLACIATION-MASS BALANCE
'LEWIS'ALASKA, SADLEROCHIT RIVER-ICE _DUNDS
*LEWIS*BARP\lARO*REJSH*MOHR*ALASKA, POINT BARROW*ALASKA, NUWUK lAKE*PONDS
_MARINE NATURE-GEIGER
*LIARD RIVER, CANADA*WATER*MACKAY*CANADA*~ACKENlIE RIVER, CANADA
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*LIKENS.AlASKA*LI~NOLOGY.JCHNSON
.LIKENS.ARCTIC TUNDRA. SURFACE nATERS*RAOICACTIV(TY.JG~NSDN
*tIKES*STREAM-FLowoOISCHARGE













'LIMNOLOGY'GREAT BEAR LAKE, NWT
*lIMNOLOGVOHYOROBIOlOGY*ZVEREVA*URA RIVER REGION, USSR*TE~PERATURE, WATER.PH




*LIMNOlOGY*KOLA PENINSULA, USSR*lAKE VEGETATION*VOlKGVA
*LIMNOLOGV*lAKE VEGETATION*KOLA PENINSULA, USSR*PLANKTON*LETAfI,SKAIA




































'l I SBURNE lIMES TONE'PE TROGRAPHY'POROS I TY'BOWSHER'ROSE~FELD'FOlK'KRYN INE
.lISER.KRASNOYARSK. USSR~HYOROElECTRIC POWER PlANT~ICE BREAKING
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.LOKEN AND OTHERS.FIELO REPORT*BAFFIN ISLANDS, CANADA
.LOKEN*CANADA. BARNES ICE CAP*MASS BALANCE*SAGAR
.LOKEN.SNDW CDVER*CANADA, BARNES ICE CAP*GLACIER MASS BALANCE
*LOKERMAN*TERMINOLOGY*PERMAFROST
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*LUNOGREN*LllLA lUlE RIVER. SWEDEN 0995
*lUNOQVIST. EO.*SWEOEN*GEOlOGV*CLIMATE*GEGGRAPHV 0996
*lUTSCHG-lOETSGHER AND OTHERS*DAVOS REGION. SWITZERlAAO*CLIMATE*GEOGRAPHV*HVOROlOGV 099B
*lUTSKII*SAKHALIN PENINSULA. USSR*PER~AFRGST 237B




*LVOVIGH. AND OTHERS*USSR*WATER BALANGE IDOl
*LYLO*FLOOD, $PRING*V4NA RIVER, USSR 1003
*LVlO*KAMCHATKA RIVER. USSR*FLOOO*WATER DISCHARGE 1004
*LYLO*lENA BASIN. USSR*ANGARA, USSR*RUNOFF 1005
*MACCARTHV*ALASKA. ARCTIC SLOPE*TEMPERATURE 2381
*MACCARTHV*ALASKA, POINT BARROW*POTENTIAL ANO"ALIES 2382
*MACCARTHV*BARNES*AlASKA*PERMAFROST*GROUND WATER 2043





*M4CKAV*CANAUA*MACKENlIE RIVER, CANADA*GREAT BEAR RIVER, CANADA.LIARD RIVER, CANADA 1012
*WATER
*MACKAV*CANAOA*PINGO 1010





'MACKAY'CANADA, NEL SON RI VER'ICE'METEOROLOGyOHYDROLOGY
'MACKAY'FIELD WORK'ANDERSON RIVER, CANADA





























'MACKENZIE RIVER, CANAOA'BREAKUP'BURDYKINA-YENISEY RIVER
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OHAKAREVICH*GLACIER HASS BALANCE*ALTAY, USSR
OMAKAREVICHOGLACIERoRADIATIONO.ETEOROLOGY
OMAKAREVICHOHALAYA ALHATINKA GLACIERS, USSROHYOROLCGYORUNOfFoABLATION






































BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RESCURCES - JUlY 1970
*MAKSIMOV*OB RIVER, USSR*FLOOO*NIKOIAEV










*MALAYA ALMATINKA GLACIERS, USSR*HYORDLOGY*RUNOFF*ABLHION*MAKAREVICH
*MAICHENKO*YAKUTIA*SIBERIA*PERMAFROST
*MAIYSHEV*ANTDNOV*KHIBINY MASSIF, USSR*GROUND WATER*PRECIPITATION*ARTESIAN BASINS
*MAIYSHEV*YENISEY RIVER, USSR*OISCHARGE*HYOROELECTRIC POWER
*MAMAK*RIVER REGULATION






































BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RESCURCES - JULY 1970
.MAP.HYOROCHEMISTRY.BELIAKOVA.GUREVICH.ZAITSEV.FAR EAST.SIBERIA
.MAP.HYOROCHEM ISTRY.LENI NGRAO, VSESOI UZNY I GECLOGICHESKII INS TITUT.USSR
.MAP.MALAURIE.INGLEFIELO LANO, GREENLANO
















-MARINE GEOLOGY_PERMAFROST_YENISEY RIVER, USSR-DANILOV-SEOIMENTS
-MARINE NATURE-GEIGER-LEWIS_BARNARO_REISH_MDHR_ALASKA, POINT BARROW
*ALASKA, NUHUK LAKE.PONDS
-MARINOV.ASIA-MINERAL COMPOSITION-GROUND hATER
_MAR INDV-AS I A_WATER
-MARINOV-TRANSBAIKAL-GROUND WATER
-MARINOV-TRANSBAIKAL-SPRINGS, MINERAL
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*MARTYNOV*KOLESNIKOV*SOIL THAwING*SCIl FREEZE DEPTH
*MARUSENKO*USSR*GEOMDRPHOlOGY*HYO~OlOGY*CLrMATE*IONING
*MARUSENKO, AND OTHERS*SJAE~IA, USSR*PER~AFROST*WATER.HYDRCGRAPHY
*MASHKANTSEVA*lAKE ENGOZF.RO, USSR
*MASLAEVA*YENISEY, USSR*WATER lEVr.l*OISCHARGE





*MASS f1ALANCF*LEWIS Gl.,\CIER, BAFfIN ISLANC*HYORCLOGY*GLACIERS~CEGLACIATION
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."'t\X I""'U~ PQUHAHl,f FlouD~F lCCD PlA JNS*AlASKIt, nF..THEL*ALASKA, KUSJf,OKWIM RIVER
*MAXI~UM ~ROI'AAlE FLOOO.Fln~D DlAJ~S*6lASKA*KENAI RIVER
*~AxI~U~ PR(JUAP1E flOOO*flr'Oll Pl4INS*A1ASKA, CHENA R.*AlASKA, FAlqAANKS
*MAXI~UM PRDPARLE FLOOO*Fl(!OD PlAINS*AlASKA*ALASKA, CIRCWCCD
*MAlURfNKU*LENA PIVER, USSR*A~GARA RiVER, USSR*HISTORV*RUNCFF*GEOGRAPHY
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*MEDVENKA RIVER, LSSR*SNOh CDVER*hATER RESERVES~DVGAlC
*MEI~R*GLACIER SURGES
*MEJER*GlACIER SURGES
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.MEIIOR.EARTH.ICE.SNOW
.MEIIOR.GREENIANO.GIACIER MASS BALANCE
.MEIIOR.GREW.CANAOA, ST. ELIAS MTS •• SNOW
.MEILOR.ICE CONTROL. SNOW REMOVAL











































































."'ETErRou;r,Y*t-Y,~O,fILii(;Y*~t\('FF("l":VI\*KClYIJ/l RIVFf.{, U'\SH*I1\,[I,;f~KA I{IVF-i~, USSk
*VANfI ~I.J';I{. I,SI)·~
....ET·EORUlClGV*(\'{IJCr: AN'"' urhcHS*CA'J,\OA, PEACr:: R.*;"'AVE~*\""i\C SETuP*INFLOw
*~ETAl CO~TE~T*P~R~hf~llST*~P~f'*ILlSlEV*BCVLF~VUKO~TERN., GALENA HIll
.YU~ON T~~~., KF~n [llll
.MFSQlO IC-CE\fJZO rc UEP')S I TS*HYf)!U1[iF OLC,::,y* I AKr.VLEV*A~lCI:f{EEV*S lEER r A, USSR
*MESOlO IC OE roo;; rTS*GWlU"J[)\o.A TF"'t* TiJl. S r [1(,; v* Srfir RI A, US S~
*MER T (E*SH r Tt-*Al AS KA, "lw* ~ lNt R.AlS H,Ell CG Y
.MFTAl CUNT~~T*PATTrRSON*PF~AR*onYLE.YU¥~~TERR., ~CU~T HAlOA~E




*ME TEORULUr, Y*Ll \1< HAI\j- TI\R YI\ VAL trY *r,. Al Ens *(jAVR I L()VA
O:METEOROl or,Y* YEAR ROClK (l: SWf. O~ I\jtIIYUR( L r:G 'y I r. FNER Al
tMF TFOROlUGY*ZOlf)TUKH J N*V SSI{.Hy[l~LlOG Y, GEI\C RAl
OMEYER*CANAOA*GEOGRAPHY*~IRlInGRAPHY*FAY
tMEY ER*MATHE SON*C ANAOA*GEGGR/,PHY
OHEZEN RASIN*PECHORA HASIN*HYVRUFlECTRIC POWER*ANurPIEV*VVCHEGDA BASIN
oMEZENTSFV*OB RESERVOIR, LSSR*~IVOR[lOGY*HVDROELECTRICPCWER*GROUNC WATER
*HElENTSEVOSIBERIA, USSR*CH RIVEP, USSR*MCISTLRE
*HICHELSENOS~EDE~, ~ORTH*IRRIGATICN




*HICRQPAlr:nNTOLOGY STUDIES*TFST WELLS*COlLINS*AlASKA, rCPAGORUK
.MICROPALcnNT~l()GY STU[llfS*rrsr W~LL5.COllrNS*ALASKA, KAClAK.AlASKA, MEADE
























.MICROPAll:lI~rrllUI;V(l:AL fiSK;', I\!\jl FFnu~nE"flLASKA, T I TflLlJKoTES r Wf:LLS#AE"RGOUIST*RnB INSON
.""ICRIJPAlEmJrC1I1GV* .... flLS .. C[LII·;S*fllASKA, ""(LF CRF.EK*AlASKfr., SCUARE LAKE





BIBllOGRAPf'Y OF ARCTIC hATER RESCURCES - JULY 1970
*MIDOENDORFF*SIBERIA, USSR*eCCLOGV*VEGETATrON












*MILLER*AlASKA, DELTA CREEK*ALASKA, CASCADE CREEK*AlASKA,SCENERY CREEK*WATERPOWER
*GEOlOGY
*MILLER*ALASKA, NIZINA*CQPPER
*MILLER*ALASKA, SPEEl RIVF.R*Al~SKA, lCNG LAKE*ALASKA, CRATER lAKE*kATER POWER
*GEOLOGY
*MIllER*ALASKA, $PEfl RIVER*ALA5KA, LCNG LAKF*AlASKA, CRATER lAKE*ORAINAGE
*TOPOGRAP~Y~WATER POWER.riEClOGY
OMlllER*AlASKA, TAKU GlAClf~*TE~PERATLRE
*M I Ll ER *01 Bll OG~APHY.AlASKA~PETP,OlEUfJ *GE otCG Y*GR YC*PA YNE
*MflLEROUSA, GARRISON DAM*RUNCFF*SNDh-fJElT




*MINERAl DEVf.LOPMENT5*MUFF1T*ALASKA, CCPPER RIVER
*MINERAL LAK~S*DZENS-lITUVSKII*USS~
*MINERAl LAKES*DlENS-LrTOV$Krl.USSR*PER~AFRCST
*MINfRAl MIGRATION.KOLA PENI~5lJlA, USSR*TAIGA SCllS*PC~AKCV
*MINERAl RESI)URCES*CAPPS*AlASKA, HO~~[FIElr
*MINERAl RESnURCES*G~rlLOGY*CAPPS*~nFFIr*AlASKA, NIZINA





















BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RESCURCES - JULY 1970
*M INERAL RESOURCES*HYOROGEOLOGY*ROG I NE TS'VAL I TSK I I *NOR I L' SK. USSR
*MINERAL RESOURCES*MADDREN*MOFFIT*ALASKA. COPPER RIVER
*MINERAL SPRINGS*GROUNO WATER*TOLSTIKHIN*SIBERIA. EAST








*M INERAL WATER*HYDROGEOlOGY*TOlS TI KH I N*DZENS-L! TOVSK II*USSR

















































.MINING AND SCIENTIFIC PRESS.ALASKA, ~UME*MI~fS*FREEZING













oM tNt NG*GA St:U Il *r EJH"A~ RU ST*f\RlJ .... '1'l' Ii\Uu 5 TR I A1 E\G I NE ER II\G
101M IN I ~G*GOUl J-Il fieF!.' ~f.lf1qlHr 1\ *At fI SKA, I f\1\CK[-1 D IT ARCO
*101 rNIN(j*~ENS·~ AW*AlASKA, 5Eh4Pll ;'1\ f r.SLlA










































*MIRK IN*S IBER lA, USSR.DRA INAGE.SO IL.I RRI GAT! ON





*MOCK*GREENLANO, HARALD MOLTKE BRAE.TERMINUS
*MOCK*GREENLAND, NORTHCENTRAL. SNO' ACCUMULA T! CN.GLAC I CLOGVOWEEKS
*MOCK.GREENLAND, THULE PENINSULA.SNO.
*MOCK.GREENLAND, THULE PENINSULA.SNO. ACCUMULATION
*MOCK.GREENLANO, THULE PENINSULA. SNOW ACCUMULATION



































.MOFFIT*ALASKA, COPPER RIVER*MINERAl DEVElOPME~TS
*MOFFIT*ALASKA, COPPER RIVER:e<f.'INERAL RESOLRCES*I.lACDREf\




*MOFFIT*ALASKA, SEWARD PENINSLLA*GDtD ~INING
.MOFFIT.ALASKA, SEWARD PENtNSUlA*PER~AFROST*GOLO PLACERS









*MOI$TURE'*COQK*NORTHWEST TERR., RESOluTE BAY*TEf-'PERATLRE, SOIl*folJGRATION
*MOISTURE*MEIENTSEV*SlhERIA, USSR*OB RIVER, USSR
*MOlCt1ANOV*FORESTS*'HYDROlCGY
*MOlITVIN*USSR*KARST TERRAIN*RIVER$*HYDROlCGY


































OMORAINEsoGlACIAl FEATURESOCANAOA, 8AFFIN ISlANooIVES
OMORAINEsoPARAMONOvoPERMAFRUST'TUYUKSU GLACIER, USSR





























































'MUEllER'CANACA, AXEL HEI8ERG ISLANO'GLACIER SURGES
*MUGURUMA*ALASKA, PETF.~S LAKE*C-AXIS ICE*CRIGIN*KIKUC~[





*MUllER*AlASKA, KATMAI NAT. ~CNU~E~T*GlACIF.RS, KNIFE CREEK*COULTER
*MULlER*AlASKA, KAlMAI NATL. MCNU"'FNT*GLACIERS, KNIFE CREEK*CQUlTER
*MUllER*ENGr~EERrNG*PfRMAfROST
*MU1LER*GlACIERS*AlASKA, RRISTCl R4V*ALASKA, I\AKf';EK
































*MULLIGAN*ALASKA, EAR MOUNTAIN*LOOE*TIN PLACER
*MULLIGAN*ALASKA, VORK*TIN
*MULL IGAN*KERNS*THORNE*RUTLEOGE*ALASKA RA I LROAO*CONSTRUCT I ON*RAW MATER IALS*OEPOS ITS
*MUL TlPLE WORK ING HVPOTHE SI S*HUSSEV*CARSON*ALASKA*LAKES
*MUNSEV*DAMS*HVORDELECTRIC PLANTS*TUNNELS*ALASKA
*MURAKI*TSHIKARI RIVER*WATER FLOW*MUO-CDNTENT*KAMAOA
*MURMAN REGION USSR*RIVER BASINS*LAKES*BOGDANOV










*MUSSA-ACHIT ARA MT S., USSR*SK II NG.AVALANCHE FORECASTI ~G*SHA,~SH I EV
*MVERS*SEISMIC RESULTS*ALASKA, LAKE MINGA.PERMAFROST
*NADElHIN*PECHORA BAV, USSR.HVDROLOGY

































*NAGINSKr*SIBERIA, USSR. ICE SHEETS
*NAGINSK 1*5 I 8ER IA t USSR* ICE-SHEE TS*GRCI1TH "'ECHANIS,..S
*NALEO*ARE*yAKUTIA*MELTING














































BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RESCURCES - JULY 1970
*NALEOS*DOGANOVSKll*INDIGIRKA RIVER*IANA RIVER*RIVER FLOW*RUNOFF
*NALEDS*FROST HEAVING*CHERNYSHEV




















































RIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RESCURCES - JULY 1970
*NALEDS*PERMAFRosr*CHIRlKHIN*INDfGfRKA RIVER, USSR







*NAlEOS*SEDOV*SHVETSOV*TAS-KHAIAKHTAKH RANGE, USSR*GRCUND WATER
*NALEOS*SHVETSOV*SEOOV







ONAlEOS*WATER, SUBPERMAFROST*KAlABIN*U55R. NORTHEASTFRN*WATER BALANCE
*NALEDS*WJ1lIAMS*ALASKA
*NAlEDS*ZONOV*VANA-KOLVMA REGICN. USSR*RIVERS*POLVNVAS
*NAlIMOV*GlAVNOYE RUSlO, YANA RIVER*HYDROlOGV
*NALIMOV*KHATANGA BASIN, RIVERS*ICE REGIME
*NAlIMOV*KHATANGA ~IVER, USSR*ICE






























BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RESCURCES - JULY 1970
.NALYEDS·CHEKOTILLO.PERMAFROST
.NARODA RIVER. USSR.OISCHARGE.HYOROMETRICAL OBSERVATICNS.METEOROLOGY.FEDOROV
.NATIDNAL LIBRARY OF SCOTLAND. POLAR EXPLORATION
.NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OF CANADA.GLACIOLOGY.ELLES~ERE ISLAND.HYDRDLOGY
.NATIDNAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION*ICE COVER*ENERGY EXCHANGE*ARCTIC.GLACIOLOGY
*NATURE.ARNBORG.WALKER.ALASKA. COLVILLE RIVER*BREAKUPOWINTER
.NAVIGABLE RIVERS*BREAKUP*ANTONOV AND OTHERS*ICE REGI~E
.NAVIGATlON*HYDROLDGY. GENERAL*YANA RIVER, USSR*KHMYZ~IKOV
.NAVIGATlON.OLENEK RIVER, USSR*HYOROLOGY, GENERAL*SUSLQV*BREAKUPOFREEZEUP
.NAVIGATION.SAILING DIRECTIONsoZE~LIANOVSKII*USSR*RIVERS*LAKES










.NEKHAICHIK*BDL'SHOY LYAKHOVSKY ISLAND. USSR*RIVERS*S~IVNOV
.NEKRASOV.CHUKOTKA, USSR. POL YNYAS










































*NEWS*PECHORA RIVER*VYCHEGDA RIVER*KA~A RIVER*OIVERS!CN
'NEZHIKHDVSKII'ICE'DISCHARGE
'NEZHIKHOVSKIY'SLUSH-ICE COVER
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*NIVA RIVER, USSR*HVOROELECTRIC POWER*STEPANCHENKO














*NORTH AMERICA, WESTERN'GLACIAL GEOLOGV'POST
*NORTHoPERMAFROST*GEOMORPHOLOGV*8C80V'THERMOKARST
*NORTHERN HEMISPHERE'METEOROLOGV*SAVCHENKOVAoUSSR RIVERsolCE
*NORTHERN SEA ROUTE*WATER SUPPLVOROGATKO
'NORTHWEST TERR., RESOLUTE 8AV'TEMPERATURE, SOIL'MIGRATION*MOISTURE*COOK





















































ONOVAYA SIBIR ISLAND. USSR_DISCHARGE CURVE-SISKO
ONOVAYA SIBIR ISLAND, USSR-HYDROLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS-SISKO
-NOVAYA ZEMLYA. USSROFROST ACTIONoPER~AFRCST-SVATKOV
ONOVAYA ZEMLYA, USSRoGLACIATION-CHIZHOV
*NOVI*NORIL'SKAYA RIVER, USSR.PUMPING STATION.HYDROGRAPHY.BED DEFORMATION
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$NUMERATION$TOlSTIKHIN*WATER
$NUMER ICAl METHOOS*CHERN I N*aOR I SENKOV*HYDROLOGY, GENERAL













$OB RESERVOIR, USSROHYOROlOGY$HYOROElECTRIC POWER*GROWND WATER*MEZENTSEV
$OB RIVER$OELTAORIVER MODElING*ANTONOV
$OB RIVEROOISCHARGE*KOROVKINOlENA RIVEROYcNISEY RIVER
$OB RIVER*OISCHARGE*RIVER ESTU~RIES*ANTONr.voYENISEY RIVER
$OB RIVEROHYDROELECTRIC POWER*WATER OIVERSIONOFEDCROVO~NTONOV
OOB RIVEROICE COVER STRUCTUREOICE COVER THICKNESSoBUTIAGIN
$OB RIVERORIVER DIVERSIONOHIEhLEOYENSEY RIVER
$OB RIVER*RIVERsoiCE BRE~KERSOPOZNIAKoANTCNOV*LENA RIVER*YENISEY RIVER
OOB RIVERoVENDROVOCLI"ATIC CH~NGEoHYO"OELECTRIC POWER
*08 RIVER, USSR*OAMS*GORDEVEV, A~O OThERS
*oa RIVER, USSR-OAMS-HODSON




























~IBlInGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RESCURCES - JULY 197Q
*UB RIVER, USS~*E~GINEERI~G-GEClUGY*SERG~EV*P[lIAKCV
*08 RIVER, USSR*FlCUO PlAII\S*SUll*PER",AFR.CST*EPSHTEtr-.;·
*UB RlVER, USSR*FlOOO*~IKClAEV*MAKSI~CV
*OA RIVE~, US5R*flYDROl:lECTRIC ~UWER*REDIRECT I-.ATER*t"ARKIN*ANGARA RIVER., USSR
*YE~ISEY QrVE~, USSR
*uo RIVE~, USSR~MOISTURE*"'ElENTSEV*SIBERIA,USSR
*ne RIVER, USSR*RIVER OIVfRSION*FEfJORCV*IAROSH
*08 RIVER, USSR*RIVER DIVERSIO~*RC~ASHKOV
*OB RIVER, USSR*SETTlEt"ENTS*BUDARIN*OEGTVARtV
*OB RIVER, USSR*TAIGA FORESTS*KORNllOV*SnItS*SNnw COVER*SWAMPS
*OB-IRTVSH REGION, USSR*HVDROGEOLCGY*EDclSHTEIN*HYCRCCRAPHY
*OR-PECHORA ~ATERSHED, USSR*KO£PPEN*RIVER CIVERSION
*OB' RIVER, LSSR*[CING*DISCHARGE*ANTC~OV
*ORGOl'TS*TYUMEN RECIflN, LSSR*hATcR SLPPlY*SA~ITARY f~G[NEERI~G
*OB I 0 I N* S WE:<. r>\*CLA SS I FICA T1CI\i*GRGU·'l/D o,.;ATEr{
*OBIDIN*SIBERI4*GROUND wATER*PbRMAFROST







*OARUCHEV*SAr~N, CKA RIVER*SPRINr.S, ~rNERAl*TClSTfKHI~





































'OCEANS'CONTINENTAL SHELF'SEOIMENTATION'GERSHANOVICH'SERING SEA, USSR
'OGIEVSKII'CONTINENTS'HYDROLDGY
'OGNEV'AMGA RIVER, USSR'LENA RIVER, USSR'ICE'GEOLOGY
'OGOTONUK CREEK, ALASKA'GEOLOGY'KACHADOORIAN AND DTHERS'DISCHARGE'WATER
'GROUNOWATER
'OGOTORUK CREEK'GEDLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS'KACHADOORIAN'ALASKA
'OGDTORUK CREEK, ALA SKA'KACHADOOR IAN, AND OTHERS'SPR I NGS'PERMAFROST
'OGOTORUK VALLEY, ALASKA'GROUND WATER'WALLER
'OHTAKE'ALASKA'PRECIPITATION IATMOSPHERIC"ICE FOG






































BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RESCURCES - JULY 1970
*Oll*PINKOW*US5R
0:0 It *RAK I TOV*PETROV*PERMAFROS r*GEOLOG Y*ARC TIC
*Oll*VONDER AHE*PROBlEMS*ARCTIC
*OKHOTNIKOV*CHITA PROVINCE, USSR*PERMAFRosr*WATER
*OKHOTNIKOV'IVAN-ARAKHLEI LAKES, CSSR'GROUND .ATER'PERMAFRCST
.OKHOTSK SEA*FAR EAST*GEOGRAPHV*HVDRDGRAPHV*NAOEZHNY(








'OMMANNEY AND OTHERS'AXEL HEINBERG ISLANO'GLACIER INVENTORY'COMPUTER ANALYSIS
*OMHANNEY*CANADA, ARCTIC ARCHIPElAGO*GLACIER JNVENTORY*CO~PUTER ANAlYSIS.MULLER
*GODDMAN
.ONEGA RIVER, USSR*KARST PHENOMENA*ZHUKOVSKII
'ONEGA-SEVERNAYA, USSR'RIVER REGIME'KARST FEATURES'TC~SUEV
































BIBLIOGRAPHV OF ARCTIC WATER RESCURCES - JULV 1970
*ORIGINULASKA*PERMAFROST-TABER-HISTORV
_OR I GIN*CEOERSTROMOALASKA ,KOTZEBUE-PERMAFROS T-SALT WH ER LENS
*ORIGIN*INGOOA-OLENGUI INTERFLUVE-NALEOS*NEVSKII*OISTRIBUTION


















*OSTROUMDV*K AMCHA TKA RIVE R, uS SR.I CE *TE1'lPERATURE* THERfliAL S PR r NGS



































*OXYGEN CONSUMPTJON*ALASKA, ANCHQRAGE*MURPHV*WATER POllUTICN*WASTE DISPOSAL
*OXYGEN*OKUBO*PACIFIC OCEAN, NORTH*OCEANOGRAPHY
*oz ERO EL' GYGYTGYN HOLLOW ,US SR*NEKRASCV
·.PACIFIC ORAINAGE.CANADA. DEPT. OF NORTHERN AFFAIRS.LAKE LEVELS'DISCHARGE
.PACIFIC DRAINAGE'SURFACE WATER'CANADA. DEPT. OF NCRT"ERN AFFAIRS'LAKE LEVELS
'OISCHARGE
.PACIFIC DRAINAGE'SURFACE WATER*CANADA, DEPT. OF NCRT"ERN AFFAIRS'DISCHARGE
.PACIFIC DRAINAGE'SURFACE hATER*CANADA, DEPT. OF NORT"ERN AFFAIRS'DISCHARGE
.PACIFIC DRAINAGE.SURFACE WA TER$C ANAGA, DEPT. OF RESCLRCES AND DEVELOPMENT
'LAKE LEVELS'nISCHARGE
'PACIFIC DRAINAGE'SURFACE WATER>:tCANADA, DOMINION WATER AND POWER BUREAU·DISCHARGE








































BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC wATER RfS(U~CES - JULY 1070
*PAL'GOV*USS~*GLACfERS*HYD~ClOGIC~LI~DEX
*PALEOClIMATOlOGY*GlACIAL GEOlOGY*GlACIER HURGES*Hr.LlIN
*PAL EOHYDROL liGV*SCHUfJM*USA*aUA TE Rf\AR Y P I NCO
*PAlEONTOLOGY*ALASKA, nUMAlIK*TCST WELlS*CORE TESTS*AERGCUlST*RDAJNSUN*PERMAFROST





*PAR AMONUV*PERMAFROS T~: TUYLK SU GLI\C I ER f US SR ./'I.CRA I "-iF S
*PARARAS-CAR~YANNIS*COX*AlASKI\.BII,LIOGkI\PHIES*TSI1NAMIS
*PARKER*ELlSWORTH*ALASKA, YlJt<f)U-TANANA~'GR.cUNf'I WATER~rLACf.i~ fJrr-.t"lG
*PARKHOMf.f\JKD*"HlCKS, CRYOPHIlIC*PER~AFRCST STUOIES




*PATERSDN*I\CCUtAULAT IDNOGLIlC I H<. FLCW*td~LIlT rf:N*lANIlOA, I'F IGJ-lEN reF. CAp






































*PCHELINTSEV*ICE CRYSTAL GROWTH*PERMAFROST HEAVING
.PEACE RIVER, AlBERTA*GRO~NOWATER*GEOlOGY*JONES
*PEARCe*AlASKA*GRAVEL*THAIolING
*PEARCE.RADAR MEASUREMENTS*GREENlAND ICE CAP*WALKER






*PECHANGA RIVER, USSRoTUNORA*O I SCHARGE*KOZLOVA
*PECHORA BASIN.HYOROELECTRIC POWER*ANUFRIEV*VY[HEGQA fASIN'HEZEN BASIN
*PECHORA BASIN, USSR*AKAOEMIIA NA~K SSSR
.PECHORA BASIN, USSR*BI010GV*lAKES*BE1YAYEV, AND OTHERS
.PECHORA BASIN, USSR*GROUND WATER*SUKHODOL'SKll
.PECHORA BASIN, USSR*TUNDRA*RIVER RUNOFF*KONKINA
.PECHORA BAY. USSR*HYOROLOGV*NADElHIN
.PECHORA R•• USSR*VYCHEGOA R., USSR*RIVER OIVERSI0N*S~ISHKIN
*PECHORA RIVER*ICE ~AMS*SCFER
.PECHORA R[VER*VYCHEGDA RIVER*KAMA RIVER*OIVERSION*NEkS
.PECHORA RIVER, USSR*PERMAFROST*ROlEN
.PECHORA RIVER, USSR*RlvER DIVERSION*FISHERIES*BOOROVICH




























HIIIlIOGRAPHV OF ARCTIC WATER RESCURCES - JUlV 1970
.PECHORA RIVER, USSR*K.IVEil nIvt=p.SI[JN*vE~OROV
.PECHURA RIVER, USSR#RU~-OFF#HVORClOGV#NADElHIN*PECH~RSKAYA GUBA, USSR






.PECHORSKAYA CUBA, US SR*PECHOR" RIvE R,us SR *RLN-Lf F*H 'tDRClCGV*NAD El HI N
.PEEl RIVER*GEOMORPHOlOGY*HENCCH*CAN"DA*MACKE~lIERIVER

















*PERIGlAC t At f.NV I R[)t~/'o1f.N r* STREI\~ flHlS I CN*CCCK*f"eCHAtJ RrVER ,C"'~ACA*RUf\J(lFF
caPER IGlACI AL rEATliitf S*GEtJI'IORPHCLCGV*CCROEt*GtAC I EHS
cap ~R I Gl AC I AL lO\j ES *(;F"I)~U't PHlil. (]I; Y*' Ii l AC I[~l fJG Y*8 Rnc HLJ
.P!:Rl • SHTE IrII':'MI\K S I ~UV~ '(t SI nCR I A, USSR *GECCR Ylll[(~v*'Cfnv (R PHCUIG Y*WA TER*Tt-:-flW I NG
*ROMMHlVSK I I
*PfRMAFRUST CISTRIAUftn~*{:A RIVER, uss~*nClGlISHt~*VfCErATrCN
*PERMAFROST tISrRrnl)TIG~*Y"~UTtAl USSR*SKRIAAIN*ll\~ES~VEGETArIC~
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*PERMAFROsr*AKAoEM IIA STRO I TEL' STVA I ARKH ITEKTURY SS SR.CONSTRUCT ION*TEMPERATURE
*WATER LEVEL














*PERMAFROST*ALASKA, NENANA RIVER*GEOLOGY*hAHRH/, TIG
























































































*PERMAFRO$T*HOGOANOV*CONS TRLC r I U\I
*PERHAFROS T* RONCHKOVSK r I*AmKt-U<I1V 5K I [* SE 1 S'" IC "'E THrC














































RI6LICGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RESCURCES - JULY 1970
'PERMAFROST'CAIRNES'ALASKA, OAhSON'ALASKA, hHITEHORSE'ALASKA, SKAGWAY
*PERMAFROST*CA~AOA*EROSION*PHYSIOGRAPHY*JfNNESS
.PERMAFROST*CAPPS*ALASKA RAILROAO*GEOlGGV






















































































































*PERMAFROST*CEOlOG V*KACHADCOR I AN, AND OTHERS*ALASKA I CGCTCRUK CREEK
op ERMAFRO 5 To GEOLOG VO PE TR 0 LE U"'*REE 0
op ERHAFRQ ST*GEOMOR PHOLOG V*aOBQV* THE RMCK ARSToNCR TH
OPERMAFRosr*GEOMORPHOlOGV*KOLCSOV*VERKHOVANSK, USSR
*PERMAFROST*GIBSON*PLACER MINING>THAhING




























.Pf~MAFROST*GOLD PlACERS.~OFFIT.ALASKA, SEWARD PENINSULA
2141
2456
KlfilICJGPAPHY CF ~RCTIC WATER RES(URCES - JIJlY 1970















*PERMA FROS T* CROUND \oj ATER *tJACCAR TH y* A.ARNE S*ALA SKA
*PERMAFRUST*GRnUND WATEROtJEISTER
*PFRMAFROST*GROUND WATER*CBIDI~oSCVreT ARCTIC ISLANDS
*PERMAFR,tlS TOG~UUND 'rIATf;R*CI1 r n I \l*SP I TSHERGEr>!, USSROI-' (I\;ES
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*PERMAFR{] Sr*GRnuNCwA r Eq* SEonv* TAll KS
*PERMAFROST:e<GROUNOhATER*SHRAHSHHIN*lEfl.:A RIVER, USSR*hATER StJPPlY
*PFRMAFROST*GROUNCWATF.~*TClSTYKHI~*PL~C~AREV*hATfRCu~lITY





































.PERMAFROST.HUGHES*GLACIAl GEOlOGV*PINGOS*CANADA, YUKCN TERRITORY
*PERMAFRDsr*HYOROGEOLOGV*AfANAS'YEV*SIBERIA, USSP*ENGINEERING GEOLOGY
*PERMAFROST*~YDROGEOlOGY*CHENG*WATER REGI~E









































kIHLICGRAPHV OF ARCTIC WATER RESCURCES - JULY 1970
*PERMAFROST#ICE#ACTIVf lAYER*GROU~D PATTERNS*CCRTE
~PERMAFROST*ICE*KACHUqIN


















.PERMAFROST*K~Lr:S~IK*lAKE YARA KUl, USSR
oPERMAFROST*KAPTFREV*ANAnrOSIS
*PERMAFRQS 1* Ki'lP TFR F. v*cn:-. TK flL




















































































~IBLIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RES(URCES - JULY 1970
*PERMAFROST:e=,vrNING*lANG*CANAOA

















*PERMAFRDST*DGOTORUK CREEK, ALASKA*KACHAOCORIAN, AND (THERS*SPRINGS





*PERMAFROST*PALEONTOLOGV*ALASKA, CU~AlIK*TFST WElLS*CCRE TfSTS*SERGQUIST*ROBINSON









































*PERHAFROST*PONOMARFV*UST-YENISEI PORT, U$SR*GRCUNO WATER
*PERMAFRDsroPOPDV*VITIM PlATEA~,USSR.GEOlCGV
*PERMAFROST*PCRKHAYEV'BAKAKIN'ENGINEERING
*PERMAFROS T* POQ,KHAYEV>:<THER"'4l REG I ME*ENG ll\EER I NG
*PERMAFRDST:(IPOTAPQV*KOLESCVf1.USSR
*PERMAFROST*PR05PECTING*KCZIN
oPERMAFROST*PRQSPfCTING*WATER SUPPLY*ZARU8INSKII*TRA~SBAIKAl CCAl MINES












































































































o:PERMAFROS T* TEe TOt>; Ie S*Gl AlOv* SPR I /liG S*GRCUf\PWA r ER
*PfRMAFROST*TE~PERATURE*~ICRUP~lFC~TUlCGY*WEllS*COLlrf\S*AlASKA, U~IAT
*PERMAFROST*TEMPERATURE*~OSHCH~~SKII*SAlEKHARO, USSR
*PER,..AFROS T* TEMP FRA r UP.F*R EOUl UBUV*VORKUT A, US SR






























P,JRlJlJGRAPtIY CF ARCTIC \oIATfR Q.ES(U~CES - JULY lQ70
9PER.MAFROST*rf"'~FRATL;REf \,AfF.P.*AKAOEt-'!IA STKOtTEl STY/! I ARKHITEKTURY SSSH.
*CONS TKUC TTUN
*p ERMAFRUS f* T(q.{A I I,j-*AARDSCII.LE ~:HLACK*AlA SK A, U"" I AT
*PERMAFRU5T*TERZAGHI




.PERMAFRUST*TIUTIL~OV*lEMPfRATURE, GRCUND*TAlIK*KHA~BEI RIYEq, IJSSR




*PERMAFROS T* TSYTOV [CH'*MEC HI\fIJ ICS
*p ERMAFRU S T* fL"1EL *MANCHUR I II






*PERMAFPO S T* l; SSM.* Swt'l/-lp S*KA rs* I CE *PE AT ""U\Jl\n 5
*~[RMAFI{Osr*IJr It J TIES PRflTl;C T {C~IH;RA II\Gf.*CRAWFCRC *CCP P*CA~ADll, I\OIHHERN











































.PERMAFRO~ T*WATER SUPPl Y*CHE KOT t LUJ*GEN I EV*SUfoIG IN




*P ERMAFRD ST* WA TER SUPPL V*KAMENSK I I* ICING S* 51 RER I AtE AST ERN*EUROPE t NOR THE RN
*PERMAFROST*WATEQ SUPPLV*KOJI~nV*LSSR
*PERMAFRnST*WATER SUPPLY*TCLSTKHIr-.:*SURVEY
*PERMAFROSroWATER SUPPLV*ZARUBIN5Klf*TRANSHAIKAL t USSR
op ERMAFRIIS T* \0. ATER *CHEM IS TR yo TF f"PE HA TURE *SCHUP P*FEulNE R* AL ASK At BETHEL






























EIfH {CGRAPHY OF "RCnC hATER ~ESCURCES - JUlV 1970
~PERMAFROST*hATER*snlOV'EV*WFl'~IKGV*EFl~CV*IAKUTSKtLSSR
~PERHAFROST*~ATER*TSYTOVrCH*l}SSR









,PERMAFROST.YAKUT I A, USSR 'IC I NG*NAlE OS*CIIEKOT I lln'WA TER SUPPl Y
OPERMAFROSToVAKUTIA, USSR*SWAHPS*RABOTNOV
'PERMAfROST'YENISEY RIUER, USSR*OANllCU'SEOIMENTS*'ARINE GEOlCGY
*PERHAFROSTOZEITS*KOlVMA, USSR
OPERMAFROST*ZEHTSOVORQCKSOSIBERIA
.PERMAFROST* lEMTSOVO SIRER IA
'PERMAFROST'lEMT SOU* SI BER I A
oPERHEABIlITVOKAl'H*ACTIVE lAYEROVORKLfA COAL REGICN*PERMAFROST
.peRMEABltITY*KOMAROV·PFR~AFROST





















































*PEWEoAl ASKA, OUNAAR *PI:RMflF Rtl 5 T
*PEwe*AlASKA, FAlRRANK$*FROST HEAVI~G*PArGE



































*PEWe*5NOWSL ICE S*GlAC I ER S*AV'/\ LANCIIE 5
.PEWF.*WILlIA~S*ALASKA, FAIRBANKS*GECLCGV*PAIGE
t:PEYTON*ALASKA, ARCTIC*ENGINE~I~rNG
*p EYTON* wAT ER. 5Uf>PL V*Dt SA LI NA TIO;~* SA l I NF. CCNV!: RS I l1N*B EHLK E*JO~NSON















*PHV$ IOGRAPHV*KOL YHA RIVER, USSIH SAMBLRI::NKO*r,REAKUP*FREElE-UP*HVDROlOG ICAl STAT 10·""'5

































*PIHLAINEN*MACKENZIE OEL TA. CANAOA*PINGO*LEGGET*BROWN
*PIHLAINEN*MACKENZIE RIVER*<QILS*JOHNSTON*BROWN
*PIIP*KAMCHATKA. USSR*SPRINGS
*PINGO FORMATION*BOSTROM*CANADA, ~ACKEN:IE RIVER
*PINGO*BOBOVOVILYUI RIVER, USSR*LENA RIVER, USSR































































.PLACER MINING*EAKIN*AlhSKA, SEWARD PENINSULA
.PLACER MINING*ELLSWURTH*ALASKA, YUKCf\j-TAt-;ANA*GROUND "-ATER
.PLACER MINING*ENGINEEqING AND MINING*KOYLKVK
.PLACER MINING*GRAVEL*PURINGTCN*AlASKA
.PLACER MINlNG*OVERBECK*AlASKA, TCLOVANA



































OPLANKTON CRUSrACEA*CHEMISTRYOREEOOCOLVILLE RIVER ARFA
*PLANKTON*CHITA REGION, USSR*SHISHKINA*MICROBIClOGY*lI~NClCGY
*PlANKTON*LETANSKAIA*lIMNOlOGV*LAKE VEGETATION*KOLA PENINSULA, USSR
OPLANT SUCCESSION.VIERECKOALASKA•• ULOROW GLACIER.SOILS











OPOLAR CAMP.US NAVAL CIVIL ENGINEERING LABORATORyoWATER SYSTE~S

































EIHlrCGRAPHY OF ARCTIC ~ATER RES(URCES - JUlY lQ70
*POLAR REGIONS*UTIlITIES*SANITARY WASTE QISPOSAl*SLAKE*ALTER*CLARK
*'POLAR REGIU~S*hASTE DISPCSAL*GROfF*CLAHK
.POLAR SNOW*RA~SEIER*PROPERTIES
*POLESYE LOWLAND, USSR*FORcSTS*HYCROLCGICAL EFFECTS*KCSTIUKEVICh
*POl ETAEU*GRllUNDWA TER*CHE tJ 1ST RY*KCM I, US SR* AR TF S I A/I, BAS IN
*POLIAKOV*I1H QIVER, USSR*ENGINEERI~G-GECLCGY*SERGEEV
*POlIAKDV*PF.RMAFRQST*RUNDFf*GRCUNC wATER




*POlLUT ION*SEhAGE INDUSTR IAL* Sfl.NI TARY PRI1TEC TI CN*CONFf::RENCE*RUFFEL
*POLLUTIUN*WATER EX1J LOITATIUNORAStJUSSCN*ShEDEN
*POLLUTION, WATER*NESMEYANOV




*POMUS*HYOROELECTRIC P~WER.FlCh V~lOCITV*ANGAHA RIvER
*POMUS*SIAERIA*HVDROElECTRIC POWE~
*PONDS*lAKES*LfMNULUGV*ROEN*GREENLANO
































R[BLICGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RESCURCES - JULY 1070


















*POPQVA*USA RIVER, USSR*CHEMISTRY, hATER*HYDROBJOLCGY


































HIBLICGRAP~iY OF ftRCTIC WATER RESCURCES - JLJLY 1970
*PORSIlO*ARCTIC NIn AME\ICIIOPP.Ji;llS
*PORS ILO*ARC TIC*EAR TH f'An[j.\DS
*PORSllD*ICE*GREE~LANO
*PDRTER*EAGlf DISTRICT, ALASKA*STR~A~GAGI~G*hATERSUPPLY




*POST*NORTH A~ERrCA, wESTER~*GLACIAL GEGLCGy
*POTAPOV*KOLfSnV*LSSR*PER~AFRGST
*POTENTlAL Af;C~ALJES*MACCARrHY*ALASKA, PO[NT HARRDh
*POWER PLANT*THAW-BLA5T*PER~AFROST*SrLLS*hATERHOUSE*ALASKA
*POWER PLANTS*HEAT SrNK*TI~N
*POlNIAK*ANTQNOV*LENA RIVER*YE~JS[Y n[VEH*OB RIVER*RIVERS*ICE BREAKERS
*PRECIPITATrON IATMOSPHERlC)*rCE FQG*CHTAKE*ALASKA
*PAECIPITATIUN ANO~AL'ES*YAKOVLfV~MUR~ANSKAVA OBLAST, USSR
.PRECIPITATIUN~ARTESlkN HASI~S*MALYSHEV*A~TONCV.KHIBI~Y ~ASSIF, USSR*GROUNC wATER
.PRfCIPITATIO~*BRrAlGIN*PCLAR REGIONS
*PRECIPITATIUN*flYOIN*XQLA PENINSULA, LSSR.EVAPQRATIC~*RUNCFf
.PREC [P I TAT IC"J*O I SCHARGE *HEq\j ST[ N*SWE r.E "J
*PRECIPITATIl)N.H~NRV*ALASKA, RAMPART DAN RFSEHVOJR
*PRECIPITATION*KnLA PfNINSU1A, USSR*HVDROELECTRIC PC~ER*GRIGOREv
.PRECIPrTATIO~*KONQ~QVA*SrR[RIA
.PREC 1PIT AT I [JI\'*L I r T~CHG*HV!JR GLee Y*E VA PG~ ATI.ol\l*RUNOFF
.PRECIPITATlr~~.~ILlER*ALASKA




























BIHlrCGRAPHY Of ARCTIC WATER RES(URCES - JULY 1970
_PRECIPITATION_ORGANIC MITTER-CAUCISLS, USSR-'ATVEEV-SNCW COVER
*PRECIPITATION*SAARIN£N*FI~LANn*O[SCHARGE


















*PR INOt E*PLAC ER FIELDS.YUKON
.PRINDlE, AND OTHERS*OISCHARGE*FAIRBANKS*nATER SUPPLY
































1~leLIOI;RAPliY Cf ARCTIC ~AT~R RES[URCES - ,JULY l'J/D
*PROG~ESS RI:P~qT*~~CKAY*CA~AUA, ~ACKE~lIf*Pl~GLj







*PROSPECT l~lG*I-UTCI-- [NS*ALASKA*GOLO PlACERS*tJ r!IJ [t-,G
*PROSPECTING*KOIIN*PtRMAFRCST
*PROSPECTJNG*hArF.R SUPPLY*lAR~RIN5K[I*rRANSBAIKAl COAL ~INFS*PER~AfROST
*pRYOR*fAGfR*AlASKA HIGHWAY*ICE
*PSKEM RIVER RASIN*AVALA~CHES*KMELIIAhDV
*PT. fiARROH, AlASKfl.*TU·\jDRA*MIChflSON*HlJSSEy*rCE FE~TURES*lAKfS
*PUMPING STATIO'IJ*J-,YOR,Or.RAPHY*BED CEFC'{/~l\rlCN*i"'OV[*Nf.jR[l'SKAYA RIVER, USSR
*PU~PING*MINI~G*BAUXITE*AlEKSEr:V*lAlCV
*PUR[NGTO~*AlASKA*PlAC~~ ~r~I~G*G?hVEl
*PUR. I NGTDN*P FR"'1AF RnS T*AlA SKA *' PLAC Ff{ *t;RAVEl *11 r /'II r i~G



































BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RESCURCES - JULY 1970
*~UANTITY*USGS*ALASKA*WATER*~UALITY
*~UARTZ*PRINOLE*ALASKA,FAIRBANKS










*RAOAR MEASUREMENTsoGREENLAND ICE CAPOWALKEROPEARCE










































*RAKHMANDV*RIVER BASINS*S~C~ hATER DISTRIBUTIC~






*RAP JDS*F [Nt ANO*HVDROflEC TR I C POWER








*RAVDONIKA A~O OTHERS*SIBERIA*GRO~ND "ATER
*RAVDONIKAS*SIBERIA*GROUNC~ATER*OIL*HYCRnGEOLCGY



































.RECIRCULATING SYSTEM'OESIGN'"ESEA"CH'BFCK ANC ASSGCIATES'WESTFALL
*RECKENOORF*ALASKA, fRANKLIN RLUFFS*STREA~ PIRACV*HUSSEV
.REDIRECT WATER*MARKIN*ANGARA RIVER, USSR*vENISEY RIVER, USSR*oe R1VER, USSR
.HYDROELECTRIC POWER










OREFERENCE*OARUCHEV*USSR* TP AVELEH. S*E XPLORER S*BCOK
.REFRACTED WAVES*SEIS~IC SLRVEY*Of~ENITSKAIA*UST-ENrSEISK PORT, USSR
OREFUSf*SANITARY ENGINEERING*OOROGDVTSEV*FAR ~ORTH
OREGIMEN*GRQUND WATER*KAM~NSKII, AND GTHERS
OREGUtATIO~*SKnGEN*SWEDEN.SlnRA tULE ~IVER
OREIO.CHEMICAl ANALYSIS*ALASKA, A~CTIC*SEhAGE




























BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC wATER RESCURCES - JULY 1970
*RE I Sr;*",nHR*ALASKA, PCI IN T BARROw*ALA SKA, NUWUK LAKF.*P(NDS*1'IAR INE NATUR E*GE IGER
*LEWIS*BARNARD
*RElIEF*GROUND*TOLSTKH[N*DSSR*OISTR[BLTIO~






*RESEARCH*BECK AND ASSOCIATES*WESTFAlL*RECIRCULATlNG SYSTE1'I*OESIGN
*RESEARCh*HURLEV*Al~SKA, BROOKS RA~GE*GLACIERr MCCALL
*RESEARCH*~ATER RESOURCE S*BEHLKE 'ALA SKA
*RESERVOIR*TEMPERATURE*SOKULNIKOV*wINTER CONDITIONS







*RESISTANCE ~F.THOD*PERMAfROST*UOSTOVALCV*[NDrGIRKA ~IVER, USSR
*RESOURCES*OAlL*ALASKA
*RESOURCES, ~INEqAL*GEOLOGY*S~ITH*ALASKA, SEWARD PFNI~SULA
*RES S INSK I I*MF.."JKFL*Kt{ 1ST SK [ I *t{£ SF..R VO [R s* THERfJAL REG [" I:
*REUTZ*FlNLANU*HVDROELECTRIC rnwFR



























BIBLIOGRAPHV OF ARCTIC WATER RESCURCES - JULV 1970
*REVNOLOS*ANOERSON*ALASKA. UMIAT*BENTONITE OEBRIS*BROhN










'RIEGER'KALLIO'ALASKA, INTERIOR'SOIL PHYSICAL PROPERTIES'PERMAFROST







*R IST*WA TER, COMPOSl TION* S I BER I A, wE S TERN*R I KHT ER* rcE LAND*RI VfR
*RISTILUOMA*FJNLAND*8ATHY~ETRY, LAKE
.RIVER ALLUVIUM*CA~TWElL*BlISS*ALASKA, NORTHERN
.RIVER BASINI\IGtACIATtON*PfTROV*KA,.,AlOV*SARYTAG BASIN, USSR
.RIVER BASINS*LAKEs*nOGOANOV*MURMAN REGIG~ USSR




































oR I-VER 0 I VER S IO~*O I SCHARGE*ANTONOV
>RIVER DIVERSID~>DZE~S-L1 TDVSK! IOHYDRCHECTRIC POWER
*RIVER DIVEHSIONoFEOOROV*IAlWSH*OB RIVER, USSR
.RIVER OIVERSION*FISHERIeS*BOBROVICH*PECHORA RIVER, USSR
>RIVER DIVERSION>GERASIMOVoSNO. MELTING
>RIVER DIVERSIQN>HIEHLEoYENSEY RIVERoOB RIVER
>RIVER DIVERSION>~YDROELECTR1C PO.ER>DAVYDOV>USSR
>RIVER D1VERSION>KISElEV>PECHORA R1VER, USSR
.RIVER OIVERSIONoMIN'KOVICH*SADlEAVOVClGA BASIN, USSR
>RIVER DIVERSION>OB-PECHORA WATERSHED, USSRoKOEPPEN
>RIVER DIVERSIDNoROMASHKOV008 RIVER, USSR
oRIVER DIVERSION.RUSSO.PECHORA, USSR
.RIVER OIVERSION*SARUKHANCV*PECHORA, USSR
oR rVER 0 rVER S ION*SERGEEV*PECHORA, USSR
>RIVER OIVERS10N>SHCHIGLOVSK1IOFOGEL>USSR>OAMS
>RIVER DIVERSIO~>SHISHKIN>PECHORA R., USSROVYCHEGDA R•• USSR
.RIVER DIVERSIONoVENDROvoPECHORA RIVER, USSR
.RIVER ESTUARleS*ANTONOV*YENISEY RIVE~*OB RIVER*OISCHARGE





























tiIBLIUGRlI.Pf-lY {IF ARCTIC WATER RESCURCES - JULY 1970
*RIVER FlOW*KONDQATCV IfOI#CHANNfl FCR~ATIO~





.RIVER ICE*FAR ElI.ST t USSR*GERPANISHVIlI






*RIVER MOUTH*MAMAYEVA*KAMCHATKA PENINSUlA t USSR
*RIVER MOUTHS*DISCHl\,RGE*A~TONOV*lAPTEV SEAt USSR
.RIVER NETS*ORAINAGE*VlI.SKOVSKII#KAMCHATKA, USSR
*RIVER NETWORK*8RATTSEV*RUNOFF MODULUS
*RIVER REGIME*KARST FEATURES*TORSCEV*ONEGA-SEVERNAYA t USSR
*RIVER REGULATION*~A~AK
*RIVER RUNOFF*AKADEMIIA NAUK SSSR
*RIVER RU~OFF*KONKINA*PECHORA BASlN t USSR*rUNDRA
-RIVER VAlLEY*ULlENIUS-SWEDEN
-RIVER wATER*BRAZHNOKOVA*AlEKIN*hKCTIC BASI~*CHEPISTRY






























f{II:\LICGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RESCURCES - JUlY 197Q
*RIVERS*ANTONOV·ENERGY*SIQF~IA*OISCHARGE
.RIVERS*A~TO~CV*ICE REGIME*WATcR REGI~E.YAKUTSKAYA ASSq



















































BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RES(URCES - JULY 1970
*RIVERS*POLYNYAS*NAlEOSOZONOVOYANA-KOLYMA REGION, USSR
°RIVERS*RUN-OFF*OISCHARGEOMELINOSWEOEN
OR IVER SORUNOFFoSI BER I AOUS SR*HYOROGRAPHYOAKAOEMII A NAUK SSSR
*RIVERsoSIBERIA*OISCHARGEoAGUPOVOMETECROLOGY*USSR
ORIVERS*SIBERIA*OISCHARGEoANTONOV
*R IVERSOS I BER IAOHOwoOI SCHARGEoANTONOV
ORIVERS*SMIVNOVONEKHAICHIK*BOL'SHCY LYAKHOVSKY ISLAND, USSR










ORIVUlETS,. DRY*KARPACHEVSKI I*VINUlOAEV*KA~CHATKA RIVER, USSR
*ROAO PAVEMENTSOTHAWINGoFREEZINGOSOILOTABER
*ROADS*SNOWORIFTS*KARYSHEV
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*ROBINSON*ALASKA, SIMPSON*CORE ANALVSES*TEST WElLS*VUSTER
.R08INSON*MICROPAlFONTOLOGY*ALASK~, K~IFEBlADE*ALASKA, TITAlUK*rEST WELlS.BERGQUIST










*ROOEVICH, EDITOR*WATER RESOURCES*LENA, YENISEY, USSR
.RODRIGUEl.SC~HITT.GREENlAND*WATER SUPPLY
-ROOR I GUEZ-,CHM I rr<UT I LI Tl ES<SE WAGE 0 I SPOSAL<GLAC I ER .ATER
*ROENOGREENlAND*PONOS*lAKES*LIMNOlOGY
-ROGATKO-NORT"ERN SEA ROUTE_WATER SUPPLY
-ROGER,-ARCTIC<UTILIOOR CONSTRUCTION-SANITARY FEATURES<SURVEY
*ROGERS*KWETHLUK*ALASKA*AlASKA, HOOPER OAY*AlAS1<A, CHEVAK*P.ROJECTS*WATER
*ROGeRSON*~OA~S*KNOH LAKE, LABRADCR-U~GAVA*SNCWCOVER*SNOWFALL
*ROGINETS*VALITSKII*NORIL'SK, USSR*MINERAl RESOURCES*~YDRLGEOlaGY




































*ROMASHKOV*OB RIVER, liSSR.RIVER O(VERS[UN
*ROQFS*SNQW lOAOS*NEUAAUER









*ROlHKOV*TUNGLSKA RrV~R, LSSR*SPRINGS, SALT














































*RUNOFF FORECASTS*SNO~ INVESTIr,ATID~S*CGRPS OF ENGINEERS




*RUN{)FF*AllLA I IOi\l*AKA(;f·"" I III. NALK SSSR*GLAC I CLI1GY*lJRhLS
*RUNOFf*AOLATION*ClI~ATE*~FfLER*H[ATEXC~ANGE*SVE~ORUF GLAClfR, NwT
*RUNOfF*ABlATIO~*~YDROlOGY*PAL'GOv
~RUNOFF*ABLATION*MAK~qEVIC~I*~ALAYA ALVATI~KA GLACIERS, USSR~HYDROLGGY
*RUNOFF*ALtASrl~SKAIA, AND DrHFRS*SEVER~AYA DvINA RASIN






*RUNOFF*n!SCI--AQGE*HLOSCN HAY*SURFAeEhATF;~*C"/I<Ant.., OPPr. CF ~JCRTHEn1lJ AFFAIRS























BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WAfER RESCURCES - JULY 1010
*RUNOFF*GEOGRAPHY*MAZURENKO*LENA RIVER, USSR.ANGARA ~[VER. U~SR.HISTnRY
*RUNOFF*GLACIATION*KlIGE*CAUCASUS RIVERS, USSR
.RUNOFf.CLAC l ER ABLA T I DN*CHEKHCNAO $KA I A*DZHUNGAR$K r Y .H AT AU, US SR*HYOROLOGY
*RUNOFF*GLACIERS*SIBLIOGRAPHY*GEOGRAFISKA ANNALER*SWECEN
*RUNOFF*GtAC IERS*CHI lHQv*r-.CVOYA lEt'lt VA, USSR




*RUNOFF*lCE CISCHARGE*SHAHANOV*MAKARE~rCH*TAlGON GLACIER, USSR
.RUNOFF*I NF I LTRA T rON*hOR TON* SNOI-i-f"E LT
*RUNOFF*KAZAKH ALTAY, lJSSR~GLACIATION*VILESOV*AHLArIC~
*RUNOFF*KE~MfRIKH*URAL ~T~S, uSSR*rJISCHARGE
:.;.:RUNOf F*K HIS I NOGaR SK, US SR.*HYDROGEOLOG v* TRUHIE VAt SI\OCFI KOVA*CHE~ I STRY
*RUNOfF*KOLY~ R., USSR*SHPAIKHF.R
*RUNOFF*KU~AROV*USSR*FORECASTING



















*RUNOFF*LEVIN*KOLY~A RIVER, USSR*INOIGIRKA RIVER, U$$R*VANA RIVfR, USSR.METEOROLUGY
*HYDROlOGY
*RUNDFF*LYLD*LE~A AASIN, lSSR*ANGARA, LSSR
*RUNOFF*NAl€DS*()OGANOV~Kf I*INOIGIRKA RIVER*IA~I\ RIVER~RIVER FLew
*RUNOFF*NALECS*MELTING*srRLCTLRE*SOKCLUV
*RUNOFF*,\jnME, At A. SKA*WA TER SUPPl Y*HOY 1*0 I SCHARGE

















*RUNOFF*SNOW COVER*WAT~R SUPPLY FCRECASTI~G*US SOIL C(~SERVATIDN SEHVrCE
*RUNOfF*SNOW ~ELT*FORESTS*ROGCVGr*"HITE RuSSIA, USSR*SOIL FREEZING
.RUNOFF*SNOW.CURU~ A~D OT~ERS*CHE~ISTRY
.RUNOFF*SNOW-"~l T*MILlER*l.SA, CARR! SON DA~
*RUNOFF*SNOHLINE*GOROON-MOUNTAINS
*RUNOFF*SPENCE-SO~MER-CANAOA. YELLOHKNIFE RIVER-PER"AFRCST
_RUNOFF_SURFACE STORAGE-KNOB LAKE AREA. CUEAFC-HYORrL[GIC STUGY*FINOLAY
.RUNOFf.THER~Al EFFECTS*ZCTIN*SIBERIA, USSR*HEAT BAlA~CE
*RUNOFF-TOLLAN-NORHAY_OISCHARGE




.RUNOFF, ANNUAl*VQ 5KRE SEN SK I I *USSR
.RUNOFF, SPRING*FlOUOS*KOvIEl
.RUNOFF, SPRI~G.VElIKA~OVA.USS~*S~Oh COVER
.RUNDFF, SURFACE*SlOPF EXPOSURE*KCRZUN*SNCw ~ELT
*RUSSEll*AlASKA*r.£OlOGV
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ORUSSOOPECHOR~, USSRORIVER DIVERSION 0090
oRUSSooVOLGA.~SSROHYDROELECTRICPCWER 00B9
*RUTKOVSK I {.USSR.HYDROLOGY, GENERAL*FORE STS 0091
ORUTLEDGEOALASKA RAILROADOCONSTRUCTIONoRAW MATERIALsoCEPOSITSOMULLIGANOKERNSOTHORNE 2611
.RYAN*ALASKA, UNALAK1EET*hATER SYSTE~*CPERATtCN*OESIG~*LAUSTER 1525
0RY'BINSK RESERVOIROSEOIMENTS*lAKE WATEROHEAT TRANSFEROTACHALOV 2714
ORYLOVOKAIAKHSTANoSNOW EVAPORATIONOSNOW CcvER DISTRIB~TION 146B
oRYlNARoPORTMANOMICHIGANOSNOW COVEROTEMPERATURE 2969
OSAARINENoFINLANOODISCHARGEOPRECIPITATION 0093
$SABLE.ALASKA. OKPILAK GLACIERoTHINNI~GORECESSION 1219
$SABLE$CHAPMAN.PINGOsoWATERoALASKAoGEOLOGY 2115
$SABOEOBATESOALASKA, FORT GREELY$STREAMS.FREEIE-OVER.ICE$BILELLO 2292
$SAOCHIKOVMCHEMISTRY$RUNCFF.KHIBINOGORSK, USSR$HYDROGECLOGyoTRUTNEVA 0094
$SADLEAVOVOLGA BASIN, USSR$RIVER DIVERSIONoMI~'KOVICH 0095
$SAGA$RATHGENS$GREENLANO 2586
$SAGAR$LOKENOCANADA, BARNES ICE CAP$MASS BALANCE 141B
$SAGER$PERMAFROSTOAERIAl ANALYSIS 1220
*SAIAN, OKA RIVER.SPRINGS, MINfRAL*rDlSTIKHIN*OBRUCHEV 2502
$SAILING DIRECTIONS-lEMLIANOVSKIIoUSSR-RIVERS-LAKESONAVIGATION 0529
$SAKHALIN PENINSULA, USSR$PERMAFRCST$lUTSKII 237B
$SAKS-SOVIET ARCTIC-PERMAFROST 2619
*SAKS*VENISEY RIVER.PERMAFROST 2618
.SAlEK~ARn REGION.TOPOGRAPHY.SNOW COVER DISTRIBUTlCN*SOlDATENKOVA 1~05
*SAlEKHARD, USSR*PERMhFROST*Tt~PERArURE*MDSHCHANSKIJ 2416
*SAlEKHARO, USSR*TEMPERATLRF.*P(RMAFRCST*BAULIN*ANANIA~ 2021





*SAlMON YIELCS*KOSTAREV*OKtIOTSK Sf A, ~SSR*TEMPERATURE, AIR*SNCW COVER
*SALT DISCHA~GES*HLACK*TAYLOR GLACIER, VICTORIA LAND
*SALT LAKE*BHINE LAKE*HYDROGEOLOGV*OZENS-LITOV5KII
*SALT LAKES*HANSEN*PERMAF~CST HYOROlOGV*CHEMICAL CQMPCSITICN*GREENLAND











*5 ANDER$ON*C A'IIADA*RUNOFF* '1'1 ArFR SUqplL S*ilH t lLI PS
*SANDS*SIBERIA*HYDROElECTRIC POWER*BIBlIOGRAPHY
*SANFORO*HEICE*AlASKA, SE'I'IARD PE~INSUlA*nRrllING, CHURN
*SANITARY fNGINEERING*hlTER*uTILlrIES*ARCTIC
*$ AN I TAR Y ENG INfER I'lJG*OURCGIJVI SEV*FAR r.,UR TH*R EFUSE
*SANITAR-Y ENGrr~EP~ING*FArQ*POlAR r{EGIC~~5




























HlilLlnGRAPHY CF ~RCrIC ~ArER R~SlUHCES - JULY 1~70
*SANITAHY ENGINEERING*SfERlING*ALASKA
*SAN IT AR Y FE ~ TURE S* SUP Vi: Y*ROG[R S* ARC f I C.t<u TIL I r,OR CCI'';S 1RUC T [[)~
*SANITARY PROTECTION*Cn~FER~NCE*RLfFEL*POLL~TICN*SEw~GE I~C{JSfRIAL






*SARYTAG BASIN, USSR*RlvER BASIN*GLAClhTICN*PETROV*KA~AlCV
*SASKATChEWAN, CAN*RICHARDS*DRAINAGE*~ATER RECRFATION
*SASKATCHEWAN, URANIUM CITY*SthAuE*WATER SUPPLY*KlASSEN*UTILITIES
*SATER*ALASKA, MCCAll GlACrER*GlACIER STUCfES
*SAVARE~SKIY*THER~AL ~fGI~E*PfRMAFROST*DA~S











































*SCHRIEVER, h~O nTHERS*cn~STRLCTION*CANADA*S~Ch ACCU~LLATICN
(rSCHUl Tl *GRUL!\O WA TER. *?fK ""AF RQS T* FNG II\E EH I NG*GE(JlLG'(~C'-EAVE'S
*SCHU1",..,*USA*Cl7t:1,'f!'ltNAR Y PI ,.,,00:« PALE m,YORCLOG Y















































BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RESCURCES - JULY 1970
*SEDIMENT*STOR~GF.*ALASKA*ARCTICSlCPE*nATER RESOURCES
*UNITEO STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEv*CHE~ISTRv
*SEDIMENTARY ~ATERIAlS*lO~ACHENKOV.INDIGIRKA RIVER, USSR
*SEDIMENTATIU~*GERSHANOVICH*BERINGSEA, USSR*OCEANS*CCNrINENTAL SHELF
*SEO I ""ENTA TI 1]f\l*GOVORUKI-tA* lEML YA FRANTSA-l CS I FA, USSR. LAKES
*SEDIMENTATION*HYDROCHEMISTRV*CUY*RAINhATER*ALASKA, CrA~BERLrN GlAC1ER
*SEOIMENTATION*SllT TRANSPORT*OISCHARGE*NCRRBIN*CEwE*SWF.DEN
*SEDIMENTDLOGV*GLACIER GEOLOGY*HANSEN*~REENlAND, EoE ~AY
*SEDIMENTS*BERElKINA*KARElIAN ISTH~US, USSR*LAKES
*SEDIMENTS*EARnLEv*rOPOGRAPHY
*SEOI"ENTS*LAKE WATER*HEAT TRANSFER*TACHALOV*RvBINSK RESERVOIR
*SEOI"ENTS*"ARINE GEOLOGV*PER"AFRGST*vENISEv RIVER, USSR*OANILOV
*SEDOV*NALEDS*SHVETSOV
*SEOOV .... SHVE T5UV*T AS-KHAI AKHT AKH RANGE, USSR*NALEOS
*SEDOV*SHVETSOV*TAS-KHAIAKHTAKH RANGE, USSR*GRCUND WATER*NALEDS
*SEOOV*TAlIKS*PERMAFROST*GROUNDWATER
*SEDOV*VAKUTIA*NALEDS*GRDUND hATEH*SHVETSeV





*SF-ISMIC RESLLTS*ALASKA, LAKE ~I~GA*PER~AFROST*~YERS































BIBLIOGRAPHY O~ ARCTIC WATER RES(URCES - JULY 1970
'SFRGEEV'POLIAKOV'OB RIVER, USSR'ENGI~EERING-GEOLOGY
*SERGUTIN~h~GARA RIVER, USSR*TIMBtR FLOATING*HYDROLCGfCAl FORECASTING*ChERNOV
*~ERVICE PIPES*STEAM*MELLISH*HYlAND*~ORTH A~ERICA*PER~AFRGST*FREElING
*SFTTLEMENTS*AUOARIN*OEGTYAREV*OB RIVER, USSR




*SEVER$KY*SOSEDOV*IAILIYSKY ALATAU, USSR*SNOW AVALANC~ES
*SEWACE DISPOSAL*GLACIER WATER*ROORIGUEl*SCH~ITT*UTILITIES
*SEWAGE OISPOSAL*KOIHINOV*AMUR R(VtR, USSR
*SEWAGE DISPflSAL*SEWAGE LAGOONS*ANDEREGG
*SEWAGE DISPOSAL*SMALL*BAOER*ICE CAP








































BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RESCURCES - JULY 1970
*SEWARO PENINSULA*OREOGING>RICKARD
*SEWARO PENINSULA*SHITH>ALASKA
>SEWARO PENINSULA>STREAM GAGING*WATER SUPPLY>HENSHAW'~LASK~
*SEWARD PENINSULA.STREAM GAGING.WATER SUPPlV*HENSHAWo-AlASI<A
>SEWARO PENINSULA>WATER SUPPLY>HENSHA. ANO OTHERS>ALASKA





*SGIBNEVA*BARE~TS SEA, USSR*STREAMS, TIDAL











*SHAW*ADAMS*RILELlO*CA~ADA, ~ARYJC LAXE*CANADA, K~OH lAKE*ICE FCR~ATIONS






































*SHIS~KIN*IVAN-ARAKH~EI LAKES, USSR*lIMNOlCGY*LAKE VEGETATION













































B[HLtOGRAPHV OF A~CTtC WATER ~ESCURCES - JIJlV lQ70
*SHVETSOV*I~CtGIRKh RIVER,USSR~GqOU~C hATE~
*S~VETSOV*~EISTER*TtR~S*PER~AFROST*RCCKS










*SHVETSOV*SECCV*VANA RIVER, USSR*GRDU~C hATER*NAlEDS






*SHVETsnV:C:VANA ~IVER, VSSR*JNDIGr~KA Ra, LSSR*HVORCLCGV, GE~ERAl*GRCUNCWATfQ
*PERMAFROST






























CIBlIGGRAPHV CF !lReTie WATER RESCURCES - JUlV 1970
*SI8ERIA*CI_ASSIFICATIUN*GRGUNO hATER*CBIDIN
*5 I BfR 11\* n I SCt-AR.GE*I\GU~OV*"'E TECROLOG V*USSR*~ I VEt{$
*SIBERIA*UISCI-ARGE*ANTONDV
















*SIBEK.IA*GROUN[I WATER*~AVDO"-jIKA t\l\D CTHEI{S
*S[BE~IA*GRUU~O ~ATER*TKACHUK*P~ES~IAKCV
oSlaERIA*GROUNnWATE~*nll*HYnRnGEnlOGV*RAVDO~JXAS
*s I BE~ I A* HFA l TH RESOR r 50HVO'{O(;E OLCG yo LAK E5*1-' ll\fRAL SP HI ,\GS *T ell) r r KH I NOM I Kl-1A I LeVA
*SlBE~IA*Hvnl~AULIC CONsrRLCTIOl\*.~~NI<FL*KRITSK[I
*SIBERIA*HYO~eELFCTRIG POhER*ANTn~ov




























BIIHIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC hldER h'ESCURCFS- .lilLY l'HO






































































*SIBERIA, EAST*MINERAL SPRINGS*GRCUNO wATER*TClSTrKHI~
*SIBERIA, EAST*RIVERS*hATER LEVEL*FORECASTINC*FEDCROV
*SIBERIA, FAST, USSR*HYDRClUGICAL PlA~NING*TDKARfV


















































*SIBERIA, USSR*OB RIVER, ~SSR*~OISTURE*MEZENTSEV








































*SIE:!CKI!',"; l(J .... LI\·~fJS, LJSS~;("I .. YnRlIUlGICAL .\EASCNS*Sp·lHO,5KAYA
*5 I Ac.:;! IA~J LnhL.1t-~IlS, LSSiJ.* .... r.. TERI-jAL .... NCE*KLJPR II A\jGVA
¢~ I f3FQ r hN PL'~ TFOP_""*~.ALF-IlS*:::ljnAVlr..*DI 5 TR fElL TIG(\,
*SIOE\KrJf,:::>[ .... ~.. !lF~nST STLDII:S
*S I DnQ E-~II<U*u S51{ *D E:R Vi\f ~n Sf HYlJR CLCG Y
*S[GO~l1V~*AK~L?Ii\~ RIVF~*l~AKS RIVER*~IV~R IC~*FPAlIL ICE
.5IDO~nVA*GE~RGIA, lJSSR.nI5CI1f\~GF*~LNCFF*SNUWCOVI:R
*~IGf\FOnS*ALASKf\*VEGErATICNoSCIL
*51\";" h 11 J::'* At ASK A, SF ',;AR,D PE /\i I r\J SUl fl.. PI: q,.. flF Rrs po ~o I L*HO PK I NS
*5 IGAFnnS*PflPKI"lS*hlASKA, SEh"AIH1 ~ENII\SLLA*vhjF fAT Ir". o¢FRr.~ r
*SILEN~r*GROU~DWATER*CONSTRl;CTIO~











* SIN J r S YNA*H ,(CPO~E fEOR CLOG V*E VAPOf~ATI C~
*SINKS*LAKES*~O~KINS.ALASKA, r~URlK LAKE































*SISKO*NOVAYA SIBIR ISLAND. USSR*OISCHARGE CURVE
*SISKO*NOVAYA SIBIR ISLANO. USSR*HYDROLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS
*SJORS*ONTARIO. CANAOAoFENSOBOGS
*SKESTUNoTRANSPORTATIONOLENA RIVE~. USSR













*SlOPE EXPOSUREOKORZUNOSNOW MEL TORUNOFF. SURF ACE
*SlOPE PROCESSESOCRYOGENIC SOILSOCRYOGENIC PROCESSESOKATASCNOV
*SLUPSKyoOAWSON*PERMAFROSYOSEhEROhATER LltoteS.PIPELINE RESEARCH
OSlUSH-ICE COVERONEZHIKHOVSKIY







































OSHITHOALASKA, NOA TAK-KOBlKOOEPOS I TS





OSHITHOALASKA, SEWARO PENINSULAORESOURCES, ~INERAL'GEClCGY
OSHITHoALASKA, SQUIRREL RIVER'PLACERSOGRAVFl'~INING
OSHITHOHESsoCOLLI ERoALASKA, SEhARO PEN INSlLAOBEOROCK'GRAVEL'PER~AFROSToGOLO
OOROOKS
OSFUTHOICE COVER THICKNESS'ICE BREAKUP'FREElEUP'LAKE ICE
0SHITHOWATEROHINESOALASKA, SEWARO PENINSULA
OSHIVNOVONEKHAICHIKoaOL'SHOY lYAKHOVSKY ISLANO, USSR'RIVERS
0SMOLONOGOvoUFA RIVER, USSR'FOREST STRIPS.SNOW CCVER
OSNOW ACCUHULATION AND HELTING.llCTOV.TAIGA.FCRESTS, SWA~PY
"SNOW ACCUMUlATION*GlACIOLOGY*hEFKS*~OCK*GREE~lAND, NCRTHCENTRAl
"SNOW ACCUMUlA TfON*KAMAlOV*SYNOPT( C ~E TEOR CLOG v*s VRDAR I VA ~AS I N




























BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RESCURCES - JULY 1Q70
*SNOW ACCUMULATION*MOCK*GREENLAND. THULE PENINSULA
*SNOW ACCUMULATION*HOCK.GREENLANO. THULE PENINSULA
.SNOW ACCUMULATION.PICCIOTTO. AND OTHERS.ANTARCTICA
.SNOW ACCUMULATION.SCHRIEVER, AND OTHERS.CONSTRUCTICN-CANACA
*SNOW ACCUMULATION*SPITSBERGEN GLACIERS-ZINGER
.SNOW ACCUMULAT10N.SUDAKOV-ZAILIYSKIY ALATAU RANGE, USSR.GLACIERS




.SNOW COVER DISTRIBUTION.RYLOV.KAZAKHSTAN-SNOW EVAPORATICN
.SNOW COVER OISTRIBUTION.SOLDATENKOVA-SALEKHARD REGIC'-TOPCGRAPHY
.SNOW COVER DISTRIBUTUION-USSR.RIKHTER
.SNOW COVER STRUCTURE.EL'BRUS GLACIERS_SAVEL'EV
.SNOW COVER.AKIF'EVA.CHEGET MCUNTAIN, USSR
.SNOW COVER.ALBEDO.GLACIER AALATION.~APS-KRAVTSOVA
.SNOW COVER*ANTQNOV*SNOW SURVEY.WATER RESERVE




































[,I8LICGRhPhY OF "RCfIC hATER ;~ESClmCeS - JULY 11')70
*SNOW COVER*PI{ECIP(TIITIU.'J*CRG/I.·",rC t-lATTER*CAUCASlJS, USSRO~ATVE(V
.SNOW CUVEq*RUNOFF, SPRINGOVElIKA~DVA*USSR
.SNOW CflVER*SAlf.40N YfElDS*KOSTAREV*CKH{JTSK SE4, USSR*TEt-'Pf:RATURh AIR
*SNOW COVEq * SIOURUVA *r.ElJ~G I A, US SR *0 I SCHARGE *RW'.. OF F
*S~OW COVER*SMOLO~OGUV*UFA ~IVER, USSq.FORfST STRIPS
*SNOW CllVER*SkAMPS*IJB RIVER, ~SSR*TAIGA fCHESTS*KOPNllCV*SCILS
*S~DW CnVER*TEMPERATURE*RVZNAR*PORT~A~Ot-lICHJGAN
*SNOW C[)VER*LRAl ~OU~TQJNS, USSR*KHOOAKOV
*SNOW COVER*VARIATI[)NS*Clr~ATt*BIlELlC*NONTH AMERICA*CENSITY
*SNOW Cl)VER*~ATER RFSERVES*UVGAlO.~EDVENKA RIVER, USSR
*SNOW ClJVER*~ATER SUPPLY FORECASTING*US SCll CCNSERVATION SERVICE*RUNOFF
*SNOW COVER*nllllAMS. EVAPC~ATION*CANAD4
*SNOW COVER*nllLrAMS*NORTH~EST TERRITORV*CANADA
*SNOW OF.NSITV*hhRDNESS*STRhTJGRAPHV*AlhSKA, KASHAWUlS~ GLACIER*WAGNER
*SNOW DEPOSITJn~*SNDW MIGRArIO~*KO~A~CV*SIBERIA, USSR
*SNOW EVAPO~hTION*SNOh COVER OISTrlrBUTION*RVLUV*KAZAK~STAN
*SNOW FIELDS*FII{NIFICATION*URALS, USSR*PlCTNfKGV
*SNOW HYORnLOGV*BIRLIOGRAPHY*CCOPI::RATIVE Sr..JOW INVESTIGATICf\S
*SNOW INVENTCKV*ICE INVENTORY*GlhCI0lCGV*KRENKE*AVSYILK
*SNOW INVESTIGATION PRQGRAM*RtIOOES*SNCW RESEARCH
*SNOW INVESTIGATIONS*CnRPS Of FNGINF.ERS*RLNOFF FORECASTS
*SNOW lOAOS*NFUHAUER*ROOFS
*SNOW MElT*FORESTS*ROGQVflr*hflrTE RUSSIA, LSSR*SOILFREEZING*RUNOFF
*SNOW MELT*ICE CUVER*SURFACI:: wQTFR*~ATER RESnURCES*A~~PCL'SKAIA



























BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RESCURCES - JULY 1970
.HEAT EXCHANGE
.SNOW HELT.NYBERG.SWEOEN, LJUSNEOAL
.SNOW HELT.RIVER FLOOOS-FILENKO-CRIHEA, RIVER, USSR-ICE JA_S
.SNOW HELT.RUNOFF. SURFACE-SLOPE EXPOSURE_KORZUN
-SNOW HELTING-RIVER OIVERSION-GERASIHOV
.SNOW HIGRATION-KOHAROV-SIBERIA. USSR-SNO. OEPOSITION
-SNOW REMOVAL-MELLOR_ICE CONTROL








>SNOW SURVEY-WATER RESERVE-SNOW CCVER_ANTCNOV
-SNOW SURVEYS
.SNOW SURVEYS.ALASKA DEPT OF PUBLIC WCRKS
.SNOW SURVEYS*HYDROLOGY*HROkN*GROUNO~ATER.GLACrERS
>SNOW SURVEYS-NURWAY
*SNOW SURVEYS.US DEPT. OF AGRICULTURE.ALASKA
>SNOW fRENCH>RISSLING-TORIASSON
.SNOW WATER OISTRIBUTIONCfRAKHMANDV*RIVER BASI1\S
.SNOW WATER*PRECIPITATION*SUDAKOV*CHIlIKO-KENINSKII ~CUNTAINS. USSR
>NIVAL GLACIAL ZONE




























AIBLIOGRAPHY OF 'RCTIC w'TER RESCURCES - JULY 1970




















.SNOW~MELLOR*GREW*CA~ADAt ST. ELIAS ~TS.
'SNOW-METEOROLOGY'COOPFRATIVE SNOw INVESTIGATIONS-COLcMaIA GLACIER





















































0SOll FREEZE CEPT"OMARTYNCVOKOLES~IKOV'SOIl THAWING































UIBLIOGRAPHY Of ARCTIC WATER RESCURCES - JULY 1,70
*SOIl MOISTURE.WATER raBlE*wIlLIS*fROlENGROUND
*SOIl MOVEMENT*CZEPPE*HORNSuND, VESTSPITSBERGE~*FRCST
*SOIL PHYSICAL PROPERTIES*PERMAF~CST*RIEGER*KAlLIO*Al~SKA, tNTERIOq
*SOIL PROPERTIES*ARCTIC*AlASKA*RIEGER*OROhN*ALLAN
_SOIL PROPERTIES-PERMAfROST-GROUND hATER-TOLST1KHIN



























*SOILSOHVOROLOGY, GENERAL*CLI~ArE*PHYSIOGRAPHV*AKACE~rlA NAUK SSSR





















BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RESOURCES - JULY lq10
*SOILS*PLANT SUCCESSION*VIERECK*ALASKA*~ULOROW GLACIER
*SOILS*SIBERIA, USSR*TAIGA SOILS*KARAVAEVA*SWAMPS
*SOILS*SNOW COVER*SWAMPS*OB RIVER, USSR*TAIGA FORESTSOKCRNILOV
*SOILS*TEOROW*ANTARCTICA












.SOLAR ENERGY.ANTARCTICA*HOARSE, AND CTHERS*TE~PERATURE, l~KE*lAKES




































HfHLICGRAPHV llF ARCTIC hATEP RE5CURCES - JIJLY lQ70
*SOSECOV*IAllIYSKY ALATAU, LSSR*S~Uh AV~lA~CHE5eSEVE~SKY
:O:SOVETSKi ,*pt:RMAFROST























































*SPR I NGS*GROUND WA TER*BARNE S*wAHRHAF T IG*CEOERS TROM*At ASKA. HO"'ER*Al ASK A, HEAL Y
*SPRINGS*GROUND WATER*PER~AfROST*EFI~OV*YAKUTSK, USSR









.SPRINGS, HOT*ERMILOV*KHABAROUSK AREA, USSR*NALED*GROUNOWATER*PER~AFROST
*SPRINGS, HOT*KAMCHATKA, USSR*LAKES, VOLCANIC*SEDELNIKOVA
*SPRINGS, H01*KAMCHATKA, lSSR*ZElENOV*GORSHKOV*TEMPERATURE, WATfR




































BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RESCURCES - JULY 1970
*SPRINGS. SALT*ROZHKOV'TU~GUSKA RIVER, USSR
*SPRINGS, SALT*SHARAPOV*LENA RIVER
*SPRINGS. SALT'SHARAPOV'SIBERIA
*SPR INGS. WA TEROFORMA TI O~oNALEOSOBALOBAEV
*SRIBNYI'SIBERIA, EASTERNOFLOOOS





OSTANLEYOCANAOA, STEEL GLACIER'GLACIER SURGES
OSTANOVOE UPLANOONALEOS'NEKRASOV













OS TENBORGOCHANNEL FOR~A TI ON'ORA I ,~AGE'HYORCLOGY




























BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RESCURCES - JULY 1970
*STEPANENKO*AMUR RAILROAD, USSR'WATER SUPPLY




'STEZHENSKAIA'lENA RIVER, USSR'FlOW VOlUME'BREAKUP
'STEZHENSKAYA*SIBERIAN lOWLANDS, USSR'HYOROlOGICAl SEASONS
'STONY TUNGUSKA RIVER, USSR' TUNGUSKA RIVER, USSR'NYUYA RIVER, USSR'BORE-HOlE
'ElECTRICAl-RESISTANCF'PERMAFROST'NAZAROV
'STORA lUlE RIVER'REGUlATION'SKOGEN'SWEDEN
'STORAGE'AlASKA'ARCTIC SlCPE'WATER RESOURCES'UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
*CHEMISTRY'SEDIMENT
*STOROZHEVA*TRANS-URAl, USSR*SWAMPS
*STOROIHEVA*TRANS-URAL, USSR*URAL MOUNTAINS, USSR*SWA~PS
'STOTSENKO'HYDROElECTRIC POWER*KA~CHATKA, USSR'WATER RESOURCES'KlIMENKOV
'STOTSENKO'USSR'ZERO CURTAIN'IGNATENKC
.STRA TlGRAPHV*ALASKA, KA SHAWUl $H GLAC I ER*\trlAGNER*SNQW fENS ITY*~ARDNES 5
.STRATIGRAPHY.OORT*ANTARCTICA, VICTORIA lANO*hINO*rCE*FIRNIFICATIDN
'STREAM EROSION*COOK.MECHAM RIVER, CANADA'RUNCFF'PERIGlACIAl ENVIRONMENT
.STREAM FLOW PROCESSES*KULEMINA*MARKHA RIVER, USSR
'STREAM FlDW'ARCTIC DRAINAGE'SURFACE WATFR'CANADA, OEPT. CF NCRTHERN AFFAIRS
'WAfER lEVEl'OISCHARGE
'STREAM FlOW'OISCHARGE'HUOSON BAY'SURFACE WATER'CANAOA, DEPT. OF NORTHERN AFFAlRS
*lAKE lEVELS
.STREAM FLOW*QUEBEC*O~TARIO*HUDSO~ BAY*$URFACE WATER [ATA
.CANADA, eEPT. OF NORTHEKN AFFAIRS
'STREAM FlOW'OUEBEC'WATER-lEVEl
'STREAM GAGING'SEWARD PENINSULA, AlASKA'WATER SUPPlY'~ENSHAW'hOYT'DISCHARGE


























BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RESCURCES - JULY 1970
-STREAM GAGING-WATER SUPPLY-HENSHAW-ALASKA_SEWARO PENINSULA
-S7REAM GAUGING_PONOY RIVER, USSR-BALASHOV_TEMPERATURE, WATER-OISCHARGE
-STREAM MORPHOLOGY-VILYUY BASIN-ALLUVIAL DEPOSITS-ARMAND
-STREAM PIRACY-HUSSEY_RECKENOORF_ALASKA, FRANKLIN BLUFFS
-STREAM PIRACY-MERTlE_ALASKA, TOLOVANA RIVER-ALASKA, HESS RIVER
-STREAM-FLOW_DISCHARGE_LIKES
-S TREAMFLDW HYDRAULI ES*ROS-ICE COVER*CURRENT PROF ILE
-STREAMFLOW-ARCTIC DRAINAGE-SURFACE WATER-CANAOA, DEPT. OF NORTHERN AFFAIRS
_WATER LEVEL
-STREAMFLOW-BAILEY-ALASKA_SURFACE-WATER
-STREAMFLOW*F INLANO-D I SCHARGE

















































*SUBARCTIC, N. AMERICA*ARCTIC, N. A~ERICA*rCE THICKNESS*eILELlO
*SUBITZKV*JOtJNSON*CEDERSTROMO:PERMAFROST*GROUND WATER
*SUOAKOV*CHILIKO-KENINSKII MOUNTAINS, USSR*NIVAL GLACIAL ZCNE*SNOW WATER
*PRECIPITATION
*SUOAKOV*ZAILIYSKIY ALATA~ RANGE. USSR*GLACIERS*SNOW ACCU"ULATICN










































BfBLfOGRAPHY OF ARCTiC wATER RESCURCES - JUlY lq7Q




*SlJRFACE STORAGE*KNOB LAKE AREA, (;UEBEC*HYDROlCGIC STLDV*FINOlAY*RUNOFF










*SURFACE WATER*ARCTIC ORAINAGE*Ctd\AOA, OC"'INICNWATER Ar\C POWER BUREAuoLAKE LEvELS
*DISCHARGE
*SURFACEWATER*ATlANTIC DRAINAGE*CANACA, DEPT OF NORT~ERN AfFAIRS*DISCrARGE
*SURFACE WATER*CANADA. DEPT. OF NCRTHERN AFFAI~S*lAKE LEVELS*CISCHARGE
*PACIFIC £RAINAGE
*SURFACE \oIATER*CANADA*At~CTIC DRAINA{~E
*SURFACE WATER*CANADA, DEPT. OF NCRTHERN AFFAIRS*DISC~ARGE~PACIFIC DRAINAGE
*SURFACE WATFR*CANAOA, DEPT. DF NCRTHERN AFFAIRS*LAKE LEVELs~crSC~ARG~
~ARCTIC DRAINAGE
*SURFACE \oIATF~*C~NAOA, DEPT.CF ~CRTHERN AFfAIRS*LAKE LEVF.LS~CISC~ARr,E
*AKCTIC DRAINAGE
*SURFACE WATER*CANADA, DEPT. OF NCRTHERN AFFAIRS*lAKE LEVEL*OISCHAqGf
*ARCTIC DRAINAGE
*SURFACE WATER*CANADA, DEPT. Of NCqTHEKN AFFAIRS*LAKE LEVELS.CISC~ARGE
*ARCTIC DRAINAGE
*SURFACE WATER*CANADA, DEPT. OF NCRTHERN AFFAIRS*lAKElEVELs*srRF.A~ flCW*DISCtARGE
*HuDSON HAy
*SURFACE hATER*CANADA, DEPT. OF M~RTHERN AFFAIRS*OISCtARGE*HUCSDN RAY
*SURFACE hATER*CANADA, DEPT. OF NCRTHERN AFFAIRS*VUKC~ TER~rTCRY*BRrTISH CDLU~BIA
*WATER ELEvATION*RUN-OFF*DISCHARGE
*SURFACE WATER*CANADA, DEPT. OF ~ICHTHcRN AFFAIRS>llDISC ... ARGE*PACIFlC DRAINAGE














BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RESCURCES - JULY 1970 PAGE 290
*SURFACE WATER*CANAOA, DEPT. OF NORTHERN AFFAIRS*ATlA~TIC
*SURFACE WATER*CANAOA, DEPT. OF NORTHERN AFFAIRsoWATER lEVEl*STREAMFlOW
*ARCTIC ORAINAGE
*SURFACE WATER*CANAOA, DEPT. OF NORTHERN AFFAIRS*WATER lEVEl*OISCHARGE*STREAH FLOW
*ARCTIC ORAINAGE
*SURFACE WATER*CANAOA, DEPT. OF RE SOURCE S ANO oevelop~eNT*OISCHARGEOARCTIC OR AINAGE
*SURFAce WATER*CANADA, OEPT. OF ReSOURces AND OEvelOP~ENToOISCHARGeoHUOSON BAY
*SURFAce WATER*CANADA, DEPT. OF ReSOURces ANO OEVElOP~E~ToOISCHARGEoHUCSON BAY
*SURFACE WATER*CANAOA, DEPT. OF RESOURCES AND OEVElOP~ENTolAKE lEVElSOCISCHARGE
*PACIFIC ORAINAGE
*SURFACE WATER*CANAOA, DEPT. OF RESOURCES AND DEVElOP~ENTolAKE LEVELS*DISCHARGE
*PACIFIC DRAINAGE
oSURFACE WATER*CANADA, DOMINION WATER AND PoweR BUReAUODISCHARGE*PACIFIC DRAINAGE
OSURFACE WATERoOEPARTMENT OF ENERGY, CTTA.AoBRITISH C(LUMBIA
OSURFACE WATEROHUOSON BAYOCANADA, DOMINIo~ WATER AND POWER BUREAUORUNOFFoDISC~ARGE










0SURVEVORDGEHS'ARC TI C'UT I LI DOR CONS TRUC TIeN' SAN I TARY FE ATURES


























HIUlJOGRAPHY OF ~RCT1C WATER RESCURCES - JULY 1910
*SUSPENDED DETRITUS*IVANOV*lENh DFlTA, USSRoOISCHARGE
.SUSPENDED lOAD*PEIPPO*WALKEROAR~RURG*ALASKA, COLVILLE RIVER
*SUSPENDEO SECEMENTsoRUN-~FF*StlA~tV*LS5R
*SUSPENOID SECIMENTSoBQEAKUP*hATER LEVELS*REINRERG*LE~A RIVER,USSR
.TEMPERATURE, WATEt{




*SVERDRUP GLACIER, NWTORUNOfF*AULATION*CLIMATE*KEElER4HEAT EXCHANGE
OSVETOZAROVOYAKUTSK, USSR*PfR~AFRDST*~YDRCGECLCGY
.SWAHPSOABRAMOVA*~HITE SEA, ARKHANGEl'SK RFGIDN
*SWAMPs*eARYSHNIKOV*PFRMAFROST*IRKUTSK, USSR
OSWAMPS$EVAPnRATION*BAVINA*~ASS ~ALANCE*HEAT BALANCE*SIBERIA
*SWAMPSOGROUNC WATER LEVEl*IVANDV*FRO$T PENETRATION
*SWAMPSOGROUND wATER*SHADRJNA*TAVCA-KL~A INTERfLUVE*SCILS*VEGETATIQN
*SWAMPSOKATS*ICEOPEAT MOUNDS*PERMAfROSf*USSR


















































































































































BIBlIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RES[URCES - JULY Ino
*TABER.PRESSURE, eXTERNAL~CRYSTAlS
.TABER*ROAD PAVE~ENTS*THAn(NG*FREEIING*SOIL
*TACHALOV*RYBINSK RESERVOIR*SFDIMENTS*LAKE WATER*HEAT TRANSFER
*rAIGA FORESTS*KORNILOV*SCILS*SNO~ CCVER*SWAMPS*OB RIVER, USSR
.TAIGA SOIlS*KARAVAEVA*SWA~PS*SOllS*SIBERIA, USSR
.TAIGA SOILS*MONAKOV*~lNERAl MIGRATIO~*KOLA PENINSULA, USSR
*TAJGAOFORESTS,SWAMPV*SNOW ACCUMLLATION AND ~ElTING*IlCTGV
*TALGON GLACIER, USSRoRUNOFFOICE OISCHARGEoSHABANOVO"'KAREVIC~
*TAlIK*BOL'S~EZEMEL'SKAYA, USSR*GEOPHYS[CS*PfRMAFROST.AKI~CV
*TALIK*KHARBEI RIVER, USSR*PER~AFROST*TIUTIUNCV*TE~PERATURE, GROUND
*TALIK*PERMAFROST*AKIMOV*VORKUTA, USSR
*r"AlIK*VORKUTA, USSR*PERMAFROST*AKIMOV








*TAL IKS*TEMP ERATURE 5, GROl"NO* PERMAFRDST*GROLNDWATER*VEU·q /\;A*USSR
*TAlIKS*WATER SUPPlY*KALMYKOV*PER~AFRCST





























BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RESCURCES - JULY 1970
.TANNER*F[NtA~O*MORPHOLOGV
*TANOUARY FIORD*ICE COVER*GLACIATION*HATTERSLEY-SMITH*EllESMERE ISLANO,NWT
*TARYNS*VON DITMAR*SlflERIA












.TEDROW.ALASKA, NORTHERN*THAW SINKS.THAW LAKES




orE I S*USSR*t AKES*R IVERS*WA TER
































AIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RESCURCES - JULY 1910
*TEMPERATURE*ALLUVION*SEDRCCK*folERTJE*ALASKA, TATONCUK-NATICN
>\I TEMPERA TURE *ARCTI C LAKE*PER~AFROS T*HRE~ER
*TEMPERATURE*ARCTIC USSR*SNOh*CLI~ATE.GlECENOVA
*TEMPERATURE*BREWER*ARCTIC*LAKE


















































8IBlIOGRAPHY Of ARCTfC WATER RESCURCES - JULY 1070
*TEMPERATURE*PERMAFRosr*BREhER*LACHENBRUCH*GREEN£*RCACWAY 2254
*TEHPERATURE*PERMAFROST*GROUND W~TER*VITT£NBURG*AMOER~A. USSR*VAIGACH ISLAND, USSR















*TEMPERATURE*THERMAL SPR1NGS*OSTRCU~OV*KA~CHATKA RIVER, USSR*ICE
*TEMPERATURE*TIKHONUV*SKOVORODINO, USSR*WElL*PERMAFROST
_TEMPERATURE_VON MIDDENDORF





































*rEMPERATURE, GROUND*ALTE~*AlASKA.WATER DISTRIBUTICN SYSTE~S
.TEMPERATURE, GRO~ND*RROWN*JOHNSTON*BROWN*LAKE.PER~AFROST
.TEMPERATURE, G~OlJND*CORE DRllLING*PER~AFRQST.AKI"'OV.~OIVA RIVER, USSR




.TEMPERATURE, GROUNO*TALIK*KHARBEI RIVER, USSR*PERMAFROST*TIUTIUNOV
.TEMPERATURE, GROUNooWEERTMAN*GREENlAND
.TE~PERATURE, LAKE*LAKES*SOLAR E~ERGY*ANTARCTICA.HCARSE, A~OOTHERS
*TE~PERATURE, SOIL*CHEKQTILLO
*TEMPERATURE, SOll*GROUND WATER*ZHDANCVA*VAKHRO~A RIVER, USSR
>TEMPERATURE, SOIL>MIGRATION>MOISTURE*COOK>NORTH.EST TERR., RESOLUTE BAY
>TEMPERATURE, ~ATER>AKAOE~IIA STROITEL STVA I ARKHITEKTURY SSSR>CONSTRUCTION
*PERMAFRQST
*TEMPERATURE, ~ATER>BILElLO>ICE FORMATION>LAKE
>TEMPERATURE, WATER>BIOLOGY*CHEMISTRY>BOLSHOY LAKE, USSR
>HYOROLOGICAl INVESTIGATIONS>PALLON
*TfMPERATURE. WATER*OISCHARGE*STREAM GAUGING*PONOV RIVER, USSR*AAlASHUV
*TEMPERATURE, WATER*EBETE~ RIVER, USSR*TA~ARSKII*BAlASHCV*BREAKUP.FREEZEUP
*TE~PERATURE, WATER*FINLANO*HYOROCRAPHV*LAGERCRANTI






















RIBLJOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RESCURCES - JULY 1970
*TEMPERATURE, WATEKtl:KRIVOSHEYEVA*V.l. LENIN LAKE, USSR
.TEMPERATURE, WATER*LAKES'CIHEAT AALANCE*GHAY
*TEMPERATURE. WATER*MAKARENKO
*TEMPERATURE. WATER*PH*LI~NOLOGY*HYDRCBIOlOGY*lVfREVA*URA RIVER REGION, USSR
-TEMPERATURE, WATER-RIVERS-THERMAL REGl"E-ANTONOV*KUREYKA RIVER*YENISEY RIVER
*TEMPERATURE, WATER*SPRINGS*MINERAL SPRJNGS*TCLSTJKHI~
*TEMPERATURE. WATER*SPRINGS. HOT*KAMCHATKA. USSR*IELE~OV*GCRSHKOV
.TEMPERATURE, WATER*STEFAf\,SSON*ICELAND
-TEMPERATURE, WATER-SUSPENDIO SEDIMENTS-BREAKUP*WATER LEVELS-REINBERG
-LENA RIVER,USSR
*TEMPERATURE, WATER*TAYLOR*CAILLEUX*GREENLAND
*TEMPERATURE. WATER*TOLSTCV*KYL'DI LAKE, CSSR








































BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RESCURCE5 - ~ULY 1010 PAGE 300
*TEST WELLS'RE~GQUIST*~OBINSON*MIC~OPALEO~TCLCGY'ALAS'A,'~IFERLACE*ALAS'A. TITALUK
~TEST WELLS*(CLLINS*ALASKA, KAOLAK*ALASKA, ~EADE*MICR(PAlEC~TClCGY STUC(ES
*TEST WELlS*COLLINS*ALASKA, TOPAGORUK*~ICKOPALEr.NTClCGY STUDIES
*TEST ~ELlS*COtLINS*AlASKA, UMIAT.CORE ANAlYSES*Tf~PERATURE
*MIC~UPALEONTOLOGY STUDIES
*TEST WELLs*ceRE TESTS*BERGQUJST*ROBINSON*PER~AFROST*PAl~C~TOlOGY.ALASK A, aUMAllK
*TEST WEllS*CORE TESTS*COLlINS*TE~PERATURE*ALASKA, RARRCW
*TEST WEllS*YUSTER*ROBINSON*ALASKA,SI~PSCN*CCRE ANALYSES
*TEXTBOOK*GEOGRAPHY, GfNERAL*AKADEMIIA ~AUK SSSR





*TEXTBOOK*WATE~ RESOU~CES*HYO~OELECT~IC PCWE~*RLllNIA' AND OT~FRS
*TEXTBOOK*WEATHER*CLI~ATE*BAIDAL
*TEXTBOOKS*HYDROLOGY, GENERAL*wUNDT
*THAW LAKES*TEORO~*ALASKA, NORTHENN*THAh SINKS
*THAW SINKS*TrAW LAKES*TEDROW*ALASKA, NORTHERN
*THAW-BlAST*PERMAFROST*SIlLS*WATER~OUSE*ALASKA*POWER FLANT
*THAWING*ENGlNEERING AND CONTRACTING*ALASKA, CANDLE*W~TER, COLC*GRAVEL
*THAWING*FREEZING*SOIl*TABER*RCAD PAvEMENTS


































*THEORY' I CE COVER'FLOW'PA VLOVSK II
'THERMA SPRINGS'IVANOV'KAMCHATKA, USSR'GRCUNO WATER
'THERMAL EFFECTS*ZOTIN'SIBERIA. USSR*HEAT BALANCE'RUNCFF
'THERMAL ENERGY'GROUNO WATER'MAKARENKO








*THERMAL SPRINGS*OSTROUMQV*KAMCHATKA RIVER, USSR*rCE*TE~PERATURE
*THERMAl STUD rES* ICE*GOTt IS*ANGARA RIVER, USSR

























































































BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RESCURCES - JULY 1970
*rIMBER FLnATI~G*HYOROLOGICAL FOR<CASTINGOCHERNOvoSERGUTINOANGARA RIVER, USSR






*TISOEl*FEULNER*WAllER*ALASKA, FORT GREELV*GRGUND kATfR
*TITUS*CANAOA*HYDROGRAPHY
*TIUTIUNOV*AKIMOV*PECHORA, USSR*TEMPERATURE, GROUND*PER~AFROST
*rIUTIUNDV*ANADYR REGION, USSR*PERMAFRCST*GROUND WATER
*TIUTIUNOV'FRCST HEAVING'GROUNO WATER elGRATICN
*TIUTIUNOV*PERMAFROST
*1 IUT IUNDV*TEMPERATURE, GRQUND*KHAL' "'ER-I l. VALLEY t US$R*PERMAFROS T




.TOBOL SK ,US SR*GEOGRAPHV*OUN I N*HVDROLOGV, GENERAL
*TDKAREV*SIAERIA, EAST, USSR*HVDRClOGICAL PLANNING
*TOKAREV*SI8ERIA, USSR*SNOW COVER*PER~AFRGST*HVOROGEOLOGV
































RtBlICr,RAP~Y OF ARCTIC WATER qESCURCES - JULY 1970
*TnlSTIK~IN~BASKOV*PEqMAFROST*GROLNDkATER*WATER SUPPLY
*TOlSTIKHIN*~u~IAT-MONGOLIA, LSSR*GROLND hATER






































































.-rOtST IKOV*S I AEH I A*O I L ANn GA S*HYDROGEClOGY
*rOlSTIKUV*SIBERIA, USSR*~ESUlOIC DEPCSlrS*GRDUND~ATER
.rOl S TIKOV*U SSR.~(J It Of PrJ SIT s* ALKA II NI rv*c AR,80i'lA TE
*TOlSTKHINOGROU~O WAT,q




































*TOlSTOV*KYl'ct LAKE, ~SSR*TE~PERArURr., wATER
• TOL STOV*MIIK ... ]f'..l* YEllJN RrVER ,USSR 'CrH YO ROLDG Y
*TOLSTYKHIN*PONOMAREV*WATEP. QLALITY*PER~AFRUST*GROUND~ATER
*TOPOGRAPHY*GEOLOGY*NEALE*RETHGULAT LAKE, CANADA*HYDRCGRAP~Y
¢ 1r'POCQAIl.!lV* Sf. 0 I tJf:N r S*EARDLEY
*TOPOGRJ\PHV*SNQW COVER OISTRIBLTION*SCLOATENKOVA.e<SALEKHARD REGION
.TOPOGRAPHY* \;ATER POhER*GEOLOG Y*MI LLER*AL ASKA, SPEel RIVER *Al ASKA , LONGLAKE
*ALASKA, CRATER lAKE*ORAINAGE
*TORSUEV*ONEGA-SEVERNAYA, USSR*RIVER REGr~E*KARST FEATURES
.TRAINER.ALASKA RAILRUAO*'r.ATEI{ SIIPP!.V
*TRANS-URAL, lJSSR*SWA~PS'Cl~T!HJ.L/HI: \)1\
*TRANS-URAL, ~SSR*URAL MOUNTAINS, USSR*SWAMPs*srOROlHEVA
*TRANSBAIKAL COAL M[NES*PtR~AFROST*PRCSPECTING*wATER SUPPLY*ZARUBINSKII
.TRANSBAIKAL·GEOMORPHOLOGY*~LAnTSIN











































-TRANSP IRA TI ON-EVAPORA TION-OR VI G*NEBI KEROKNOB LAKE. CUEBEC
_TRANSPORTATION_BElINSKII_YANA RIVER, USSR
_TRANSPORTATION_LENA RIVER, USSR_SKESTUN
_TRANSPORTATION_YENISEY RIVER, USSR-BAOER-WATER TEMPERATURE-DISCHARGE
_TRAVElERS_EXPLORERS_BOOK_REFERENCE_OBRUCHEV_USSR


























































*TUNORA REGI ONS* 5 TAUBER*GRE ENtA.NO*HYDROLOG, CAL INVE 5 TIGA TI eNS
*TUNCRA SOIlS*8ROhN*CHEMICAl PROP.*PHYSICAl PROPERTffs*aLASKA*ICE WEDGES
*TUNDRA TERRAIN*ALASKA, POINT BARROw*HCRVATH*lCE*PER~AFROSl
*TUNORA*CLIMATE*HVOROGQAPHV*KOLA PENINSULA, USSR*RJKHTER
*lUNDRA*DlSC~ARGE*GLUKH
*lUNOR A*D ISC ,"'ARGE*KOZLDVA*PECHANGA RIVER, us SR
*TUNORA*ICE*STEFANSSON*ARCTIC
*rUNORA*ICE*TYRKELl*NURTH AMERICA
*TUNDRA*MI CHEt SON*HUS SEY* ICF. FE ATURE S*LAKE sop T. HARROk, AL ASKA
*TUNORA*MOU~CS*SHARP*YUKON, ~OLF CREEK









































OTUNGUSKA RIVER. USSRoNyUYA RIVER. USSROBCRE-HOlEoELECTRICAl-RESISTANCEOPERMAFROST
ONAZAROvoSTONY TUNGUSKA RIVER. USSR
.TUNGUSKA RIVER, USSR.SPRINGS, SALT*RDZHKOV
OTUNNELSOAlASKAOMUNSEYOOAMSOHYOROELECTRIC PLANTS
*TURAN RANGE, US5R*SYSSA RIVER, USSR*PER~AFROST*MORDVINCV*RElIEF










'TYUMEN REGION. USSR'WATER SUPPLY'SANITARY ENGINEERINGOOBGOL'TS























BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RESCUP,CES - JULY 1970
*UlAKHAN-TARVN VALLEV*~ALEDS*GAVqIlOVA*~ETEURCLCGY
*ULlENIUS*SWEOEN*RIVfR VALLEY
*UMB-OZ·ERQ LAKE, LSSR*HYORCLOGICAl I~VESTIGAT[CN*KRCGIUS*BATHYPETRY




*UNITEO STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY*CHEMISTRY*SEOI"ENT*STORAGE*ALASKA*ARCTIC SLOPE
*WATER RESOURCES
*UNTERSTEI~ER.CANAOA*GLACIOLOGY*NYE
OUR A RIVEQ REGION, USSR*T€~PERATURE, hATER*PH*LIMNCLCGV*HYCROBIOLOGV*ZVEREVA
.URA, NORTH OF 59 DEGREE N.*LA~~S*RIVERS*KE~MERIKH
.URAl MOUNT AINS*GRQUND WA TER*BUDANOV
.URAL MOUNTAINS, USSR*KHODAKOV*S~OW (eVER
.URAl MOUNTAINS, USSR*SWA~PS*STURUlHEVA*TRANS-URAL. USSR
.URAl MTNS., USSR*HYOROGEOlOGY*~INING*PlOTNIKCV*SCKOl(V
*URAl MTNS, L5SR*O I SCHARGE*RUNOFF*KE,..,..ER I KH
.URAl MTNS, USSR*GAS*HYDRCGEOlOGY*ZOIKIN
.URAl MTNS, USS~*PER""AFROST*CHEMI STRY*GROL.ND \oiATER:(IKCVAlEV



































BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RESCURCES - JULY 1970
*URVANTSEV*NDRIl'SK*PERMAFROST
.US AIR FORCe*ARCTIC TERMS*GLOSSARY
*US ARCTIC, DESERT, TROPIC INFORMATION CE~TER*ICE CAP'GREE~LAND
.US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS*HYDROLOGY, G~~ERAl*AlASKA, TANANA RIVER
*US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERSOSNOWMELT*RUNOFF
*US ARMY OF ENGINEERS*4LASKA




*US COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEYOICE BRE4KUP
*US DEPT. OF AGRICULTURE*ALASKAOSNOW SURVEYS
*US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY*ALASKA, BROOKS RANGE*LIMNOLOGYO~YDROLOGY*GLACIERsoCLIMATE
oUS LIBRARY OF CONGRESS*PERMAFROSTOICEOSNOW*818LIOGRAPHY
*US NAVAL CIVIL ENGINEERING LA80RATORYOWATER SYSTEMSOPOLAR CAMP




.US SOil CONSERVATIDN SERVICE*RUNOFf.SNOW COVER*WATER SUPPLY FORECASTING
*US 88TH CONGRESS*USSR*HYOROElECTRICPOWER*DA~S
.USA RIVER BASIN, USSR*lVEREVA*ClIMATe*SUIl5
*USA RIVER, USSR_CHEMISTRY, WATER*HYOROSIClOGV*POPOVA
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*USGS*AL A$KA *'rtA TE R*rJUALI TY*QUANTI fY
*USGS*AlASKA*hATERS, SURfACE*wATEq SUPPLY
*uSGS*GAGING STATIONS*UISCHARGE*ALASKA*SURFACE WATERS





















































































































.USSR*MAP*HveRlICHfMISTRV*lENINI;RAD, VSESOIUlNV[ GEC1CGlCHESKl I INSTITUT
·USSR*MAPS*SNOWFALl*CHISTIAKOV
.USSR*ME TEOROlOGV* HVflROLOG ICAL on SER VAT ror-. S*KCRZUN
.USSR*MINERAl LAK~S*OI~~S-ltTOVSKII
*USS~*MI~FRAL WATER*HYnqOGFOlOGV*SKRaOCV*DIENS-LITCVSKII*TCLSTIKHI~
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oUSSROR IVERS. LARGEoRUNOFF VAR I A1I0NoSOMOV
OUSSRORIVERS, SMALLOOISCHARGEOVLADIMIROV














































*USSR*WATER RALANCE*LVOVICH, ANO eTHERS










*USSR, NOR TH EAS TFRN*WA TEq BALMi[ E*NAL EOS*\\A TER, SUBPF RMAFR CS T(oK AL AA IN
*USSR, NORT~~EST*HYDROTHER~AL znNAlITY*GUREVICH*GRCU~[hATER*TF~PERATURE,
*UST-EN[SEIS~ PORT, USS~*REFRACTEO WAVES*SfISPIC SURVEV*DE~E~ITSKAIA












































*UTILITIES*SANITARY WASTE 0ISPOSAL*8lAKE*ALTER*ClARK*POLAR REGICNS




*ur III TV CON STRue TION*hA TER*I:WBB I S*CAf-;AOA
*UTILITY PIPING INSTALLATION*GILES*PERMAFRosr*lCE*SNOh
*V.I. LENIN LAKEr USSR*TE~PERATUREr hAIER*KRIVD5HEYEVA
*VADILO*STRUCTURE*RIVER ICE




























BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RESCURCES - JULY 1970
-VAN OUESEN-CISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS-COLD hEATHER
-VANGENGEYM-POLAR REGIONS-HYOROMETEORCLOGY-LAKTIONCV
-VAPOR CONOENSATION'KOLOSKOV-GROUND-PERMAFROST
-VAH I ATlONS-CLl MA TE-B ILELLO'NOR TH AMERI CAODEN SI TY*SNO. COVER
















-VEGETATION-PERMAFROST OISTRIBUTIO~-CB RIVER, USSR-OOLGUSHIN
-VEGETATION'PERMAFROST OISTRIBUTION'YAKUTIA. USSR'SKRIABIN-LAKES
*VEGETATION*SOIL*SIGAFOOS*ALASKA






























rIRl[[\~Rt.~lhY C!F .'l...:CTIC wAHR QF$(U;{Ct'S - ,lUI.Y 1'1/0
*VEGETATr!Yi, S~J\~r*fYR~IKCV~SJPEl{II\, .... t5TF~'\
*V[l '~rf4A;:T'.JLS f I KH I r4*LS SR*PL o../"I\F i~C 5 T'9HYCI{[GECLCGy~rF I ~lJV
*VELIKANDveEVAPURATfO~*RU\OFF CALCULArIO~S*lVCVtCri
*vE-L TKIII\()VA*LSSq*SNOW COVEP*RLNOFf, SPRI Nli
~VElM INA*VAK\., T' A, USSR*JlYr~PLGEClOGV*Vll::""RlC
*VElMINA*YAKLTrA, Lssn*TALIKS*r.RClLI'I.U .... AfER
*VFLMIMA*VAKUTIA, USSR*TALIKS*GRClND hATER
*vENDROV*C11~ATIC CHANGE*HYDRDEL£tTRIC PGhER*CA RIVER
*VENOROV*hYDI<OELECrqrC PO~Eq~R~SERvotRS*ClI~ATJC CHA~CE








*VllYIUY RIVfR, USSR*HYOqCPETRICAL STATIU~*KOPlAN
*VILYUI RIVEQ, USSR*lE~A RIVER, USSR*PINGC*AO~CV
*VILYUY BASIN*AllLVIAL DEPrSITS*ARPAND*STREA~ ~CR?I~Cl[GY
*v I NOGR heov* !"HER P~E TAT I nr-.:*clI SP t IH.. *GRCUND hA T£:R* PlJPCVA*P ARKOV SK I Y*KUl NE TSOY
*VITIr PLATEAL, USSR*GEOlCGY*?ERVAFRCST*P[POV
*VITTENBURG*A~DER~A, lJSSR*VAIGhCH ISLAND, USSR*T[MPERATURE*PER~AFROST*GROUNO
*VIVTAN*SPIT'PfRGE~;:nISCHAR~[*f;LACIAl SfREA~S


































.voLCANOES, MUO*YEHLE*NICHOlS~AlASKAt COPPER RIVER
*vatGA BAS1N, USSR.RIVER QIVERSION*MIN'KDVICH*SAOlEAV
-VOLGA RIVER-ICE .0VEMENT-OISCHARGE-ClIMATE-wINTER REGIMEOPOLlAKOV
.VOLGA RIVER, USSR*GORIUNCV*HYOROElECTRIC PDW£R*rCE
-VOLGA.USSRoHYOROELECTRIC POwER-RLSSO
'VOLKOVA-LIMNOLOGYOKOLA PENINSULA, USSR-LAKE VEGETATICN
'VOLOOICHEVAO.APS'GLACIER MOVEMENT-TECTONICS
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*VOINESENSXII*SNOW CDVER*LENA-ENISEI REGICN, USSR*HYOnOLOGY,GENERAl
*VTURIN*PERMAFROST STUUIES*GEO~Ok.PHULCGY
*VUOKSA LAKE, USSR*wATER CHEMISTRY*TEfJPERATURE*KDNKI,\,A
*VYCHEGOA 8A 5 IN*ME lEN RA S IN*PECHORA BAS I N*HYDRD/: LECTR IC PCwER*Ar-,U FR I EV
*VYCHEGOA R., USSR*RIVER OIVERSIO~*SHISHKJN*PECHORA R., USSR
*VYCHEGOA RIVER*KAMA RIVER*OIVERSION*I\f::h5*PECHORA RIVER
*VZEMeLO*VfL~INA*YAKUTIA, ~SSR*HYOROGEDLOGY
*VINUIOAEV*K~UCHATKA RIVER, USSR*RIVULETS. DRY*KARPAC~EVSKII
*WAANA~H~*AL tl 51< ,\*HVUROLUr,V, GE~ERAL
.WAOE*cnnK~ALASKA, CHENA ~IVER*rC[ ~REAKUP*OU5TING
*WAGNER*SNOW CE~StTV*HA~D~ESS*STRATIGRAPHY*AlASKA, KASHAWULSH GLACIER
*WAHRHAFTIG*CEOERSTROM*ALA5KA, ~tOPER*ALASKA, HEALV*SPRlNGS*GRCUNO WATER*BARNES
*WAHRHAFTIG*P~RMAFROST*AlASKA RArlROAD*ENGI~EERING GECLCGY*BLACK
*WAHRHAFTIG*rF.q~AFRUST*ALASKA*GLACIERS, RCCK*COX
*..,AHRI-'AF TIC* PEQ.MAFRUS HAL ASKA, f,,:ENANA RIVER *GEOlOGY
*WALK £OR *ALASKJI*COU:V [LlE RI vFR:OCl AKE, lJE LTA*MllRPHOlCG Y*MCRGAN
*wALKER*ALA~KA, COLVILLe DELTA*DUNES





























BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RES(URCES - JULY 1970
*WAlKER'ALASKA, COLVILLE RIVER*ERCSIO~
*WAlKER'AlASKA, COLVIllE RIVER'EROSION'ICE WEOGE*PER.~FROST
OWALKE~*AlASKA, COLVILLE RJVER*EROSIO~.~EATHER*MORGAN
'WAlKER'ARCTIC'WATER SOURCES
'WAlK ER*ARCT IC'WA TER SOURCE S
*WALKER'ARN80RG'ALASKA, COLVilLE RIVER*SUSPENOEO LOAO*PEIPPO
'WAlKER'CANAOA, YUKON TERRITORY'AlASKA, COLVILLE RIVER'.ORPHOlOGY
'WALKER'PEARCE*RAOAR MEASUREMENTS*GREENLANO ICE CAP
'WALKER'PEARCE'RAOAR MEASUREMENTS'GREENLA~O ICE CAP
*WAllACe*ALASKA, EASTERN*LAKES, CAVE-IN










*WALLER*ALASKA, CAPE THOMPSON*hINTER*GRQUhD WATER
*WAl LER* ALASKA, FOR r GRE ELV*GKOUND WA TER*T rSOEt*FEULNER
*WALlER*ALASKA, GLENN HIGHWAY*SPRfNGS*~EllS.SELKREGG
*WALLER*AlhSKA, KOBUK-NOATAK*GROUND hATER
























































BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC hATER RESCURCES - JULY lqlQ
*~ATER HALAI~Ct*HEAT BALANCf*RC~ANChSKI*USSq
*WATER BAlA~CE*OElTAS*l[NA ~IVER*A~TONOV*IC€ CO~DrTIC~S*WATER TEMPERATURF*Of5ChARGE
*~ATER BAlA~CE*GAVRILOVA*IR~IGATION*RADIATIC~
*WALLEQ*ALASKA, NORTHwESTER~*GROU~D WATER
*WALlER*~LASKA, PROJECT CHhRICT*GROUND ~ATER
*WALlER*ALASKA, PROJECT CHARIUT*GROUNC WATER
*WAlLER*ALASKA, PROJECT CHARIOT*GROUND ~ATER
*WALLER*ALASKA, RICHARDSO~ HIGHwAY*SPRINGS*wELLS*TOLE/\
*WALlfR*ALASKA, SAVUONGA*ALASKA, GAMHELl*~ATER
*wAl LER*ALASKA, SHAKTOLI K*ALA SKA, KOY\.;K*CRCUND wATER
*WALLER*ALASKA, ST. lAWRE~CE lSLA~D*hATER RESDURCES




















.WATER BAlANCE*tVUVICH, A~O OTHERS*US~R
_WATER BAlANCE*NAlEDS*WATEk, SLRP~RMAF~CST*KAlABrN*USSR, ~CRTbEASTERN
*WAT ER BAl ANCE*SHVE TSOV* PER~AFRU 5 T.HE ATE XCHA~GE
*WATER BUDGET*SIMO.JUKr*FI~lAND
*WATER ChARACTERISTICS*HUARS*ARNO~*ALAS~A VillAGES
.WATER CHARAC TE~ IS Tl CS*HUAR S*ARNnn*ORA I NAGE *ALA SKA VIII AGE S
*ltATER CHEMISTR.V*TEMPERATLRE*KUNKINA*VUGKSA LAKE, USSR
*WATER C I RCUlAT (ON*PER1'4AFRO ST*GRnl.ND~A TER *PCNUMAREV
.WATER CIRCUlATION*TSI~lERLING*USSR*ClI~ATE
*WATER OISCHARGE*lVLll*KAMCHATKA RIVER, U$SR*FLCOD
.WATER DIST~18UTION SYSTE~S*AlASKA*ALTfR
.WATER OrSfRIBUTlllN SYST·f"'S*PAGE*ARCTIC
*\!IATER 01 STR I~UTION SYSrF.~S.TO'PERATLRF., GRCUI\C*ALTER.ALASKA
o~ AfER 0 rS TR IHU TI O~-l.HAR 'f-I /l,N*~LJRPHY.U' It I TI F. S*ALA SKA t U"'lA LAKLE Ef
_WATER DIVF~SInN*BF.AUVAIS*SIfl~RIA
O~UTER DIVfI{Sltl",*nIHJRI)V*IH.,TC:-'IW*CH HtVfR*HVO~CElECTf{IC PCwER
































*WATER LEVF.L*CISCHARGf*STREAf-l FLOh(:lARCTIC ORAINAGE*SU~FACE 'WATER
*CANADA, OEPT. OF NORThEKN AFFAIRS
*WATER lEVEl*ElB~US REGIUN ~SSI~(:IALINOVA*AlKILINITY*n(SCHARGE
*wATER LEVEL*ESTUARIFS*FEOCKOV*tENA RIVfR, USSR*FOREC~STING
.WATER LEVE l *ES TUAR I ES*F LCOIJ*GOR a SHN I KQV* SF.VErWA YA DV INA f USSR *FORECAS TING
.WATER lEVEl*FORECASTING*FEDOROV*SIBERIA, EAST*RIVERS
*WATER lEVEl*HYDROElECTRIC POhE'R(:IFEDDROV*YENISEY RIVER, USSR
.WATER lEVEL*KARELIA, USSP*lITINSKAIA
'WATER LEVEL'PERMAFROST.AKAQEMIIA STRGITEl'STVA I ARK~ITEKTURY SSSR'CONSTRUCTION
*TEMPERATliRF.
*WATERlEVEL*STREAMFlOW*ARCTIC [}RAINAGE*SURFACE hATER
*CANADA, DEPT. OF NORTHERN AFFAIRS
.WATER lEVEl*SUMARlIDASON*TLNGNAA RIVER




.WATER MASS STRUCTURE*lAKHAROV*'EAST SiBERIAN SEA
.WATER PIPElINES*GnTOVTSEV*,P~R~AFROST*SwERAGE SYSTE~S
.WATER pnlLUfJON*AlASKA*lCTSPEICH
.WATER POLlurtoN*hASTF DISPOSAl*OXYGEN COf\SIJ,uPTrON*Al~SKA, ANCHGRAGE*'MURPHY
.WATER PUWFR*GECLUGY*~llLFR(:IAlASKA, SPEEL RIVER*ALASKA, lC~G lAKE
.AlASKA, CRATER LAKE~DRAI~AGE*'TOPCGRAPHY



























I\I~~LICl;KI\rhV nF Ai~CrIC \o.','\TEP RESCiJKCcS - JULV 1970
.WATER QUIIll TV*GQ.OU'I[)~;ArER*f'JLi~P~'Vj,Jr:..H"SP";¢l(fM*ARC TIC









.WATER QUAL I TV*THO"'A S*CANA/li\ f ,,"Op. THER~*DRl\' NAGE
-*Wl\TER REGtMC*GLACI[RS*~ASSFR
*wATER REG "fE tpER1'AF RrlS r*f-<VOK DCE GlGe Y*CHE NG
*WAT [H I-tE(;' '" ;:*VAK Ur, A* \0,/\ HH RESlJUHC E S*CH 1ST I AKOV* I CE CDf',;D I T I GNS *D I SCHA,RGE
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.wATER RESnURCES*KLIMENKOV*STOTSENKO*HYORCElECTRIC POftER*KAMCHATKA, USSR
*WATE~ RESOURCES.LENA, YENISEV, USSR*ROOEVICH, EDITon
























































*WhTEq SUPPLVOUAVENPORT*ElLShC?TH*ALA5KA, VUK[N-TA~h\A REGrO~
*hA TER. SUP Pl V*CAV I SoC :1F: i-l.I 5 If{ Vt.·r.~F. [I\:LAi\Q
*hATE~ SUPPlV OOAVVOOV*U5SR*HYCRCEl5CTRIC PC~F~
*~ATEf{ SUPPLY*nE5ALrNATIU~*Shll~E CCNVERSlnN*HEHlKE*J[~h5C~*PEYTO\







*11 ATE ~ 5 UPPl v ~G,'l.Q L"lIl·Wi\ TER *~\RAI"[}UN*c ANAe J\
*~ATER SUPPlY¢HF~SHhW A~n CTHERS*A1ASKA$S£WARC PEhl~SUlA
*\oIATEil SUPPl Y*HI::"l SHAh*AlA 51':A* Sel'iARC PE/~ 1.'Il5IJlA*S TRF liP' (AG f,\G
eWATfR SUPPlV*~E'\jS~lAh*ALASKA*SFWi\RD P~NINStJlA*STR~4~ CAl;lhG
*WA TER SUPPl V*rEN SHAW*Al ASKh* SH,AJ.W PEh I I'! SIlL h *n I SellA\( GE
*\-ii\TEP. SUPPLY*H~·\JSHI\W*HflYT*nISCH"f{GE*STREA~ r;IlGI"IG*SE~AP.r: PE ..... INStJlA, ALASKA
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*WATER SUPPLY*PERMAFROSr*GROUNDwATER*SHRABSHTEIN*lENA RIVER, USSR
.WATER SUPPLV*PERfolAFROSr*USSR*GEOGRAPHY*SLSLOV
.WATER $UpPt Y*PERMAFRnS rOWE l L DR I lL I NG*t RU~U ~H:jlFORT (HURet-- I Lt, CANADA
*WATER SUPPL V.PER MAFROS T* VAKUT I A, USSR* IC I NGoNAL EDS *c I-EKQT ILLO
.WATER SUPPlY*PORTER.EAGLE DISTRICT, AlASKA*STREAMGAGING
.WATER SUPPlY.PRINDLE, AND OTHERS*DISCHARGE.FAIRBA~KS
.WATER SUPPlY*RIVER DIVERSION*OAVVDOV
.WATER 5UPPlV*ROORIGUEl*SCHMITT*GREENLANQ
.WATER SUPPLV*ROGATKO*NORTHERN SEA ROLTE
.WATER SUPPLY*SANITARV E~GINEERING*08GOl1TS*TYlJMEN REGICt.J. USSR
.WATER SUPPlY*STE~ANTSEv*rCING CUhDUITS
*WATER SUPPLY*STEPANENKD*A~LR RAILROAD, USSR
*WATER SUPPl V-TAL IKS*r.ROUro.;l1 ~ATER*EF I ftI0V*VAKUr I At USSR
.WATER SUPPLY.THO~AS*CANACA



























BIRlICGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATfR RES(URCES - JULY lq7Q
~WATER SUPPLY*TOLSTKHIN*SCRVEy*rERMAFRCST
~wATER SUPPLY*TRAINfR~AlASKA RAILROAD
*WATER SDPPLY*TREGUgOV*STEPA~ENKU*A~UR RAILROAD, USSR
*~ATER SUPPlY*US ARt-'Y .... UTILITIES*ANTARCTIC(lARCTIC
~WATER SUPPLY*USGS*ALASKA*hATERS, SU~fACE
*~ATER SUPPLY*YEARHOQK*SWEOEN*hEATHER






*~ATER SVSTE~S*POLAR CAMP*bS ~AVAl CIVil ENGr~EERING LABORATORY
*WATER SVSTE~S*UTILITIES*GRAINl;E*ARCTIC*WASTE SVSTE~S
*WATER TABlE*hllLIS*FRoZEN G~OLND.SnIL POI STURE
*WATE~ TEMPEKATURE*BU~T*~CAL[STER*AlASKA, RA~PART D~~ RESERVOIR
*WATER T~MPERATURE*DISCHARGE*TRANSPoqTATICN*YENISEY RIVER, USSR*RADER
*WATER TEMrERATURE*OISCHARGE*~ATER HAlANCE*DElTAS*lENA RIVER*ANTONOV*ICE
*w/\ TER TEMPEf.'.ATUR E*HYOR{lLGG Y, GEN(-RAl *YEN ISEV RIVER*B ~OER* eR EAKUP
*WATER TEMPERATURE*LAKFS*PER~AFROSr*FOMrCHEV
*wATER TREAT~ENT*COAGUlATION*K(JHANOVSKI*KLlSKI
*WATER TREAT~ENT*THU~P~ON*ALASKA, LADO AIR FORCE BASE
*WATER TVPfS*NUVITSKIV*BARENTS S~A, ~SSR
*WATER VOLUME*SlETTENMARK*SWEUfN*lAKE PERCENTAGE















































*WATER*HYDRQGRAPHV*MARUSfNKO, AND OTHERS*SIBERIA, USSR*PER~AFROST
*WATER*KUENE~*PERMAFROST
*WATER*lAWS*HVDROCHEMISTRV*MAKSJMCVICH
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*WAT[I< *Sl "U'<~HTI7R* GEillilGV* ALA 5KA, eGO TL;RUK eRE EK
*WATER '" SOil * f,J\P~ r A'\JflV
*WATER*SUlOVf(V*MEl'NIKOV*[FI~nV*IAKUTSK, USSQ*PER~AFRCST
*WATER*T[I~*LS~~*lAKE~·I~(VFI{S

















































*WATER-SUPPlY*PERHAFROST*RlACK*AlASKA, POINT SPENCER*ENGINfERING GEOLOGY




OWATER, SUBpcRMAFROST.KAlAHI~.USSR, NCRTHEASTERN*WATER HAlANCE*NAlEOS




























BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC wA~ER RESCURCES - JULY 1970
*WATERHOUSF*ALA.5KA*POWER PlANT*THAW-ALASr*PER",AFROSr*"llLS





























































-WELLS-ALASKA'S HEALTH-ALASKA, FAIRBANKS_CIRCULATING kATER SYSTEM
-WELLS-COLLINS-ALASKA, UMIAT-PEAMAFROST-TfMPfRATURE-MICROPALEONTOLOGY
.wElLS.COLLINS*ALASKA, WOLF CREEK.AlASKA, SQUARE lAKE.~ICRCPALEONTOlOGY





*WENDLER:(rALASKA, FAIRBANKs*rCE FOG*HEAT BALANCE.FOG
*WERENSKIOlO*SPITSBERGEN*YERMAFROST
-WERENSKIULO-SPITSBERGEN-PERMAFROST
*WERNECKE*YUKON TERRITORY, KENO HILl*ICE*P£R~AFROST.GlACIERS
*WESTFAll*AlASKA, FAIRBANKS*WATER*TE~PERATURE*PER~AFRCST
-WESTFALL-RECIRCULATING S¥STEM-OESIGN'RESEARCH-BECK A_O ASSOCIATES
-WHETSTONE-ALASKA_WATER
*wHITE ICE*JONES*CANADA, KNOB LAKE
*WHITE RUSSIA, USSR*SOll.. FREEIING*RUNOFF*SNOW lJELT*FCRESTS*ROGOVOI



















































































BIBLlOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RESCURCES - JULY 1910
*WILSON.ARCTIC*CONSTRUCTICN






*WIND SETUP*INfLOW*METEOROLOGY*8RLCE AND CTHERS*CANADA. PEACE R.*WAVES
*WIND*ICE*fIRNlfICATION*STRATIGRAPHY.DORT.ANTARCTICA. VICTCRIA LAND
*WINTER CONDITIONS*RESERVOIR*TEMPERATURE*SOKOLNIKOV
*WINTER REGIME.POLIAKOV.VOLGA RIVER.ICE MCVEMENT.OISC~ARGE.CLI~ATE










$YAKHROMA RIVER, USSR.TEMPERATURE, SOIL.GROUND WATER.ZHDANCVA
*YAKOVLEV.MUR~ANSKAYA OalAST, USSR.PRECIPITATION ANO~'LIES
*YAKOVLEVA.RESERVOIRS.HEAT BALANCE.HU~IOITY.TE"PERATURE. AIR
$YAKUNOV.PER~AfROST*GEOELECTR IC PROf I LE.CONOUC TI VITY




























BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RESCURCES - JULY 1070
*yAKUT MOUNrAINS~NALEOS*NIKITINA*DISTRIBUTION








































































*VAKUTIA, USSR*WATER SUPPlV*TAlIKS*GRCUND WATER*Efl~OV
*VAKUTIYA, USSR*lAKES*PER"'AFROST*FQMICHEV
*VAKUTSK, SIBERIA*ClIMATE*ATlAS





























AI8llUGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RESCURCES - JULY 1970
*YAKUTSK, USSR*PERMAFROSr*I-1YDROGECLOGY*SVETOlARCV
*YAKUTSK, USSR*PERMAFROST*QARUCHEV
*YAKUTSK, US SR*SPR I NG S*GRCLJND 1>1 AH R* PERfo'AFROS r*EF I foIev
*VAKUTSKAYA A$SRORIVERS*ANTONCV*ICE REGIME*WATER REGI~E
*YAKUTSKAYA, USSR*HYOROElECTRIC PCWER*CHUOINOV
*YAKUTSKAYA, lISSR*HYOROElECTRIC PGWER*CHUCINOV AND CTt-ERS
.YAHAl, USSR.TA1IKS*PI~GOES*HYOROlACCClITH*EVlADOV
.YAMAMOTO*FAR EAsroRAfNFALl
.VANA RIVER BASIN, USSR*HYDROLOGY, GENERAL*KHt-'YlNIKOV
.VANA RIVER, uSSR*FloonS*Sfo'IRNDVA*OORCNINA
.VANA RIVER, lSSR*FlOODS*S"'(RNCVA*UO~CNINA
.VANh RIVER, USSR*GROUND kATER*NAlEDS*SHVETSOV*SEDCV
.VANA RIVER, USSq*INOIGIRKA R., USSR*HYDRCLOGY, GENERAL*GRCUNCWATEqoPERMAFROST
'SHVETSOV
OYANA RIVER, USSR*KHMYZNIKCV*~4VIGATIGN*HYDROLCGY, GE~EHAL
OYANA RIVER. ~SSR.lYLO*FlCOO. SPRING






oy EAR EWtlK *HYOROlOG Y, GENE RAl*f I Nl AND
.YEARHr.nK*SWrr.F~.kYOROlOGY, GE~~RAl.~ETEr.RClOGY
.YFARAOUX.swtCE~.~EAT~jER*~ATER SUPPLY



























BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARCTIC WATER RESCURCES - JULV 1970
*YELLOWKNIFEOSEWERAGE SYSTE~S*hATER SYSTE~S*HALL
.VELON RIVER, USSR*HYDROlCGY.TOLSTaV*~UKHIN
*VENISEY BASIN, USSR*KlOPOVA*RUNOFf ~ODULUS*HYOROLOGY, GENERAL
lCIV·ENISEY R., USSR*HYDRUELECTRIC PlJWER*SIBERAN POWER*P~DERIr-.
*YENISEY RIVER*BADER*BREAKUP*hATER TE~PERATURE*HYORlJL(GY, GENERAL
*YENISEY RIVER*DISCHARGE.HYDROlOGY, GENERAL.ANTONOV
*VENISEY RIVER*GEOLOGV*RIABUKHIN
*YENISEY RIVER*ICE COVERoPIOTROVICH*FREElEUpoLENA RIVER
*VENISEY RIVER.MACKENZIE RIVER, CANAOA*BREAKUP*BUROYKINA
*YENISEY RIVER*OB RIVER*OISCHARGE*KOROVKIN*lENA RIVER
*YENISEY RIVEROOB RIVERoDISCHARGEORIVER ESTUARIES*ANTCNOV
*VENISEY RIVER*OB RIVER*RIVERS*ICE BREAKERS*POlNIAKOMTONOV*LENA RIVER
*YENISEY RIVER*PERMAFROSToSAKS
OVENISEY RIVER*TEMPERATURE, WATER*RIVERS*THERMAL REGI~E*ANTDNGVOKUREVKA RIVER
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